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From the editor's desk 
This issue might remind the reader of the old term "necrology" as most of its pages consist of 
lists of the dead. Joining our usual series of extracts from Riverdale Cemetery records is the first 
installment of Daniel B. Olds' index of death notices from Columbus newspapers. Researchers 
into the genealogy of this area will be forever grateful to Dan for his painstaking dedication to 
this undertaking. He hopes to extend the index back to 1872 where the late Buster Wright's 
similar index ended.   Anyone who would like to volunteer to assist in this project is urged to 
contact Daniel B .Olds. Remember to tell Dan how much you appreciate this effort. Finally, we 
remember with gratitude and affection the lives and contributions of our colleagues in genealogy 
who have recently departed. Their cheerful and generous support of this Society and of 
Muscogee County's history and genealogy will continue to be an inspiration to us. 
HIR 
IN MEMORIAM 
Betty W. Barrett 
January 24,1920-January 19, 2004 
A faithful member of the Muscogee Genealogical Society and volunteer 
at the Family History Center 
Alfonso Biggs 
February 14,1904-December 29, 2003 
Local historian, genealogist, and keeper of the regional African-American past 
Robert Emmett O'Neal 
December 22,1913-February 17, 2004 
A founding member of the Muscogee Genealogical Society and of 
the Coweta Falls Chapter, Sons of the American Revolution 
INDEX OF DEATH NOTICES IN COLUMBUS, GEORGIA, NEWSPAPERS FROM 
1 JANUARY 1898 TO 31 DECEMBER 1918 
BY 
Daniel B. Olds 
Index of persons whose burial, death, funeral or obituary notice was printed in the Columbus, Georgia 
Enquirer-Sun, Saturday Evening Herald or Sunday Herald Newspaper between 01 January 1898 and 
31 December 1918. 
NOTE: The vast majority of persons on this list died here and were buried here. However, if a person 
died and/or was buried elsewhere, and they had a relative here, their names are included. If a person 
died elsewhere and their remains were brought here for burial their names also are included. 
Following abbreviations are used: 
[AA]=African American 
E.S.=Enquirer-Sun Newspaper 
Sat. E.H -Saturday Evening Herald Newspaper 
SM.=Sunday Herald Newspaper 
Format for data is: Last Name, First Name, Middle Initial or Name, Title, Race. Edition Date. 
Newspaper Name. 
(Unless otherwise indicated persons are Caucasian). 
RESEARCHERS PLEASE NOTE: The newspapers of yesteryear, unlike modern newspapers, did not 
designate a specific space for the publication of death, obituary, funeral and/or burial notices. Rather, 
this information was printed on any page where there was room. Researchers must, therefore, read 
each page of each newspaper edition in order to locate the information for individuals listed in this 
index. The Enquirer-Sun, Saturday Evening Herald and Sunday Herald usually consisted of eight 
pages. The Enquirer-Sun printed one edition Tuesdays through Saturdays and two editions on 
Sundays. 
The compiler of this index noted several "glitches" in the microfilm copy sequence. For example, the 
Enquirer-Sun edition of January 24, 1902 is followed by the edition of February 25, 1902. For this 
reason researchers are advised to always check the editions a few days before and a few days after the 
edition date shown in the index. In addition, no microfilm is available for January 1-9, 1900 and 
October 1-15, 1900. 
The microfilm of the newspaper editions listed in this index, except for the period 24 Oct 1905 
through 12 December 1905, are available in the Reference Section, Bradley Memorial Library, 
Columbus, Georgia. 
Special thanks to Mr. Ken Thomas, Jr. for loaning the compiler the microfilm of the 
24 Oct-12 Dec 1905 period. 
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Abbett,Ida,L.,Miss,06 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Abbott,D.,Q.,Mr.,26 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Abbott,M.,A.,Mrs.,05 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Abercrombie,Anderson, 10 Jun 1902,E.S. 
Abercrombie,Henry,E.,13 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Abercrombie,Isabel,Miss,10 Oct 1905,E.S. 
Abercrombie,Sarah,T.,Mrs.,29 Jan 1907,E.S. 
Abercrombie,Virginia,Mrs.,29 Jan 1904,E.S. 
Abney,A.,O.,Mr.,08 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Abney,John,T.,Mrs.,27 Jun 1911,ES. 
Abney,William,W.,23 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Abrahams,Martha,E.,Mrs.,02 Feb 1899.E.S. 
Acee,Marion,S.,Mr.,10 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Acee,Martha,J.,Mrs.,14 May 1911.E.S. 
Adair,Eliza,Ann,Mrs.,28 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Adair,John,10May 1911.E.S. 
Adair,William,Mrs.,14 Apr 1900,Sat.E.H 
Adams,Annie,Miss,02 Nov 1909.E.S. 
Adams,Codie,Mrs.,15 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Adams,Fannie,Miss,15 Jul 1903.E.S. 
Adams,Fletcher,[AA],29 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Adams,G.,A.,Mrs.,19 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Adams,Hattie,Mrs,09 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Adams,J.,F.,Mr.,20 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Adams,James,09 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Adams,Jason.C,20 Sep 1910,E.S. 
Adams,Julia,Mrs,10Jan 1908,E.S. 
Adams,Lee,Miss,07 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Adams,M.,C.,Mr.,ll Nov 1918.E.S. 
Adams,Matt,Mrs.,28 Apr 1910,E.S. 
Adams,Princess,Miss,03 Mar 1914,E.S. 
Adams,Sallie,Inge,Miss,13 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Adams,W.,S.,Mr,05 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Adkins,W.,B.,Mrs.,28 Dec 1906.E.S. 
Affleck, William,D., 14 Jun 1911.E.S. 
Akin,Sadie,Mrs.,22 May 1903.E.S. 
Albrecht,N.,W.,Mrs.,21 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Albrecht,William,Jr.,02 May 1911.E.S. 
Albright,James,Henry,05 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Albright,Sarah,Mrs.,30 Jan 1906.E.S. 
Aldredge,J.,K.,Mr.,10 Feb 1901.E.S. 
Alexander,A.,L.,Mrs.,19 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Alexander,C.,L.,Mr.,22 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Alexander,Charles,L.,ll Jan 1917,E.S. 
Alexander,Claud,07 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Alexander,Claude,Jr.,29 Jul 1914,E.S. 
Alexander,J.,J.,Mr.,30 May 1902.E.S. 
Alexander,Mary,Mrs.,04 Aug 1909,E.S. 
Alexander,P.,D.,Mrs.,12 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Alexander,R.,L.,Mrs.,13 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Alexander,Sallie,Miss,02 Jan 1912.E.S. 
Alexander,Theresa,Shorter,10 Aug 1918,E.S. 
Alexander,W.,H.,Mrs.,19 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Alford)A.,C.,Mrs.,24 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Alford,Albert,24 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Allen,?,Miss,12 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Allen,?,Miss,13 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Allen,A.,M.,Mrs.,29 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Allen,Albert,Dr.,17 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Allen,Arthur,02 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Allen,B.,F.,Mrs.,23 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Allen,C.,D.,Mr.,29 May 1906.E.S. 
Allen,C.,M.,Mr.,10Jul 1909.E.S. 
Allen,Clementine,Mrs.,03 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Allen,E.,J.,Mrs.,08 Feb 1916.E.S. 
Allen,Emma,L.,Mrs.,17 May 1914.E.S. 
Allen,Emmie,Miss,15 Dec 1900,E.S. 
Allen,Ethel,May.,Miss,12 Sep 1902.E.S. 
Allen,Frank,09 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Allen,Fred,[AA],23 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Allen,Fred,J.,ll Nov 1905.E.S. 
Allen,G.,D.,Capt.,04 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Allen,G.,W.,Mr.,14 0ct 1905.E.S. 
Allen,George,D.,02 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Allen,George,D.,Mrs.,14Novl911,E.S. 
Allen,Harry,14 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Allen,J.,T.,Mrs.,14 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Allen,Jack,[AA],25 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Allen,Jesse,Mr.,18 Apr 1905.E.S. 
Allen,Jessie,Clair,Miss,23 Aug 1908,E.S. 
Allen,John,M.,12 Jul 1902.E.S. 
Allen,John,Garden,16Jul 1916.E.S. 
Allen,L.,W.,Mrs.,16 Apr 1909.E.S. 
Allen,Leo,21 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Allen,Lewis,19 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Allen,Lucinda,Miss,29 Oct 1915,E.S. 
Allen,Marjorie,Mrs.,26 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Allen,Mattie,Mrs.,21 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Allen,Murrah,27 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Allen,R.,A.,Mr,28 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Allen,Ray,Jr.,08 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Allen,Rose,Miss,06 Jun 1914.E.S. 
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Allen,W.,B.,04 Oct 1910,E.S. 
Allien,M.,J.,Mrs.,07 Oct 1902.E.S. 
Allmond,R.,H.,Mr.,15 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Almon,Mamie,Mrs.,07 Jul 1909,E.S. 
Almond, Ada,Miss,01 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Alredd,W.,S.,18Sepl917,E.S. 
Alson,Robert,N.,28 Jul 1898,E.S. 
Alston,M.,E.,Mrs.,15 Dec 1907,E.S. 
Alverson,Bessie,Mrs.,05 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Amerson,Lee,Miss,01 Dec 1908,E.S. 
Amett,W,D.,Mr.,05 May 1900,Sat.E.H 
Ammerson,R,A.,Mr.,19 May 1915.E.S. 
Ammons,W.,A.,Mr.,22 Jul 1906,E.S. 
Amorous,M.,F.,Mrs.,28 Apr 1906,E.S. 
Amos,Mary,Mrs.,30 Jan 1901.E.S. 
Amos,William,M.,06 Sep 1903,E.S. 
Amoss,Mary,Francis,02 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Amyett,Maude,Miss,28 Jul 1908.E.S. 
Anderson,Catherine,Mrs.,30 Dec 1906,E.S. 
Anderson,Charles,Cox,30 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Anderson,Cora,Mrs.,8 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Anderson,Emma,W.,Mrs,09 Mar 1913,E.S. 
Anderson,Lola,Mrs.,23 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Anderson,Martha,Mrs.,19 Dec 1911,E.S. 
Anderson,Will,[AA],06 Dec 1898,E.S. 
Andrews,A,R.,Maj.,18 Dec 1900.E.S. 
Andrews,Davis,A.,Mrs.,25 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Andrews,G.,W.,03 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Andrews,J.,Z.,20 Apr 1910,E.S. 
Andrews,John,William,06 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Andrews,Lester,ll Aug 1909,E.S. 
Andrews,S.,S.,Mr.,08 Dec 1910,E.S. 
Andrews,Therola,Elaine,06 Jun 1917,E.S. 
Andrews,W.,H.,Mr.,25 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Anglin,Joseph,C.,12 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Anglin,Nancy,E.,Mrs.,30 May 1909,E.S. 
Anniston,?,Dr.,27 Feb 1917,E.S. 
Ansley,Eddie,18 Jun 1903,E.S. 
Ansley,Susie,Mrs.,06 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Anthony,Ben,29 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Anthony,Charles,19 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Anthony,Griggs,18 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Anthony,J.,L.,Mr.,23 Oct 1909,E.S. 
Anthony,John,27 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Anthony,Lucy,Mrs.,27 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Anthony,Mary,V.,Mrs.,20 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Anthony,Nancy,Mrs.,02 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Anthony,W.,T.,Mr.,21 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Appleby,B.,F.,Mr.,27 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Arant,Edna,Frances,Miss,15 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Arant,Emma,Mrs.,08 Sep 1899,E.S. 
Argo,Perry,29 May 1913.E.S. 
Armor,Bascom,G.,19 May 1905.E.S. 
Armor,C.,J.,Mr.,25 Nov 1899.E.S. 
Armstrong,H.,C.,Mrs.,23 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Armstrong, Janie,Mrs.,04 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Armstrong,Jerry,[AA],09 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Armstrong,T.,J.,Mr.,09 Aug 1906.E.S. 
Arnold,Frances,Mrs.,08 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Arrant,John,Smith, 18 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Arrant,Marguerite,Miss,20 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Arrant,S.,A.,Mrs.,15 May 1914.E.S. 
Arrett,Daise,Mrs.,ll Jul 1913.E.S. 
Arthur,R.,C.,Mrs.,13 Dec 1908,E.S. 
Artley,J.,D.,Mr.,01 Jun 1913.E.S. 
Asbell,John,L.,13 Oct 1907,E.S. 
Ash,Sarah,J.,Mrs.,08 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Ashdy,Charlie,02 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Asher,Morris,Mrs.,03 Jul 1903.E.S. 
Ashford,Mary,George,03 May 1907,E.S. 
Ashley,J.,A.,Mr.,02 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Ashley,J.,A.,Mrs.,04 Nov 1913,E.S. 
Ashley,Sarah,E.,Mrs.,12 Jan 1915,E.S. 
Ashley,William,N.,12 Mar 1916,E.S. 
Ashurst,Rhodenck,29 Sep 1899.E.S. 
Askew,Osie,Mr.,28 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Askew,Thomas,08 May 1917,E.S. 
Askew,Zelma,Mrs,04 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Atkins,Henry,09 Dec 1909.E.S. 
Aughtman,Susie,Mrs.,20 Nov 1906,E.S. 
Austin,A.,W.,Mr.,30 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Austin,Bonnie,B.,21 Jul 1918 ,E.S. 
Austin,Susie,B.,Mrs.,26 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Autrey,Alonzo,20 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Autrey,Annie,Mrs.,23 Jul 1912.E.S. 
Autrey,Archie,Mrs.,28 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Autrey,Marshall,Randolph,14 Aug 1909,E.S. 
Autrey,Mary,Mrs,09 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Autry,A.,F.,Mrs.,02 Dec 1899.E.S. 
Autry,A.,L.,Mrs.,27 May 1908,E.S. 
Autry,Carrie,Mrs.,23 May 1901,E.S. 
Autry,S.,A.,Mrs.,26 May 1915.E.S. 
Autry,T.,J.,Mr.,03 Jan 1916,E.S. 
Autry,W.,W.,Mr.,12 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Autry,William,Franklin,05 Dec 1899,E.S. 
Avent,W.,Otis,10 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Averett,Charles,Harrold,09 Dec 1900.E.S. 
Averett,Irene,Miss,21 Jun 1905,E.S. 
Averett,Nettie,27 Jul 1915,E.S. 
Avierett,Mattie,Mrs.,17 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Awtrey,A.,J.,Mr.,31 Jul 1903.E.S. 
Babbett,Lucy,Mrs.,26 Jan 1908.E.S. 
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Babbitt,Frank,31 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Babbitt,Thelma,Pearl,Miss 02 May 1915.E.S. 
Backus,Helen,Mrs.,17 Oct 1897,S. H. 
Bacon,R.,A.,Maj.,09 Sep 1902,E.S. 
Bagely,W.,W.,Mr.,29 Dec 1905,E.S. 
Bagley,Prince,Mrs.,01 Feb 1918,E.S. 
Bagley,Roy,15 Mar 1911,E.S. 
Bagley,Vincent,M.,25 Apr 1914,E.S. 
Bailes,Alex,Mr.,20 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Bailey,Denson,[AA],13 Nov 1898,E.S. 
Bailey,Dozier,Mrs.,06 May 1914,E.S. 
Bailey,George,17Nov 1911,E.S. 
Bailey,J.,M.,Capt.,30 Apr 1916,E.S. 
Bailey,J.,R.,Mrs.,ll Feb 1910,E.S. 
Bailey,John,T.,[AA],06 Apr 1911,E.S. 
Bailey,L.,P.,Mr.,29 Nov 1915,E.S. 
Bailey,Stewart,B.,24 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Bailey,W.,C.,Mrs.,04 May 1909,E.S. 
Bailey,W.,G.,Mrs.,29 May 1917,E.S. 
Bailey,William, 10 Jan 1905.E.S. 
Bailini,Vittori,Mrs.,12 Feb 1914,E.S. 
Baily,L.,R.,Mrs.,25 Feb 1910,E.S. 
Baine,Johnny,25 Aug 1905,E.S. 
Baird,C.,L.,Mrs.,29 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Baird,Douglas,16 Apr 1914,E.S. 
Baird,Frank,10 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Baird,I.,M.,Mrs.,07 Jun 1904,E.S. 
Baisden,F,M.,Mrs.,02 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Baize,J.,D.,Mrs.,01 Oct 1910,E.S. 
Baker,B.,H.,Mrs.,05 Jan 1899,E.S. 
Baker,C.,L.,Mr.,09 Sep 1913,E.S. 
Baker,Carrie,Mrs.,01 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Baker,Della,May.,Miss,14 Jul 1908,E.S. 
Baker,E.,H.,Mr.,ll Jan 1905,E.S. 
Baker,Fannie,Pearl,Miss,12 Dec 1909,E.S. 
Baker,Fannie,Mrs.,30 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Baker,J.,W.,Mr.,17 Oct 1917,E.S. 
Baker,Lucille,Miss,09 Jul 1914,E.S. 
Baker,M.,A.,Mrs.,25 Jan 1906,E.S. 
Baker,Mamie,Miss,ll Feb 1900,E.S. 
Baker,Thomas,23 Jun 1918,E.S. 
Baker,Thomas,12 May 1905,E.S. 
Baker,W.,M.,22 May 1918,E.S. 
Baldwin, Agustus, 16 Mar 1917,E.S. 
Baldwin,C.,E.,Mrs.,29 Jun 1909,E.S. 
Baldwin,L.,J.,Mr.,02 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Baldwin,R.,P.,Mr.,30 Jun 1911.E.S. 
Baldwin,Robert,ll Sep 1909,E.S. 
Ballard,E.,C.,Mr.,26 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Ballard,Susan,Mr.,21 Jul 1898,E.S. 
Ballou,Martin,C.,Mrs.,01 May 1917,E.S. 
Ballowe,Robert,A.,Cpt.,12 Feb 1914,E.S. 
Bambush,C.,H..Mr.,12 Sep 1912,E.S. 
Bambush,Joseph,02 May 1916,E.S. 
Bancum,W.,D.,Mr.,27 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Banks,Clara,B.,Mrs.,08 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Banks,E.,M.,Rev.,02 Apr 1912,E.S. 
Banks,E.,Sims,Mr.,29 May 1901,E.S. 
Banks,Elbert,Dr.,10 Sep 1902.E.S. 
Banks,G.,R.,24 Nov 1900,E.S. 
Banks,George,Y.,20 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Banks,R.,H.,Mr.,06 Sep 1910,E.S. 
Banks,Sallie,[AA],02 Dec 1914,E.S. 
Banks,Thomas,06 Apr 1913,E.S. 
Bankston,Lula,Miss,19 Nov 1918,E.S. 
Bankston,Mary,Ellen,29 May 1918,E.S. 
Banner,Louis,03 Feb 1914,E.S. 
Barbaree,M.,L.,Mrs.,12 Dec 1914,E.S. 
Barbee,Jesse,Mrs.,17 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Barbee,W.,H.,Mrs,24 Mar 1914,E.S. 
Barbrey,Byron,Eugene,03 Sep 1916,E.S. 
Barbrie,Clarence,28 Aug 1917,E.S. 
Barden,Margaret,ll Jul 1916,E.S. 
Barefoot,P,C.,Mrs.,22 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Barfield,E.,C.,Mrs,28 Jan 1906,E.S. 
Barfield,Fannie,Mrs.,29 Aug 1918,E.S. 
Barfield,Inez,Miss,150ct 1907,E.S. 
Barfield,Myrtle,Miss,23 Jun 1909,E.S. 
Barker,George,T.,Mrs.,14 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Barker,George,W.,17 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Barnard,Sallie,Miss,03 Dec 1907,E.S. 
Barnard,W.,E.,15 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Barnes,Amanda,Mrs.,04 Jul 1909.E.S. 
Barnes,Annie,Mrs,06 Aug 1899,S. H. 
Barnes,Annie,Mrs.,01 Aug 1899,E.S. 
Barnes,Carrie,Mrs.,10 Oct 1906,E.S. 
Barnes,Fannie,R.,Miss,17 Nov 1898,E.S. 
Barnes,Jesse,06 Apr 1911,E.S. 
Barnes,Kate,B.,Mrs.,04 Aug 1908,E.S. 
Barnes,Kate,Mrs.,12 May 1914.E.S. 
Barnes,Louis,Franklin,01 Aug 1899,E.S. 
Barnes,Mary,Mrs.,12 Apr 1907,E.S. 
Barnes,Millie,0.,Mrs.,13 Jul 1910,E.S. 
Barnes,S.,Mr,20 Sep 1915,E.S. 
Barnes,Z.,D.,Mr.,06 Nov 1908.E.S. 
Barnett,George,W.,05 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Barns,Fannie,Mrs.,18 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Barr,Ella,C.,Mrs.,04 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Barr,George,T.,31 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Barr,Georgia,Mrs.,25 Nov 1909,E.S. 
Barr,H.,W.,Mr.,05 Mar 1908,E.S. 
Barr,J.,H.,Mr.,27 May 1905,E.S. 
DEATH NOTICES 
Barr,Lillia,Mrs.,29 May 1913,E.S. 
Barr,Nina,May.,Miss,09 Jul 1899,E.S. 
Barr,Robert,F.,ll Dec 1908,E.S. 
Barr,Ruth,Mrs.,21 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Barr,W.,J.,Mr.,06 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Barr,W.,T.,Mr.,23 Jun 1909JE.S. 
Barr,William,Albert,13 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Barrett,Jim,[AA],29 Jun 1902JE.S. 
Barrett,William, 19 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Barron,J.,D.,Mr.,12 Jun 1910.E.S. 
Barron,M.,L.,19 Jun 1918,E.S. 
Barrow,H.,A.,Mrs.,10Feb 1918.E.S. 
Barschall,Fannie,Miss,19 Jan 1915,E.S. 
Barschall,M.,J.,Mrs.,06 Mar 1903.E.S. 
Bartee,J.,A.,Mr.,10 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Bartini,Matt,10 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Bartlett,Cora,Mrs,ll July 1915.E.S. 
Bartlett,D,D.,Mr.,08 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Bartlett,H.,V.,16 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Bartlett,Henry,J.,08 May 1904,E.S. 
Bartlett,J.,T.,Mr.,20 Jan 1912,E.S. 
Bartlett,Ora,Lee,Miss,02 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Bartlett,T.,D.,Mr,24 May 1913.E.S. 
Bartlett,Victoria,Mrs.,23 Dec 1915,E.S. 
Bass,A.,C.,Dr.,14May 1907.E.S. 
Bass,F.,E.,Mrs.,01 May 1904.E.S. 
Bass,George,C.,30 Jun 1903,E.S. 
Bass,J.,H,Mr,09 Jan 1898,E.S. 
Bass,M.,A.,Mrs.,19Dec 1906.E.S. 
Bassatte,F.,Mrs.,24 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Bassett,Maggie,Mrs.,21 Sep 1918,E.S. 
Bassett,Margurite,Mrs.,07 Jan 1913,E.S. 
Batastini,C.,Mrs.,17 Jan 1899.E.S. 
Batastini,Clements,Mr.,13 Jun 1905,E.S. 
Batchelor,George,06 May 1910.E.S. 
Batchelor,S.,Mrs.,25 Jan 1911,E.S. 
Bates,A.,V.,Miss,21 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Bates,Caroline,Mrs.,08 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Bates,George,C.,12Jul 1914.E.S. 
Bates,Jeff,15 Mar 1910,E.S. 
Bates,T,W.,Mr.,10 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Batley,Joe,Lee,06 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Battle,Alice,Miss,10 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Battle,Ann,C.,Mrs.,05 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Battle,G.,B,Mr.,05 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Battle,Katie,G.,Miss,26 Apr 1898,E.S. 
Battle,Margaret,Mrs.,19 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Battle,Minnie,Miss,12 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Battle,Thomas,02 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Bausch,Dorthea,Miss,19 Sep 1911.E.S. 
Bausch,Eleanor,Mrs.,04 Jun 1913.E.S. 
Bausch,Henry,P.,05 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Bausch,J.,G.,Mr.,31 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Baxley,Stokely,23 May 1907.E.S. 
Baxter,Martha,Mrs,08 Aug 1915,E.S. 
Bazemore,Ada,Bernice,Miss,12 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Bazemore,Jimmie,Avis,Miss,09 Dec 1900,E.S. 
Bazemore,Ruthe,A.,Miss,09 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Baker,Thomas,Jefferson,20 Jun 1905,E.S. 
Beach,William, 10 May 1908.E.S. 
Beahan,Charles,Brady,05 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Beahan,Rosa,Lee,Miss,12 Jan 1902,E.S. 
Beahn,Samuel,09 May 1906,E.S. 
Beaird,J.,J,Mr.,26 Jul 1918,E.S. 
Beall,A.,H.,Mr.,03 Mar 1910,E.S. 
Bean,J.,H.,Mr.,22 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Bean,Mathews,07 Dec 1906.E.S. 
Bean,R.,M.,Mr.,17Dec 1902.E.S. 
Bean,S.,E.,Mrs.,02 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Beard,Alex,B.,01 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Beardm,Robert,12Jan 1912,E.S. 
Beaverly,Lizzie,Miss,04 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Beck,C.,B.,Mr.,26 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Beck,Christopher,Hollis,13 Aug 1903.E.S 
Beck,J.,M.,Mr.,12 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Beck,Lizzie,Mrs.,22 Nov 1917,E.S. 
Beck,W.,C.,Mr.,18 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Beck,Will,30 Dec 1906.E.S. 
Beckley,Sapson,18 May 1912.E.S. 
Bedell,E.,H.,Mrs.,24 Jan 1900,E.S. 
Bedell,Sallie,Ware,Mrs.,19 Jun 1908,E.S. 
Bedell,W.,A.,Mr.,22 Sep 1903.E.S. 
Bedell,W.,R.,Mr,17Nov 1903,E.S. 
Bedell,W.,R.,Mrs.,19 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Beecher,Stella,01 Sep 1914,E.S. 
Beeland,Amanda,Miss,24 Dec 1913,E.S. 
Beers,Sophie,Mrs.,28 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Belcher,E.,Mrs.,01 Apr 1899,E.S. 
Belcher,Edwin,Harvey,08 May 1902,E.S. 
Belcher,Eugenia,A.,Mrs.,14 May 1902.E.S. 
Belcher,Josie,Mrs.,14 Dec 1904.E.S. 
Belee,Early,07 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Bell,A.,E.,Mrs.,08 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Bell,Abner,B.,ll Aug 1908.E.S. 
Bell,Charity,Mrs.,27 Jul 1917,E.S. 
Bell,Dircey,Miss,31 Oct 1906,E.S. 
Bell,Katie,Mrs.,[AA],ll Apr 1908.E.S. 
Bell,Roy,26Jull902,E.S. 
Bell,Susanna,Mrs.,16 Dec 1900.E.S. 
Bellah,Hollingsworth,Miss,ll Oct 1910,E.S. 
Bellah,Maude,Mrs.,14 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Bellah,Percy,13 Sep 1899,E.S. 
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Bellamy,William,Mrs.,15 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Bellett,Sam,[AA],07 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Bellows,Fannie,S.,Mrs.,10 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Belser,Lucy,Mrs.,04 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Belser,Susie,Miss,15 Jul 1908.E.S. 
Benjamine,Pauline,Mrs.,04 May 1915,E.S. 
Bennett,Andy,[AA],22 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Bennett,Charles,W.,03 Mar 1908,E.S. 
Bennett,E.,G.,08 Feb 1916,E.S. 
Bennett,J,D.,Mrs.,08 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Bennett,James,05 Jan 1905.E.S. 
Bennett,John,Henry,23 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Bennett,Mary,Mrs.,27 Nov 1918,E.S. 
Bennett,Susan,Newton,Mrs.,27 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Bennett,W.,K.,Mrs.,09 Jan 1916.E.S. 
Benning,Virginia,[AA],30 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Benson,Nancy,Mrs.,26 Feb 1907,E.S. 
Bentley,Anna,Mrs.,07 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Bentley,E.,M.,Mr.,02 JUL 1908,E.S. 
Bentley,Ellen,[AA],30 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Bentley,Frances,Miss,24 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Bentley,J.,F.,Mr.,06 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Bentley,Lillie,Belle,Mrs,25 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Bentley,W.,F.,Mr.,ll Sep 1910.E.S. 
Bently,J.,I.,Mr.,07 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Benton,Daniel,B.,08 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Benton,G.,D.,Rev.,28 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Benton,Jennie,Mrs.,26 May 1915,E.S. 
Benton,Julius, 14 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Benton,Nathan,15 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Benton,T.,H.,Mr,04 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Bergan,M,T.,Mrs.,24 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Bergan,M.,T.,Mr.,03 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Berhn,Katie,May.,Miss,16 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Berry,Dolly,Mrs.,12 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Berry,J.,W.,Mr.,04 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Berry,M.,W.,Mrs.,16 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Berry,Macon,OTSIeill,15 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Berry,W.,M.,Mr.,23 Nov 1911.E.S. 
Berry,Willie,E.,Miss,09 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Beschler,Frank,19 Sep 1899.E.S. 
Besnon,Henry,24 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Best,Fannie,Mrs.,14 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Bethea,Liala,Miss,26 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Bethune,Joseph,D.,19 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Betjeman,Maude,Mrs.,04 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Betts,J.,R.,Mr.,02 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Betz,Alice,Mrs.,05 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Betz,Blake,Mr.,29 Jun 1907.E.S. 
Betz,C.,Lee,Mr.,28 May 1914.E.S. 
Beverly,D.,G.,Mr.,12 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Beverly,Luella,Miss,19 Feb 1908,E.S. 
Bickerstaff,Charles,Mrs.,18 May 1918.E.S. 
Bickerstaff,Frank,02 May 1917.E.S. 
Bickerstaff,J.,H.,19 May 1906.E.S. 
Bickerstaff,M.,C.,Mrs.,06 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Bickerstaff,Mary,M.,Miss,03 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Bickerstaff,Norwood,19 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Bickerstaff,Robert,S.,15 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Biggers,B.,A.,Mr.,ll Apr 1914.E.S. 
Biggers,Bessie,C.,Miss,05 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Biggers,E.,C.,Mrs.,10 Dec 1909.E.S. 
Biggers,James,Norman,30 Jun 1917,E.S. 
Biggers,Jim,[AA],05 Sep 1911.E.S. 
Biggers,Will,[AA],08 Feb 1916.E.S. 
Bigham,J.,W.,Mrs.,29 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Bigham,W.,J.,Mrs.,19 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Bilbro,Sarah,Mrs.,10 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Billings,Alice,Miss,30 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Billings,H.,C.,Mr.,17 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Billings,J.,D.,Mr.,15 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Billups,Boykin,13 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Binford,H.,M.,Mrs.,15 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Binford,Joseph,W.,24 Dec 1905,E.S. 
Binns,Ada,Mrs,16 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Binns,J.,D.,Mr.,05 Jan 1901.E.S. 
Binns,L.,A-,Mrs,09 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Bird,J.,C.,Mr.,16May 1915.E.S. 
Bird,Wyley,03 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Birdsong,C.,J.,Mr,26 Oct 1900.E.S. 
Bishop,E.,Mrs.,15 May 1912.E.S. 
Bishop,Geneva,02 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Bishop,M.,E.,Mrs.,10 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Bishop,Monroe,08 Apr 1903,E.S. 
Bivens,F.,C.,Mr,03 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Bivens,J.,M.,Mrs.,16 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Bivens,John,AHen,19 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Bivey,?,Miss,21 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Black,Clemintina,Mrs.,30 Dec 1910,E.S. 
Black,Jewell,Taffey,14 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Black,R.,C.,Mrs.,23 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Blackman,J.,B.,Mr.,21 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Blackman,Lizzie,Mrs.,20 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Blackmon,F.,C.,Mrs.,24 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Blackmon,Grace,Mrs.,02 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Blackmon,H.,H.,Mr.,02 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Blackmon,Haywood,Douglas,27 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Blackmon,Ida,Mrs.,04 May 1916.E.S. 
Blackmon,Ina,Miss,01 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Blackmon,J.,C.,Mr.,13 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Blackmon,J.,C.,Mrs.,09 Sep 1904.E.S. 
Blackmon,J.,J.,09 Jan 1916.E.S. 
DEATH NOTICES 
Blackmon,Lou,Miss,16 Oct 1908.E.S. Bohannon,Marion,C.,Mr.,28 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Blackmon,M.,A.,Mrs.,13 Sep 1908,E.S. Boileau,W.,E.,Mrs.,23 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Blackmon,Mariah,Mrs.,20 Mar 1909,E.S. Boland,A.,F.,16Dec 1905.E.S. 
Blackmon,Samuel,14 Jan 1916,E.S. Boland,Alice,Mrs.,21 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Blackmon,W.,H.,Mr.,19 Aug 1917,E.S. Boland,E.,J.,Mrs.,24 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Blackwell,W.,R.,Mr,17 Aug 1917.E.S. Boland,Hamp,03 May 1898.E.S. 
Blair,Algemon,Mrs.,06 Aug 1905.E.S. Boland,J.,F.,Mrs.,02 May 1909.E.S. 
Blair,James,29 Oct 1910.E.S. Boland,J.,W.,Rev.,06 Dec 1906.E.S. 
Blair,L.,L.,Mr.,16 Apr 1907,E.S. Boland,L.,M.,Mrs.,28 May 1907.E.S. 
Blair,Mary,Catherine,Miss,08 Sep 1908.E.S. Boland,Martha,Mrs,01 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Blair,Pauline,Miss,09 Mar 1905.E.S. Boland,Mattie,Miss,17 Jun 1911.E.S. 
Blaize,Mary,Miss,29 Jul 1898.E.S. Boland,W.,H.,Mr.,01 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Blakeley,Ellen,Delle,Miss,13 Jul 1907.E.S. Boland,William,02 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Blakely,John,J.,ll Sep 1902.E.S. Bolen,C.,E.,Mr.,10 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Blakely,Louie,25 Feb 1902.E.S. Bolen,Thelma,Miss,28 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Blakley,Fred,05 Mar 1916.E.S. Bolin,M.,A.,Mrs.,24 Apr 1908,E.S. 
Blakley,G.,W.,25 Oct 1915.E.S. Bolton,J.,E.,19 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Blalock,Alice,Mrs.,ll Jul 1911.E.S. Bolton,W,W.,Mrs.,31 May 1914.E.S. 
Blalock,Jane,Mrs.,28 Jun 1898.E.S. Bolton,William,W.,13 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Blalock,William,G.,17 Feb 1914.E.S. Bond,Dona,Miss,09 Mar 191 l.E.S. 
Blanchard,Eugene,28 Jun 1914,E.S. Bond,Mollie,Mrs.,03 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Blanchard,Heath,Mr.,28 Jul 1901.E.S. Bond,S.,E.,Mrs.,15 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Blanchard,McDuffie,Dr.,13 Feb 1904.E.S. Bone,Russell,Mrs.,10 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Blanchard,W.,R.,06 Jun 1918.E.S. Bonner,?,23 Aug 1917,E.S. 
Blanche,Bertha,Miss,22 Jun 1907,E.S. Bonner,Lula,Mrs.,08 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Bland,F.,W.,Mr.,04 Jun 1910.E.S. Bonner,M.,Mrs.,17Nov 1917,E.S. 
Blandford,Mark,H.,01 Feb 1902.E.S. Booker,Arnold,23 Jul 1901.E.S. 
Blankenship,S.,J.,Mrs,12 Jan 1909.E.S. Booker,Elizabeth,Mrs.,26 Nov 1899.S. H. 
Blankenship,W.,H.,Mrs.,12 Feb 1913.E.S. Booker,G.,T.,Mr.,01 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Blascoer,S.,Mrs.,16Mar 1905.E.S. Booker,Roy,14 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Bleeker,J.,V.B.,Mrs.,24 May 1912.E.S. Booker,S.,A.,Mrs.,17Marl911,E.S. 
Bleeker,Rosalie,L.,Mrs.,27 Mar 1915,E.S. Boon,W.,W.,Mr.,01 Feb 1903,E.S. 
Blissett,W.,R.,Mrs.,31 Jul 1913.E.S. Boone,Frank,[AA],01 Aug 1916,E.S. 
Blount,Ella,Mrs.,22 Nov 1915.E.S. Boone,H.,Thomas,Mr.,07 Mar 1902.E.S. 
Blow,Sunnie,Mrs.,07 Jul 1898,E.S. Boone,Sallie,Miss,26 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Blue,L.,P.,Mr.,ll Dec 1912.E.S. Booth,A.,H.,Mr.,12 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Blue,Lillian,Miss,02 Feb 1915.E.S. Booth,Edwin,13 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Blue,Simeon,14 Sep 1906.E.S. Booth,Eula,Mrs.,01 Oct 1899.S. H. 
Boads,William,08 Jan 1915,E.S. Booth,Harold,J.,05 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Boatrite,Alexander,V.,21 May 1899.E.S. Booth,J.,E.,Mr.,13 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Boatwright,L.,E.,Mrs.,30 Nov 1909,E.S. Booth,John,K.,22 Feb 1916,E.S. 
Bockman,John,18 Dec 1908.E.S. Booth,Sam,23 Nov 1898JE.S. 
Boeshans,Grace,Miss,28 Aug 1917,E.S. Booth,Willie,Keith,12 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Boggs,Avery,Harvey,28 Jul 1899,E.S. Booth,Z.,D.,Mrs.,30 Sep 1918,E.S. 
Boggs,Bessie,Mrs.,ll Apr 1906,E.S. Boothe,Laura,Mrs.,09 Aug 1912,E.S. 
Boggs,Ella,Mrs.,08 May 1898.E.S. Boozer,Will,[AA],30 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Boggs,J.,Mrs.,12Feb 1901,E.S. Boram,John,10 Dec 1904,E.S. 
Boggs,Jane,Miss,09 Mar 1907,E.S. Borders,Alberta,Miss,[AA],27 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Boggs,John,25 Mar 1913.E.S. Boss,George,03 Jan 1901,E.S. 
Boggs,Kate,Mrs.,02 Feb 1911.E.S. Boston,Richard,Arden,07 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Boggs,Samuel,28 Jul 1909.E.S. Bostwick,Arthur,Mrs.,27 Mar 1898,S. H. 
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Bostwick,P.,E.,Mrs.,07 Jan 1911,E.S. 
Boswell,J.,H.,Mr.,02 Jan 1916,E.S. 
Boswell,J.,W.,Jr.,15 Aug 1906,E.S. 
Boswell,S.,F.,Mrs.,25 Jan 1905,E.S. 
Boswell,Stephen,D.,18 Apr 1911,E.S. 
Boswell,W.,H.,Mrs.,04 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Boulineau,B.,L,,Mr,01 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Bowden,Carrie,L.,Mrs.,05 May 1909,E.S. 
Bowden,Inez,Summer,Miss,ll Jun 1907,E.S. 
Bowden,M.,M.,Mrs.,31 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Bowden,T.,L.,Mr,15 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Bowden,William,O.,Mrs.,03 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Bowen,Albert,25 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Bowen,Charles,C.,28 Jan 1905.E.S. 
Bowen,Ella,Miss,05 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Bowen,Fanme,P.,Mrs.,21 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Bowen,J.,M.,Mrs.,30 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Bowen,Thomas,Alexander,12 May 1918,E.S. 
Bowers,Guyton,Mrs.,14 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Bowers,Jane,Mrs.,04 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Bowie,0.,R.,Mrs.,22 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Bowland,Mary,Mrs.,15 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Bowles,C.,Mrs.,05 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Boyce,Nannie,Mrs.,ll Feb 1913.E.S. 
Boyce,Ralph,Harold,09 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Boyce,William,B,15 Jul 1909.E.S. 
Boyd,Amerett,27 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Boyd,Berta,Mrs,13 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Boyd,EHzabeth,Miss,02 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Boyd,Jesse,Mr.,02 May 1913.E.S. 
Boyd,John,H.,01 Jul 1914,E.S. 
Boyd,Leslie,30 Jul 1902.E.S. 
Boyd,William,F.,18 Aug 1899.E.S. 
Boykin,E.,J.,Mr.,04 Nov 1906.E.S. 
Boykon,Erin,G.,Mrs.,29 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Bozeman,Lee,Mrs.,ll May 1911,E.S. 
Bozeman,M.,E.,Mrs.,28 Aug 1906.E.S. 
Brabham,Dovie,Miss,07 Jul 1917JE.S. 
Bradfield,Berry,18 Apr 1901,E.S. 
Bradford,Claire,Miss,10 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Bradford,Frank,29 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Bradford,L.,E.,Mrs.,31 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Bradford,M,A.,Mr.,01 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Bradford,Mary,Anna,Mrs.,08 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Bradford,Nathaniel,19 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Bradford,Thomas,J.,ll Oct 1905.E.S. 
Bradley,Charles,L.,08 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Bradley,Dan,05 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Bradley,Edmund,Mrs.,07 Sep 1911.E.S. 
Bradley,N.,A.,Mrs.,15 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Bradley,Thomas,A.,24 May 1903.E.S. 
Bradshaw,Henry,30 Apr 1916.E.S. 
Brady,M.,J.,Mrs.,21 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Brakefield,Ellen,Mrs.,09 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Brand,William,W., 10 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Brannon,A.,M.,Mr.,09 May 1905.E.S. 
Brannon,Charles,17 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Brannon,Dick,10 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Brannon,Elizabeth,Mrs.,21 May 1911.E.S. 
Brannon,H.,K.,Mr.,14 May 1916.E.S. 
Brannon,J.,E.,13 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Brannon,J.,M.,Mr.,21 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Brannon,Peter,A.,07 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Brantley,J.,E.,09 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Brawner,A.,C.,Mrs,13 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Braxton,James,18 Jul 1918 ,E.S. 
Bray,B.,H.,Mrs.,18 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Bray,E.,W.,Mr.,15 Apr 1911,E.S. 
Bray,James,B.,24 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Bray,Louise,Miss,19 May 1914.E.S. 
Bray,Mary,Mrs.,10 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Brazewell,Abraham,[AA],18 Nov 191 l.E.S. 
Brazfield,G.,A.,Mr.,24 Feb 1901.E.S. 
Brazier,Bethany,Mrs.,08 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Brescia,Mary,Mrs.,01 Sep 1912,E.S. 
Brewer,George,E.,Mrs.,02 Sep 1914 ,E.S. 
Brewer,Janie,Miss,30 Jan 1898.E.S. 
Brewer,Mollie,[AA],21 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Brewer,Rosa,Mrs.,28 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Bridges,Ernest,20 Sep 1911.E.S. 
Bridges,Sarah,P.,27 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Bndges,William,Calvin,08 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Briggs,R.,H.,Mrs.,23 May 1909.E.S. 
Brigham,Thomas,29 May 1918.E.S. 
Brigman,Martha,14Nov 1900.E.S. 
Briley,John,17Nov 1899.E.S. 
Brimberry,C.,F.,Mrs.,13 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Brinkley,Ellie,16 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Brinn,Richard,Hooker,20 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Brinson,C.,0.,Mr.,18 Jan 1912.E.S. 
Briskey,G.,W.,Mrs.,06 Jan 1912.E.S. 
Britian,Dora,D.,07 Apr 1899.E.S. 
Britt,Ed,Mrs.,02 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Britt,Julia,Mrs.,10Nov 1914.E.S. 
Britt,Luther,ll Mar 1910.E.S. 
Britt,Sara,Mrs.,19 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Britt,Travis,V.,14 0ct 1911,E.S. 
Britt,W.,D.,Mr.,01 Mar 1898.E.S. 
Britt,Will,D.,Mrs.,06 Mar 1898.S. H. 
Brittan, William, 11 Jan 1903,E.S. 
Brittingham,J.,C.,Mrs.,07 Apr 1908.E.S. 
Brittingham,Lucinda,Mrs.,03 Feb 1904.E.S. 
DEATH NOTICES 
Brittingham,Lucy,I.,Miss,22 Jun 1899,E.S. 
Bntton,?,20 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Britton,Henry,15 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Britton,Irma,Aline,Miss,24 Jun 1903,E.S. 
Bntton,J.,F.,Mrs.,24 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Bntton,Jackson,Mr.,08 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Britton,Jennie,Miss,18 Jul 1906,E.S. 
Britton,Mabry,24 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Britton,N.,Mrs.,28 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Britton,Susan,Miss,06 Apr 1901,E.S. 
Britton,W.,B.,Mrs.,16 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Broaddus,R.,S.,Mr.,01 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Broadwater,Cora,Adell,19 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Broadwater,John,24 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Brock,Carl,HOctl915,E.S. 
Brock,John,F.,08 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Brock,Nancy,Mrs.,06 Jan 1911.E.S. 
Brock,Sarah,Mrs.,12 Jan 1901.E.S. 
Brockman,Maggie,Mrs.,10 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Brogdon,Emily,Alice,Mrs.,26 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Brook,T,E.,Mrs,03 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Brooks,A.,S.,Mr.,09 Jan 1906.E.S. 
Brooks,Alma,Mrs.,02 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Brooks,B.,F.,Mr.,25 Aug 1904.E.S. 
Brooks,Belmont,25 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Brooks,Ben,Henry,13 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Brooks,Ben,T.,15 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Brooks,C.,E.,Mr.,25 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Brooks,Charlie,01 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Brooks,Dorothy,20 Jan 1916.E.S. 
Brooks,F.,B.,Mr,15 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Brooks,F.,B.,Mrs.,26 Jan 1910,E.S. 
Brooks,Feral,Miss,08 Oct 1916.E.S. 
Brooks,Gertrude,15 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Brooks,I.,C.,Mr.,13 Dec 1911.E-S. 
Brooks,I.,R.,Mr.,12 May 1908.E.S. 
Brooks,J.,C.,Mr.,15 Aug 1899,E.S. 
Brooks,J.,C.,Mr.,24 Feb 1898,E.S. 
Brooks,J.,H.,29 Sep 1918,E.S. 
Brooks,J.,P.,Mr.,13 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Brooks,J.,P.,Mrs.,03 May 1913.E.S. 
Brooks,Jo,Miss,24 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Brooks,Johnnie,Lou,Miss,02 Jul 1909,E.S. 
Brooks,L.,B.,Mrs.,05 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Brooks,Laura,A.,Mrs.,ll Aug 1906.E.S. 
Brooks,Lester,E.,Miss,22 May 1908,E.S. 
Brooks,Mary,[AA],17Nov 1910.E.S. 
Brooks,Mary,E.,Miss,09 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Brooks,01ar,[AA],14Nov 1899.E.S. 
Brooks,Orma,Mrs.,17 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Brooks,Percy,Will,07 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Brooks,Preston,S.,22 Nov 1914,E.S. 
Brooks,S.,S.,Mr.,16May 1905.E.S. 
Brooks,W.,W.,Mrs.,13 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Brooks,William,C.,Jr.,29 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Brooks,William,Joseph,04 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Brooks,Z.,A.,30 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Brooks,Zebie,Mrs.,07 Mar 1913.E.S. 
Broughton,Mary,Mrs.,19 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Brown,?,Miss,20 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Brown,A.,H.,Mr.,18 Feb 1900.E.S. 
Brown,Abe,[AA],28 Dec 1902.E.S. 
Brown, Annie,Mrs.,26 Oct 1916,E.S. 
Brown,Annie,Mrs.,01 Aug 1913,E.S. 
Brown,Bertha,V.,Miss,09 May 1914.E.S. 
Brown,Bertha,Mrs.,20 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Brown,Carrie,[AA],27 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Brown,Charles,Edward,18 Jul 1907,E.S. 
Brown,Clark,Mrs.,12 Oct 1899.E.S. 
Brown,Edgar,17 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Brown,Eugene,10 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Brown,Eunice,Louise,Miss,24 Oct 1916,E.S. 
Brown,Frog,[AA],28 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Brown,G,M.,Mr.,06 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Brown,George,W.,ll Jul 1907,E.S. 
Brown,George,Mrs.,20 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Brown,Henderson,V.,18 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Brown,Henry,[AA],27 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Brown,J.,T.,Mr.,ll Nov 1908.E.S. 
Brown,J.,W.,Mrs.,21 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Brown,James,Jr.,19 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Brown,Lizzie,Miss,28 Jun 1902,E.S. 
Brown,Lonnie,04 Jan 1910,E.S. 
Brown,Louise,Miss,14May 1915.E.S. 
Brown,Lula,Mrs.,31 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Brown,M.,O.,Mr.,08 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Brown,M.,S.,Mrs.,24 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Brown,Martha,M.,Mrs.,29 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Brown,Mary,J.,Miss,22 Feb 1899.E.S. 
Brown,Mattie,Miss,[AA],02 Dec 1904.E.S. 
Brown,May,Miss,09 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Brown,N.,A.,Mrs.,21 Sep 1904.E.S. 
Brown,Robert,Mrs.,09 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Brown,Sarah,Mrs.,29 Mar 1916,E.S. 
Brown,T.,G.,Mr.,12May 1908.E.S. 
Brown,W.,R.,Mr.,29 Mar 1902.E.S. 
Brown,Wilbur, 12 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Brown,Will,23 Jan 1912,E.S. 
Brown,William, 10 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Brown,William,[AA],24 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Brown,William,21 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Brown,William,A., 10 Aug 1915,E.S. 
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Browne,Lottie,Gray,Mrs.,ll Jun 1914,E.S. 
Browning,Daniel,19Mar 1902,E.S. 
Browning,E.,Mr.,26 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Browning,Elizabeth,Mrs.,05 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Browning,J.,A.,Mrs.,19 May 1914.E.S. 
Bruce,Henry,ll Aug 1909,E.S. 
Bruce,William,Mrs.,05 Nov 1903,E.S. 
Brundidge,Louise,Miss,21 Feb 1907,E.S. 
Brunner,B.,B.,23 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Brunt,Orman,07 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Bryan,Bonnie,Miss,01 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Bryan,C.,W.,Mr.,21 Mar 1913,E.S. 
Bryan,Henry,Monroe,02 Jan 1916,E.S. 
Bryan,John,C.,21 Nov 1905,E.S. 
Bryan,M.,B.,Mrs.,20 May 1917.E.S. 
Bryan,William,H.,26 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Bryant,Ella,25 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Bryant,Martha,Mrs.,13 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Bryant,Mary,Miss,17 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Bryant,Mary,Mrs.,25 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Bryant,Mary,Miss,08 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Bryant,Sadie,Pearl,Miss,26 Nov 1899,S. H. 
Bryant,Thomas,20 May 1916,E.S. 
Bryant,Thomas,29 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Bryon,Mary,Ellen,Mrs.,31 Deo 1917.E.S. 
Buchanan,George,A.,24 Jun 1904,E.S. 
Buchannan,Everett,Vinson,ll Aug 1911.E.S. 
Buchannan,Maggie,Mrs.,17 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Buck,C.,W.,Mrs.,27 Apr 1906,E.S. 
Buck,Sarah,Marie,Miss,22 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Buck,W.,C.,Dr,14 Apr 1900,Sat.E.H 
Budd,Elizabeth,Mrs.,03 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Bufford,Sarah,Mrs.,18 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Buford,H.,M.,Mr.,19 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Buhler,Louis,06 Oct 1901,E.S. 
Bull,Joe,[AA],25 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Bull,O.,A.,Mr.,06 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Bull,Orvill,A.,24 May 1906.E.S. 
Bullard,A.,L.,Mr.,ll Jan 1910.E.S. 
Bullard,C.,G.,Mr.,24 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Bullard,Carrie,Mrs.,31 May 1910.E.S. 
Bullard,Henry,Mrs,25 Nov 1906.E.S. 
Bullard,Hugh,Mallory,14 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Bullard,J.,W.,Mrs.,03 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Bullard,Lizzie,17 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Bullard,M.,J.,Mrs.,15 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Bullard,Mary,Miss,06 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Bullard,Salle,Mrs.,23 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Bullock,Anna,Mrs.,03 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Bullock,Lola,Mrs,08 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Bullock,Mattie,04 Jul 1902.E.S. 
Bullock,Osborne,26 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Burdell,Carroll,J.,Mr.,24 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Burges,Forrest,10 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Burk,Georgia,M.,Miss, 29 Sep 1905,E.S. 
Burk,T.,Mrs.,08 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Burke,J.,W.,18Jull913,ES- 
Burke,Jaunita,Miss,09 Jan 1913,E.S. 
Burkes,Ernest,Everidge,01 Jun 1911,E.S. 
Burkes,L.,W.,Mrs.,03 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Burkhalter,Mollie,Miss,30 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Burks,Claude,02 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Burks,G.,T.,07 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Burks,George,27 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Burnett,Alpha,Lee,23 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Burnett,E.,F.,Mr.,02 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Burnett,Eugene,Paul,20 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Burns,Annie,Mrs.,23 Aug 1912,E.S. 
Burns,Elizabeth,Mrs.,13 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Burns,Fannie,Mrs.,18 May 1915.E.S. 
Burns,P.,L.,21 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Burns,Peter,Lois,Mr.,05 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Burnside,Thomas,17Jul 1908.E.S. 
Burnside,Tom,E.,03 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Burrus,Dora,Mrs.,ll Feb 1912,E.S. 
Burrus,George,Mrs.,10 Sep 1902.E.S. 
Burrus,Mabel,Carson,27 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Burrus,Martha,Annie,Mrs.,02 Dec 1900.E.S. 
Burt,Amanda,J.,Mrs.,23 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Burt,S.,M.,02 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Burton,Annie,Mrs.,12 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Burton,Curtis,Richard,29 May 1906.E.S. 
Burton,Emma,E.,Mrs.,ll Jan 1911.E.S. 
Burton,Ethel,Mrs.,28 Feb 1916.E.S. 
Burton,George,[AA],06 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Burton,James,G.,18 Apr 1899.E.S. 
Burton,Jesse,O.,06 Sep 1903.E.S. 
Burton,Lula,Mrs.,15 Aug 1913,E.S. 
Burton,Murlee,Miss,13 May 1915,E.S. 
Burts,Edgar,D„14 Jan 1905.E.S. 
Burts,Nettie,Howard,Mrs.,26 Oct 1901,E.S. 
Burts,S.,C.,Mrs.,20 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Burts,Sara,C.,Miss,05 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Busbee,Carl,Mr.,25 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Busby,0.,L,Mr.,12May 1916,E.S. 
Bush,C.,P.,Mrs.,04 Nov 1899.E.S. 
Bush,Elphy,Mrs.,08 Oct 1899.S. H 
Bush,Emma,Miss,15 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Bush,Fannie,Rebecca,Miss,01 Jan 1903,E.S. 
Bush,Ida,R.,Miss,17Feb 1901.E.S. 




Bush,James,24 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Bush,Joel,20 Mar 1906,E.S. 
Bush,Lula,Belle,Miss,15 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Bush,M.,A-,Mrs.,06 Jan 1916,E.S. 
Bush,T.,R.,Mr.,17 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Bush,Thomas,R.,17Dec 1913,E.S. 
Bush,William,08 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Bussey,Arthur,H.,Jr.,09 Oct 1916.E.S. 
Bussey,B.,W.,Mrs.,08 Jan 1901.E.S. 
Bussey,Frank,12 Mar 1909.E-S. 
Bussey,Fred,L.,19Nov 1902.E.S. 
Bussey,H.,Col.,06 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Bussey,Hermon,Jr.,28 Jul 1909.E-S. 
Bussey,N.,J.,12 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Bussey,Ruth,Douglas,Miss,13 May 1906.E.S. 
Bussey,Will,[AA],18 Feb 1902.E.S. 
Butcher,Fannie,Mae,Miss,08 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Butler,Charles,Blair,22 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Butler,Delaine,A.,Mrs.,13 Jun 1911.E-S. 
Butler,W.,M.,Mr.,07 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Butt,Alpheus,J.,Mr.,26 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Buttolph,Susie,Miss,26 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Butts,J.,B-,Mr.,14 0ct 1908,E.S. 
Butts,T.,U.,Mr.,22 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Byard,J,E.,Mrs.,29 Sep 1907.E-S. 
Bynum,Emma,Mrs.,23 Apr 1914,E.S. 
Bynum,Mary,Susie,18 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Byrd,Carrie,Miss,05 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Byrd,Lee,28Febl914,E.S. 
Byrd,Lois,Wylen,20 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Byrd,Loretta,Mrs,03 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Byrd,Susie,[AA],06 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Byrd,T.,J.,Mr.,22 Sep 1904.E.S. 
Byrd,W.,H.,Mrs,06 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Byrd,W.,J.,Mrs.,17 Jun 1913.E.S. 
Cade,Clarence,16Feb 1915.E.S. 
Cade,J.,C.,Mrs.,30 May 1913.E.S. 
Cade,Julius,A.,29 Aug 1901.E.S. 
Cadenhead,?,08 Aug 1918,E.S. 
Cadenhead,Fannie,Mrs.,20 Apr 1915,E-S. 
Cain,?,Mr.,26 May 1912.E.S. 
Cain,E.,F.,Mrs.,27 Aug 1904.E.S. 
Cam,Kate,Miss,10 Jul 1898.E.S. 
Cain,W.,0.,Mr.,23 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Caldwell,?,Miss,22 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Caldwell,J.,D.,27 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Caldwell,John,08 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Caldwell,S.,B.,23 Sep 1917.E-S. 
Calhoon,A.,L-,Mr.,16 Feb 1910.E-S. 
Calhoun,EHa,Mae,Mrs.,02 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Calhoun,George,B.,31 Mar 1899.E-S. 
Calhoun,J.,A-,Mrs.,23 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Calhoun,J.,A-,Mr,15 Jun 1909,E.S. 
Calhoun,John,B.,14 Dec 1902.E.S. 
Calhoun,Mary,Alice,Miss,04 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Calhoun,Monroe,24 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Calhoun,Pauline,Miss,22 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Calhoun,Rebecca,R.,Mrs.,27 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Callahan,A-,R.,Mr.,27 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Callaway,Zeke,T.,Mrs.,09 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Callicutt,J.,S.,Mr.,26 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Calloway,E.,I.,Mrs.,24 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Calloway,E.,T.,03 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Calloway,M.,Mrs.,13 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Cameron,Claire,Miss,10 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Cameron,Henry,C.,Mrs.,13 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Cameron,Leonard,C.,01 Oct 1912,E.S. 
Cameron,Mack,22 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Camp,Leon,A-,Mrs.,13 Mar 1912,E.S. 
Camp,Leon,12 Apr 1911.E.S. 
Camp,W.,C.,Mr.,12 May 1912.E.S. 
Campbell,A-,B-,Dr.,14 Aug 1909.E.S. 
Campbell,Alfred,Alexander,07 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Campbell,E,G.,Mrs.,7 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Campbell,Earnest,4 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Campbell,Francis,L.,Miss,06 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Campbell,George,L.,30 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Campbell,Luther,14 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Cannon,J.,A.,Mr.,20 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Cannon,Nancy,Mrs.,16 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Cannon,Sally,Miss,15 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Cannon,T.,W.,Mr.,31 Jul 1908.E.S. 
Cannon,W,P.,25 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Cannon,Willie,F.,Miss,04 Feb 1918E.S. 
Canterberry,Nell,Miss,12 Dec 1911.E.S. 
Cantery,John,06 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Cantrell,T.,A-,Mr.,17 Feb 1909.E.S. 
Capps,Maumee,Miss,06 May 1918,E.S. 
Caprivia,Sarah,Mrs.,30 Sep 1905,E.S. 
Carden,Carl,Edward,17 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Carden,David,C.,02 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Carden,Joe,13 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Carden,M.,D.,Mr.,20 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Carden,Nora,Mrs.,06 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Cardwell,A.,F.,Mr.,22 Nov 1905.E.S. 
Carey,Eddie,Miss,17 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Carey,George,W.,02 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Cargill,Benjamin,L,13 Jul 1915,E.S. 
Cargill,E.,K.,Mr,07 Feb 1916.E.S. 
Cargill,Elizabeth,Mrs.,23 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Cargill,Frank,I.,15 Jun 1907.E.S. 
Cargill,J.,E.,Mrs.,06 Dec 1910.E.S. 
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Cargill,John,S.,04 Sep 1906,E.S. 
Cargill,John,W,16 Jul 1899,E.S. 
Cargill,Marporle,Miss,ll Oct 1911.E.S. 
Carlisle,Eugene,12 May 1908,E.S. 
Carlisle,J.,H.,Mr,20 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Carmack,H.,A.,Mr.,19Dec 1917,E.S. 
Carmack,H.,A.,Mrs.,30 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Carmichael,J.,A.,Mrs.,16 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Carmichael,S.,W.,Mr,09 ep 1915.E.S. 
Carnes,J.,Rhodes,Mr.,25 Oct 1904,E.S. 
Carnes,John,H.,07 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Carnes,P.,H.,Mrs.,04 Oct 1904,E.S. 
Cames,Patrick,H.,Mrs.,07 Jan 1912.E.S. 
Carpenter,Albert,23 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Carpenter,C.,E.,02 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Carpenter,J.,D.,18 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Carpenter,James,F.,02 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Carpenter,M.,D.,Mr.,24 Jul 1903,E.S. 
Carpenter,Richard,B.,24 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Carpenter,Sarah,Mrs.,ll Apr 1915.E.S. 
Carr,Homer,24 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Carr,R.,E.,Mrs.,07 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Carrell,S.,B.,Mrs.,09 May 1909.E.S. 
Carroll,Bessie,L.,Miss,23 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Carroll,George,18 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Carroll,Mahnda,Mrs.,10 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Carroll,Marshall,Mr.,03 Sep 1902.E.S. 
Carroll,Moses,04 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Carroll,W.,N.,Rev.,15 Nov 1906.E.S. 
Carsdale,Perell,05 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Carson,A-,A.,Mr.,20 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Carson,R.,A.,Mr.,04 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Carson,Robert,A.,Mrs.,02 Mar 1910,E.S. 
Carson,S.,S.,Mrs.,16 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Carson,Sarah,Mrs.,19 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Carson,Willis,G.,30 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Carter,A.,H,Mr.,02 Nov 1911.E.S. 
Carter,Bob,[AA],30 May 1913.E.S. 
Carter ,J.,R., 14 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Carter,James,13 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Carter,John,D.,29 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Carter,M.,A.,Mrs.,24 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Carter,M.,E.,Mrs.,14 Apr 1901.E.S. 
Carter,R.,A.,Mr.,26 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Carter,Theodore,14Mar 1899.E.S. 
Carter,W.,A.,Dr.,13 Oct 1918JE.S. 
Carter,W.,E., 10 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Carter,William,Earnest,25 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Cartledge,J.,A.,Mr.,23 Dec 1902.E.S. 
Cartledge,J.,D.,Mr.,02 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Cartledge,Sarah,Miss,14 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Cary,Bessie,Mrs.,21 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Cary,E.,E.,Mrs.,22 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Cary,Eugene,Mrs.,15 Oct 1916.E.S. 
Cary,Lula,Miss,28 May 1912.E.S. 
Cary,Mary,Rutherford,Miss,04 Mar 1902.E.S. 
Cary ,Is[AA]c,04 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Casey,D.,Mrs.,01 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Casey,J.,w,Mrs.,05 Nov 1911.E.S. 
Cash,Charles,12 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Cash,Fletcher,T.,06 Jul 1909.E.S. 
Cash,G.,F.,Mrs,03 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Cash,Leonard,15 Feb 1899.E.S. 
Cashwell,C.,H.,Mr.,19 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Cason,Fannie,E.,Miss,08 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Cason,Nellie,Miss,24 Nov 1899.E.S. 
Castle,Mary,[AA],23 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Castleberry,Addie,E.,Mrs.,07 Jun 1911.E.S. 
Castleberry,Edgar,25 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Castleberry,E.,Mrs.,22 Dec 1911,E.S. 
Castleman,Humphries,22 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Castleman,Humphries,Mrs.,21 Dec 1904.E.S. 
Caston,Ed,[AA],15 Jul 1902.E.S. 
Caswell,Lewis,Mrs.,07 Mar 1909,E.S. 
Cattis,N.,G.,02 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Cauley,R.,Mrs.,24 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Cauthen,J.,S.,Mrs.,06 Oct 1911.E.S. 
Caverly,Charles,07 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Ceruti,A.,B.,Mrs,17Jul 1915.E.S. 
Chadwick,A.,E.,Mr.,04 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Chadwick,Ellas,12 Jan 1902.E.S. 
Chadwick,Elonzo,Ewell,06 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Chadwick,Ezella,Mrs.,18 Aug 1909.E.S. 
Chadwick,Fannie,Mrs.,15 Jul 1908.E.S. 
Chadwick,Flosia,F.,Miss,13 May 1906.E.S. 
Chadwick,G.,W.,Mr.,19 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Chadwick,J.,C.,Mr.,28 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Chadwick,L.,Z.,Mrs.,06 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Chadwick,Ruthie,Miss,05 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Chadwick,Sabra,Mrs.,24 Oct 1900.E.S. 
Chaffm,George,D.,03 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Chaffin,J,A.,Mr.,26 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Chaffin,J.,B.,Mr.,09 May 1908.E.S. 
Chaffin,Sarah,E.,Mrs.,05 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Chaffin,Thomas,S.,02 Jan 1902.E.S. 
Chaffm,Thomas,Cpt.,21 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Chalky,Ray,27 Oct 1916.E.S. 
Chalmers,E,E.,Mrs.,13 Sep 1904.E.S. 
Chalmers,Geo.,04 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Chalmers,L.,M.,Mr.,07 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Chalmers,Louie,G.,27 Nov 1914,E.S. 
Chalmers,M.,0.,Mrs.,16 Oct 1898.S. H. 
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Chalmers,William,E.,17 Jan 1916,E.S. 
Chambers,Della,Mrs.,09 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Chambers,J.,H.,29 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Chambers,J.,W.,28 Jun 1918 ,E.S. 
Chambers,Louis,Gray,26 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Chambers,Lucille,Miss,31 May 1911.E.S. 
Chambers,Mary,G.,Mrs,19 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Chambers,R,A.,Dr,ll Nov 1915.E.S. 
Chambers,R.,J.,Mr.,13 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Chambless,W.,W.,30 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Chambley,Ben,25 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Chambliss,Ben,Daniel,01 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Chambliss,Eugene,F.,24 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Chambliss,F.,D.,Mr.,20 Jan 1905.E.S. 
Chambliss,M.,Mrs.,14 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Chambliss,Sarah,Miss,30 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Champayne,D.,W.,06 May 1903,E.S. 
Champion,J.,P.,Mrs.,01 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Chancey,Mary,R,Mrs,03 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Chancey,T.,N.,Mrs.,15 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Chandler,Delton,02 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Chandler,William,B,10 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Chapman,A.,E.,Mrs,02 Aug 1899,E.S. 
Chapman,A.,H.,Mr,01 Mar 1898.E.S. 
Chapman,C,E.,Mrs,01 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Chapman,George,Gunby,02 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Chapman,Lottie,Mrs.,05 Oct 1911.E.S. 
Chapman,W,L.,Mr,19 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Chapman,Wyatt,18 Aug 1918,E.S. 
Chappell,Effie,Mrs,20 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Chappell,J,H,Mrs,29 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Chappell,J,Harris,Dr,10 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Chappell,John,Lamar,08 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Chappell,Lamar,22 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Chappell,Loretto,Mrs,30 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Chappell,T.,J,Mrs,ll Mar 1913.E-S. 
Chappell,Thomas,J,10 May 1910.E.S. 
Charlesworth,V,Miss,28 May 1915.E-S. 
Chase,Frank,E.,27 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Chase,Frank,E,Mrs,18 Sep 1914,E.S. 
Chase,George,W,04 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Chase,Louis,01 Dec 1911,E-S. 
Cheek,E.,H,Mr,19May 1908.E.S. 
Cheek,I.,W,Mr.,29 May 1907,E.S. 
Cheek,J,H,Mr,25 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Cheek,Myrtle,Tone,Miss,01 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Cheeks,Wiley,Pvt.,19Dec 1917,E.S. 
Cheney,Milton,Granville,03 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Cherry,Susan,Mrs,06 Jan 1900,Sat.E.H 
Chester,Wade,[AA],08 Jan 1907,E.S. 
Chestnut,A.,J,Mr,10 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Chestnut,John,T, 10 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Chestnut,M,J,Dr.,26 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Chestnut,S.,M,Cpt,08 Apr 1913,E.S. 
Chestnut,W.,L,Mr,16 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Chestnutt,D,W,Mr,26 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Chestnutt,George,24 Jul 1909,E.S. 
Chestnutt,Norman,10 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Chestnutt,T,R.,Mrs,09 Jul 1909,E.S. 
Childs,Dick,21 Aug 1903.E.S. 
Childs,M,L,Mrs.,29 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Childs,P,B,Mrs,17 Feb 1910,E.S. 
Chipley,W,D.,Mrs,21 May 1910.E.S. 
Christian,Abner,M,08 Aug 1905,E.S. 
Christian,Hattie,M.,Mrs,10 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Christian,J,R.,Mr,12 Dec 1908,E.S. 
Christian,Salhe,Miss,31 Dec 1908,E.S. 
Christian,W,A,Mr.,24 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Christian, William,D,25 Oct 1905,E.S. 
Christie,Franklin,David,19 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Christopher,Alfred,23 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Christopher,J,S.,Mr,03 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Christopher,Nancy,Mrs.,27 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Christopher,N,V,Miss,27 Dec 1902.E.S. 
Claiborn,George,W.,27 Nov 1918,E.S. 
Claiborne,Mattie,Miss,17 Nov 1914,E.S. 
Claiborne,S.,H.,Mrs,10 Oct 1908,E.S. 
Claiborne,Susie,24 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Clairborne,W,T,Mr.,03 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Clapp,Leroy,H,22 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Clapp,May,Eleanor,Miss,ll Jun 1908.E.S. 
Clardy,G,E,Mrs.,02 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Clare,Harold,N.,27 Apr 1909,E.S. 
Claridy,Guy,30 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Claridy,Lottie,Pearl,Miss,03 Jan 1902.E.S. 
Claridy,Luis,Woods,19 May 1908,E.S. 
Claridy,William,18 Sep 1906,E.S. 
Clark,?,06 Sep 1915,E.S. 
Clark,B,A.,Mr,12Nov 1901,E.S. 
Clark,B,H.,Mrs,16Feb 1917.E.S. 
Clark,E,W.,Mrs.,19 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Clark,Frank,[AA],16Mar 1906.E.S. 
Clark,George,A,ll May 1913.E.S. 
Clark,Hilda,Miss,31 Jan 1915, E.S. 
Clark,Irene,Miss,24 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Clark,J,B,Mr,19 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Clark,M,J.,Mrs.,31 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Clark,Mary,Brooks,Mrs.,02 Feb 1916,E.S. 
Clark,Mose,Mr,19 Feb 1907,E.S. 
Clark,Robin,ll Sep 1903.E.S. 
Clark,Ruby,Miss,23 Oct 1906,E.S. 
Clark,Rufus,07 Jun 1911,E.S. 
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Clark,S.,A.,10Aprl914,E.S. 
Clark,W.,L.,Mr.,26 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Clark, Will,04 Jan 1912,E.S. 
Clark,William,L, 19 Dec 1908,E.S. 
Clarke,Hardy,16 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Clarke,Nella,Miss,29 Mar 1910,E.S. 
Clason,Martha,Miss,24 May 1912,E.S. 
Claughton,Laura,Mrs.,28 Nov 1899.E.S. 
Clay, Allen, 16 Jul 1915,E.S. 
Clay,Caroline,Mrs.,26 Jul 1912,E.S. 
Clay,Clara,Miss,24 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Clay,Mary,E.,Mrs.,09 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Clay,Moses,12 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Clay,William,Harrison,16 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Clayton,B,W,Mr,22 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Clayton,Charles,Clifford,03 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Clegg,A.,Wells,Mrs.,23 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Clegg,Clifford,18 Mar 1913.E.S. 
Clegg,E.,F.,Mr.,26 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Clegg,Eugene,10 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Clegg,Fannie,Mrs.,14 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Clegg,Grace,Miss,27 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Clegg,John,C.,09 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Clegg,John,F.,04 May 1915.E.S. 
Clegg,Loie,Jasper,09 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Clegg,Martha,Mrs.,16 May 1911.E.S. 
Clegg,Ray,06Octl914,E.S. 
Clegg,Sarah,Mrs,07 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Clegg,Sarah,Mrs,05 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Clegg,Susie,Miss,17Mar 1908.E.S. 
Cleghorn,Sallie,Mrs.,18 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Clemence,E.,N.,Mr.,29 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Clemence,E.,N,Mrs.,02 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Clements,J.,W„Cpt.,15 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Clements,Lizzie,[AA],04 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Clements,Mary,F,13 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Clements,S.,B.,Mrs.,28 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Clemmons,A.,E.,Mrs.,30 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Cleveland,C.,W.,Mrs.,22 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Clifton,J.,B.,Mr.,23 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Clifton,W,C,Mr.,18 Nov 1902.E.S. 
Clifton,W.,C.,Mrs.,06 Aug 1909.E.S. 
Coan,Ira,Mrs.,20 May 1918.E.S. 
Coan,J.,W.,Mrs.,13 Jun 1907.E.S. 
Coan,M.,E.,Mrs.,23 Jul 1899,S. H. 
Coan,Mary,Mrs.,21 Jul 1899.E.S. 
Coan,Thelma,Miss,03 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Cobb,Ida,Mrs,29 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Cobb,J.,M.,Mr.,01 May 1906,E.S. 
Cobb,Katie,Miss,03 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Cobb,Laura,Mrs,03 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Cobb,P.,N.,Mrs.,10Oct 1906.E.S. 
Cobb,Sara,Ann,Mrs.,23 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Cochran,Francis,Mrs.,06 Feb 1914,E.S. 
Cochran,J.,A.,Mrs.,18 Sep 1904.E.S. 
Cochran,J.,H.,Mr.,21 Dec 1909.E.S. 
Cochran,M.,C.,Mr.,27 Jun 1912,E.S. 
Cochran,Sarah,Mrs.,05 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Cochran,T.,W.,Mr.,28 May 1915.E.S. 
Cochran,Willie,Bell,Miss,03 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Cocke,C,L,Mrs,06 Jan 1906.E.S. 
Cocke,Charles,Lewis,20 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Cocker,Andrew,J.,13 Jan 1916.E.S. 
Code,W.,T.,Mr.,21 May 1908.E.S. 
Cody,Emmett,Mr.,06 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Cody,Judge,[AA],20 Jun 1902.E.S. 
Cody,Kate,Miss,[AA],30 Jan 1898.E.S. 
Coffield,T.,W.,Mrs.,09 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Coffield,Thomas,25 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Cofield,J.,M.,Mrs.,27 Apr 1901.E.S. 
Cogbill,A.,H.,28 May 1916.E.S. 
Cogbill,M.,J.,Mrs.,31 Jul 1909.E.S. 
Coggins,Joe,15 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Coggins,Mildred,Mrs.,08 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Cohn,Myra,Miss,29 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Coker,Mary,Mrs.,22 May 1916.E.S. 
Cokers,Roland,Mrs.,18 May 1912.E.S. 
Colbert,Emily,F.,Mrs.,26 Mar 1898.E.S. 
Cole,A.,J-,Mr.,05 May 1909.E.S. 
Cole,James,Samuel,16 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Cole,L.,A.,Mrs.,26 Feb 1904.E.S. 
Cole,Lucinda,Mrs.,30 Sep 1911.E.S. 
Cole,M.,E.,Miss,29 May 1906.E.S. 
Cole,Paza,Mrs.,24 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Cole,Robert,Rast,Jr.,03 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Cole,Susan,Mrs.,12 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Cole,Willie,15 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Coleman,Annie,[AA],23 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Coleman,Brantley,01 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Coleman,Bridget,Mrs.,23 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Coleman,C.,M.,Mr.,07 Feb 1916.E.S. 
Coleman,Clay,Mrs.,23 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Coleman,F.,E.,Mrs.,07 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Coleman,Ida,[AA],ll Jan 1900.E.S. 
Coleman,J.,T.,Dr.,22 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Coleman,J.,W.,Mr.,31 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Coleman,John,[AA],10 Jul 1898.E.S. 
Coleman,Mary,Ann,[AA],29 Sep 1899.E.S. 
Coleman,R.,B.,24 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Coleman,Sarah,Mrs.,04 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Coleman,Thomas,G.,26 Sep 1902.E.S. 
Coleman,Will,[AA],01 Jul 1902.E.S. 
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Coleman,Willie,Mr.,[AA],ll Feb 1913,E.S. 
Collier,C.,Miles,Mrs.,10 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Collier,Grover,C.,04 Nov 1913,E.S. 
Collier,I.,Mrs.,04 Mar 1913,E.S. 
Collier, J.,B., Mr. ,26 Mar 1905,E.S. 
Collier,Mary,[AA],09 Feb 1909,E.S. 
Collier,William,13 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Collins,Charles,21 Sep 1917,E.S. 
Collins,Daniel,24 Apr 1901.E.S. 
Collins,Ernest,21 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Collins,General,Lee,20 Jun 1899.E.S. 
Collins,Laurie,Mr,22 Jul 1915,E.S. 
Collins,Lucy,Mrs.,28 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Collins,Maggie,Lee,Mrs.,30 Mar 1909.E.S. 
Collins,R.,Bernard,17 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Collins,Robert,E.,19 Oct 1906,E.S. 
Collins,Ruthie,Nay,Miss,22 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Collins,W.,H.,Mrs.,01 Oct 1913,E.S. 
Collins,William,Martin,14 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Colzey,A.,P,30 Sep 1917,E.S. 
Colzey,Frank,12Dec 1911.E.S. 
Comb,Daisy,Miss,[AA],24 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Comer,Charles,[AA],22 Nov 1900.E.S. 
Comer,Francis,M.,Mr.,10 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Compton,Charley,Edgar,06 Nov 1902.E.S. 
Compton,Juliette,Mrs.,15 Dec 1909,E.S. 
Compton,Shelby,24 Dec 1901,E.S. 
Cone,John,21 Dec 1906.E.S. 
Cone,K.,W.,Mr.,14Jul 1901,E.S. 
Cone,L.,A,Mrs.,01 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Connell,David,31 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Connelley,Mary,Mrs.,02 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Connor,John,H.,13 May 1908,E.S. 
Connor,Mana,Mrs.,09 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Connor,Tillie,Miss, 14 May 1914.E.S. 
Conroy,Edna,Earl,Miss,28 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Conroy,J.,W.,Mr.,24 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Conte,D.,Mr.,14 May 1918.E.S. 
Conti,Frank,04 Oct 1903,E.S. 
Conway,A.,S.,Mr,02 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Conway,Harry,06 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Conway,Hugh,04 May 1916,E.S. 
Cook,Adeline,Mrs.,13 Aug 1916,E.S. 
Cook,Alice,May.,Miss,25 Jan 1912,E.S. 
Cook,B.,Mrs.,26 Jan 1900.E.S. 
Cook,George,29 Jan 1915,E.S. 
Cook,Henry,C.,01 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Cook,J.,E.,Mrs.,26 Sep 1916,E.S. 
Cook,James,C.,03 May 1901.E.S. 
Cook,Lee,Alexander,12 Feb 1911,E.S. 
Cook,M.,V.,Mr.,09 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Cook,Mattie,L.,10 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Cook,Monday,Mr.,[AA],ll Jun 1913,E.S. 
Cook,S.,B.A.,Dr.,30 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Cook,Sallie,Mrs.,12 Jan 1898.E.S. 
Cooksey,Laverna,Miss,24 Jan 1916,E.S. 
Cooley,Charles,R.,01 May 1918.E.S. 
Cooper,Eliza,Mrs.,07 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Cooper,George,F.,22 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Cooper,Hattie,Mrs.,02 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Cooper,Irene,Mrs.,30 Oct 1902,E.S. 
Cooper,J.,T.,12 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Cooper,Jack,Thomas,26 Aug 1918,E.S. 
Cooper,Louis,14Mar 1899,E.S. 
Cooper,Lula,[AA],14May 1907,E.S. 
Cooper,Marion,28 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Cooper,William,02 May 1906.E.S. 
Coots,Edgar,Pvt.,09 Jan 1918,E.S. 
Copeland,Daniel,31 Mar 1903,E.S. 
Copeland,Lula,Mrs.,21 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Copeland,S.,V.,Mrs.,23 Apr 1905.E.S. 
Copeland,Tama,[AA],26 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Copeland,Warren,Candler,01 Jan 1904.E.S. 
Copeland,William,26 Sep 1915,E.S. 
Corbally,J.,A.,Mr.,18 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Corbet,F.,B.,Mrs.,20 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Corbett,B.,Mrs.,28 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Corbett,Emma,Mrs.,22 Oct 1908.E.S. 
Corbett,George,21 Nov 1908.E.S. 
Corbett,George,Wilson,30 May 1913,E.S. 
Corcoran,Frances,E.,Mrs.,ll Sep 1909,E.S. 
Corcoran,L.,C.,Mr.,06 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Corely,Fannie,Miss,07 Jan 1902,E.S. 
Corely,J.,E.,Mr.,22 Aug 1906.E.S. 
Corely,Y.,C.,Mr.,01 May 1916.E.S. 
Corely,Y.,C.,Mrs.,24 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Corley,C.,A.,Mrs.,04 Oct 1899,E.S. 
Corley,J.,D.,Mr.,09 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Corley,James,06 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Corley,Louis,14 Aug 1912,E.S. 
Corley,T.,B.,Mrs.,26 Nov 1904,E.S. 
Corley,W.,I.,Mr.,05 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Cornell,C.,H.,Mr.,23 Oct 1902.E.S. 
Cornett,John,Curtis,31 May 1914.E.S. 
Cornett,Martha,A.L.,Miss,10 Oct 1916,E.S. 
Corr,J.,B,Mrs.,02 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Cosby,H.,H.,Mr.,31 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Cosgrave,F.,S.,Mrs.,26 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Cosgrave,W.,M.,Mrs.,06 Mar 1901.E.S. 
Costello,A.,P.,Mr.,ll Jan 1911.E.S. 
Cotton,Zippola,Mrs.,21 Dec 1910,E.S. 
Couch,Elsie,Miss,29 Sep 1917,E.S. 
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Couch,John,05 May 1898JE.S. 
Coulter,Annie,Ruth,Miss,30 Nov 1909,E.S. 
Coulter,Charles,Raymond,05 May 1911.E.S. 
Coulter,Edward,W.,10 Aug 1909,E.S. 
Coulter,James,M.,10May 1911.E.S. 
Coulter,L.,H.,Mrs.,08 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Coulter,R.,M.V.,Mr.,26 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Coulter,Sarah,Miss,24 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Coulter,W.,H.,Mr.,15 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Courtey,O.,R.,Mr.,03 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Courtney,George,14 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Courtney,Maud,Mrs.,28 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Coussons,Mary,Mrs.,30 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Cowart,George,02 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Cowart,Marvin,21 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Cowart,Mattie,Mrs.,29 Nov 1911,E.S. 
Cowart,Raymond,30 Jun 1907.E.S. 
Cowdery,L.,L.,Mr.,10 Apr 1909.E.S. 
Cowdery,Lewis,18 Jan 1916.E.S. 
Cowdery,M.,J.,Miss,09 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Cowdry,Evelyn,Miss,28 Nov 1909.E.S. 
Cox,Celia,Reba,Miss,09 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Cox,Elder,08 Apr 1899.E.S. 
Cox,Elizabeth,Mrs.,05 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Cox,J.,J.,Mr.,02 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Cox,Jesse,24 Feb 1898,E.S. 
Cox,John,W.,25 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Cox,Martha,Mrs.,18 Jan 1905.E.S. 
Cox,Norris,01 Nov 1899.E.S. 
Cox,W.,J.,Mr.,06 Dec 1916.E.S. 
Cox ,John,T.,Mr,09 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Cozart,A.,W.,Mrs.,04 Jan 1899.E.S. 
Cozart,Carolyn,Miss,30 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Cozart,Hugh,29 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Crabtree,Georgia,Mrs.,05 Nov 1904.E.S. 
Crabtree,Sadie,Miss,24 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Crabtree,Zella,Mrs.,08 Aug 1899,E.S. 
Craig,George,M.,24 May 1916.E.S. 
Craig,Milo,19Dec 1911.E.S. 
Craig,Moody,Hagin,13 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Craig,Thomas,26 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Crane,Annie,29 May 1906.E.S. 
Crane,Emily,Mrs.,26 Oct 1901.E.S. 
Cranford,Mattie,Mrs.,17 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Cranford,Pauline,Miss,03 Mar 1914,E.S. 
Cranford,Roxie,Mrs.,27 Jun 1911.E.S. 
Crapps,Ethel,Miss,06 Dec 1899.E.S. 
Crapps,Jack,30 Aug 1903.E.S. 
Crapps,Nancy,Amanda,Mrs.,23 jan 1900.E.S. 
Crapps,Palmer,20 Jan 1900,Sat.E.H 
Crawfird,George,Young,19 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Crawford,Albert,H.,08 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Crawford,J.,M.,Mr.,18 May 1916.E.S. 
Crawford,John,Mrs.,04 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Crawford,L.,E.,Miss,24 Mar 1900,Sat.E.H 
Crawford,M.,Mr.,25 Jun 1910.E.S. 
Crawford,Mariah,Mrs.,07 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Crawford,Martin,J.,Mrs.,14 Oct 1905,E.S. 
Crawford,Mary,Etta,Mrs.,15 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Crawford,Matt,30 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Crawford,Reese,08 May 1912.E.S. 
Crawford,Tol,Y.,Mr.,30 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Crawford,W.,E,Mr.,16 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Crawford,W.,R.,Mr,28 Dec 1909.E.S. 
Crawford,William,[AA],20 Nov 1908,E.S. 
Creamer,Cora,Mrs.,15 Jan 1910,E.S. 
Creamer,Verba,Irene,19 Apr 1916.E.S. 
Cregg,Jasper,23 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Crenshaw,James,E,18 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Crenshaw,M.,A.,Miss,04 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Crenshaw,Walter,B.,14 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Crew,T.,C.,Mr.,15 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Crews,Flora,Miss,01 May 1917.E.S. 
Crews,Ocie,27 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Crews,T.,C.,Mrs,08 May 1914.E.S. 
Crews,T.,C.,Mr.,23 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Crews,Wedie,Miss,19 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Crichton,David,Charles,15 Oct 1915,E.S. 
Crichton,Frances,C.,Mrs.,26 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Crittenden,T.,K.,Mrs.,19 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Crittendon,E.,C.,Mr.,03 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Crittendon,Martha,M.,Miss,19 Jul 1917,E.S. 
Crittenton,Charles,18 Nov 1909.E.S. 
Crockett,Temperance,Mrs.,28 Apr 1908.E.S. 
Croley,Annie,E.,Miss,28 May 1914.E.S. 
Croley,M.,J.,Mrs.,16 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Crook,Emmett,F.,Judge,15 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Crook,Grover,Cleveland,06 Oct 1916.E.S. 
Crook,John,M.,Dr.,18 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Crook,Zesto,Miss,26 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Crosby,M.,L.,Mrs.,13 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Cross,H.,J.,30 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Crouch,George,15 May 1915.E.S. 
Crouch,H.,A.,Mr.,12 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Crouch,Ida,Mrs.,26 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Crouch,James,T.,26 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Crouch,Joe,T.,01 Nov 1905.E.S. 
Crouch,Margaret,J.,Miss,08 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Crouch,Nellie,Eloise,Miss,09 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Crouch,W.,P.,Mr.,21 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Crow,Melinda,Miss,13 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Crow,W.,A.,Mr.,08 Sep 1916.E.S. 
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Crowder,N.,L.,Mrs.,01 Apr 1911.E.S. 
Crowell,Hines,05 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Crowell,Zuella,Miss,[AA],13 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Crumpton,J.,W.,Mr.,23 Jun 1910,E.S. 
Crumpton,R.,J.,Mrs.,14 Aug 1906,E.S. 
Crye,D.,E.,Mr.,10Nov 1916,E.S. 
Culberson,A.,S,Mrs.,01 Oct 1908,E.S. 
Culberson,Eliza,Mrs.,28 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Culberson,Lizzie,May.,15 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Cullars,Susan,Mrs.,15 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Culpepper,Charles,10 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Culpepper,Clarence,19 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Culpepper,Elizabeth,Mrs.,07 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Culpepper,Emma,May,Miss,06 Nov 1900,E.S. 
Culpepper,Frank,27 Jan 1899.E.S. 
Culpepper,George,A.,17 May 1913.E.S. 
Culpepper,Henry,4 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Culpepper,Martha,D.,Miss,26 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Culpepper,Melissa,Mrs.,25 Dec 1906,E.S. 
Culpepper,R,L.,Mr.,07 Nov 1911,E.S. 
Culpepper,R.,M.,Mr.,28 Dec 1909.E.S. 
Cumbee,?,17Mar 1918,E-S. 
Cumbee,A.,J.,Rev,28 Sep 1918,E.S. 
Cumbie,C.,W,Mrs.,02 May 1917.E.S. 
Cumbus,Emma,Lue,Miss,27 Nov 1898,E.S. 
Cumbus,Georgia,May.,Miss,30 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Cummings,Fletcher,D.,Mrs.,07 Jul 1899.E.S. 
Cummings,Jacob,Marion,06 Aug 1918,E.S. 
Cunningham,A.,C.,Mrs.,20 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Curingtron,Clarence,08 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Curlee,M.,C.,Mr,18 May 1913,E.S. 
Currenton,E.,C.,Mrs.,20 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Curry,George,T.,8 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Curry,M.,A.,Mrs.,22 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Curtis,N.,N.,Mr.,08 Dec 1901,E.S. 
Curtis,Walter,Wells,27 Jul 1915.E-S. 
Cushman,J.)S.,Mrs.,18 Dec 1900.E-S. 
Cutsey,?,Mrs.,[AA],04 Mar 1899.E-S. 
Cutts,Walker,28 May 1905.E-S. 
Dailey,John,James,24 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Dally ,John,24 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Dalshien,H.,A-,Mrs.,13 May 1914,E.S. 
Dalton,Inez,Miss,19 Jan 1913.E-S. 
Damon,Ruth,Miss,24 Jun 1899.E-S. 
Daniel,?, 16 Jan 1863,ES- 
Daniel,A.,B.,Dr.,02 Oct 1916.E.S. 
Daniel,Albert,[AA],18 Aug 1901.E.S. 
Daniel,Ben,F.,26 Apr 1905.E.S. 
Daniel,C.,K.,Jr.,15 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Daniel,Elexie,Mrs.,21 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Daniel,George,Y.,19Dec 1913.E.S. 
Daniel,Henry,20 May 1918.E.S. 
Daniel,Joseph,Woodson,06 Jul 1907,E.S. 
Daniel,Kate,Mrs.,06 May 1912,E.S. 
Daniel,L.,C.,Mrs.,01 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Daniel,Levi,[AA],08 Apr 1904,E.S. 
Daniel,Milton,J.,Mrs.,28 Nov 1899,E.S. 
Daniel,Robert,E.,Lee,06 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Daniels,Charles,07 Oct 1899,E.S. 
D'Antignac,Louise,Mrs,18 Jun 1898,E.S. 
Darby,Minla,Mrs.,14 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Darden,C.,E.,Mrs.,09 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Darden,Elizabeth,Mrs.,16 May 1899.E.S. 
Davenport,M.,E.,Mrs.,14 Mar 1902.E.S. 
David,Carlton,25 Sep 1918.E.S. 
David,John,23 Jun 1917,E.S. 
David,Marion,18 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Davidson,B.,Mr.,28 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Davidson,E.,L.,Mr.,30 Nov 1904.E.S. 
Davidson,L.,M.,Mrs.,26 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Davidson,Larkin,26 Apr 1899.E.S. 
Davidson,Leah,Mrs.,12 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Davidson,Lester,03 Dec 1912,E.S. 
Davidson,Marion, 17 Dec 1911,E.S. 
Davidson,Phelma,Miss,23 Nov 1915,E.S. 
Davidson,Robert,20 Jul 1909,E.S. 
Davidson,Tuck,[AA],27 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Davidson,Tucker,12 Jun 1908,E.S. 
Davidson,W.,F.,Mr.,03 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Davidson,W.,O.,Mr.,09 Oct 1906,E.S. 
Davidson,Walter,F,28 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Davis,Ada,Mae,16 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Davis,Benjamin,Mrs.,18 Mar 1911,E.S. 
Davis,Bennie,15 Oct 1913,E.S. 
Davis,C.,Glen,18 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Davis,Caroline,[AA],31 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Davis,Dan,[AA],16Nov 1909.E.S. 
Davis,Emaline,Mrs.,17 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Davis,Emmett,[AA],25 Apr 1916,E.S. 
Davis,Frank,[AA],20 Jan 1916.E.S. 
Davis,G.,A.,Mrs.,17 Jan 1908.E.S. 
Davis,George,17 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Davis,J.,B.,08 Mar 1917,E.S. 
Davis,J,C.,Mr.,25 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Davis,J.,Lem,Mr.,15 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Davis,J.,M.,Mr.,20 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Davis,J.,W.,Mrs.,29 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Davis,Jane,Mrs.,18 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Davis,Jeff,[AA],24 Aug 1915,E.S. 
Davis,Jim,[AA],25 Ml 1915,E.S. 
Davis,John,T.,Cpt.,10 May 1911,E.S. 
Davis,John,[AA],05 Sep 1914,E.S. 
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Davis,L,B.,Mrs.,29 Nov 1907,E.S. 
Davis,Leroy,16 Apr 1909,E.S. 
Davis,M.,S.,Mr.,29 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Davis,Martha,A.,Mrs.,30 May 1914.E.S. 
Davis,Mary,Mrs.,06 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Davis,Mary,Mrs.,04 Apr 1907,E.S. 
Davis,Maude,04 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Davis,Maudie,Mae,Miss,20 Feb 1914,E.S. 
Davis,May.,Belle,Miss,10 Feb 1900,Sat.E.H 
Davis,Nina,Miss,25 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Davis,R.,A.,Mr.,26 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Davis,R.,A.,Mrs.,31 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Davis,T.,J.,Mrs.,19Feb 1913,E.S. 
Davis,T.,Mr.,25 Oct 1898.E.S. 
Davis,Thomas,Mrs.,07 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Davis, Virginia,O.,Miss,20 May 1918.E.S. 
Davis,W.,E.,Mrs.,30 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Davis,William,C, 16 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Davis,William,Oscar,26 Jun 1904.E.S. 
Davis,Z.,L.,Mrs.,18 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Dawson,A.,A.,Mr.,13 Feb 1914,E.S. 
Dawson,Laura,19Dec 1915.E.S. 
Day,A.,J.,Mrs.,10 Mar 1900,Sat.E.H 
Day,Catherine,Miss,ll Nov 1918.E.S. 
Day,H.,E.,Mr.,l Apr 1915.E.S. 
Day,J.,B.,Mr.,ll Jul 1909.E.S. 
Day,J.,Hatcher,07 Apr 1916.E.S. 
Day,Pierce,B.,Mrs.,09 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Ddismukes,E.,P.,Mrs.,23 Dec 1911.E.S. 
Ddudley,D.,A.,Mr.,06 Jan 1906.E.S. 
Dean,Ada,Mrs.,04 Jun 1910.E.S. 
Dean,Effie,Irene,Miss,13 Dec 1898.E.S. 
Dean,James,Marion,01 Jun 1917,E.S. 
Dean,Katherine,Miss,04 Jul 1917,E.S. 
Dean,M.,C.,Mrs.,06 Oct 1899.E.S. 
Dean,Nannie,Miss,08 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Dean,Sarah,Mrs.,23 May 1905.E.S. 
Dean,W.,G.,Mr.,14May 1912.E.S. 
Dean,Walter,Glenn,15 May 1912.E.S. 
Dease,Willie,Miss,08 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Deaton,J.,E.,Mrs.,18 Oct 1898.E.S. 
Debbs,Josie,Miss,24 Mar 1900,Sat.E.H 
Decker,Louise,Miss,22 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Decker,Lucille,Miss,05 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Deckrow,Sarah,Mrs.,02 Jul 1898.E.S. 
Deering,Lucy,Mrs.,13 Jun 1911,E.S. 
Dees,Robert,Curtis,22 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Dees,Layfayette,24 Nov 1905.E.S. 
DeGraffenried,E.,F.,Dr.,07 Oct 1902.E.S. 
Deignan,Marion,Francis,ll May 1913,E.S. 
Deignan,T.,M.,Mr.,21 Jul 1898.E.S. 
Deigner,Annie,C.,Miss,12 May 1917,E.S. 
DeLauney,L.,L.,Miss,12 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Delgar,S.,T.,24 Sep 1917.E.S. 
DeLoach,Andrew,See,07 Jul 1917,E.S. 
Dennett,H.,L.,Mr.,21 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Dennis,Edie,Mrs.,[AA],27 Jun 1902.E.S. 
Dennis,Ethel,Miss,07 Dec 1900.E.S. 
Dennis,John,A.,20 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Dennis,May.,Miss,07 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Denny,H.,C.,Mrs.,20 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Denson,R.,H.,07 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Dent,M.,L.,Mr.,09 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Dent,Thomas,R.,10Nov 1912.E.S. 
Denton,Henry,M,08 Jan 1899.E.S. 
Denton,Milton,Mrs.,05 Feb 1909,E.S. 
DeVaughn,J.,E.,Mrs.,09 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Devlin,Mary,Mrs.,01 Jun 1907.E.S. 
Devore,Jim,03 Jun 1902.E.S. 
Devore,Sallie,Mrs.,16 Jan 1915.E.S. 
DeVries,Julie,Benton,06 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Dewberry,Peter,F.,19May 1914.E.S. 
DeWolf,Kate,Miss,04 May 1915.E.S. 
DeWolf,W.,S.,Mr.,03 Oct 1909.E.S. 
DeWolf,W.,S.,Mrs.,06 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Dews,George,M.,Mrs.,07 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Dexter,Clara,Mrs.,24 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Dexter,Helen,M.,Mrs.,07 Jul 1908.E.S. 
Dexter,Lydia,Helen,Miss,15 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Dexter,Norman,20 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Dexter,Parkman,Mrs.,05 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Dexter,Sarah,M.,Miss,28 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Dial,Marshall,04 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Dibble,Oscar,C.,Mrs.,29 Aug 1909.E.S. 
DiBenedetto,M.,A.,Mrs.,10 Dec 1912.E.S. 
DiBenedetto,Michael,14 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Dickens,Joseph,06 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Dickenson,S.,H.,Mr.,07 Dec 1902.E.S. 
Dickerson,Ethel,Mrs.,14 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Dickey,Charles,22 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Diffley,Josie,G.,Mrs.,01 Jun 1911,E.S. 
Digby,Samuel,M.,22 Apr 1911.E.S. 
Dillard,Alice,[AA],25 Jan 1903.E.S. 
Dillard,John,Rufus,13 Oct 1911,E.S. 
Dillingham,Anna,Mrs.,13 May 1904,E.S. 
Dillingham,C.,H.,Mr,15 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Dillingham,G.,Walker,17 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Dimon,Emma,Mrs.,25 Dec 1906,E.S. 
Dimon,Eugenia,Banks,Miss,16 May 1907,E.S. 
Dimon,01ie,Miss,19 Apr 1898.E.S. 
Dimon,Samuel,22 May 1904.E.S. 
Dinkins,Alfred,25 Nov 1905.E.S. 
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Dinkins,Evelyn,M.,Miss,15 May 1918JE.S. Dozier,Will,[AA],04Mar 1914,E.S. 
Dinwiddie,W.,H.,Mr.,31 Jan 1915,E.S. Drake,Emma,Reese,Mrs.,24 Sep 1912,E-S. 
Dismuke,Minnie,Mrs.,06 Aug 1898.E.S. Drake,J.,C.,Capt.,13 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Dismukes,E.,P.,Mrs.,03 Aug 1905,E.S. Drake,James,A.,29 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Dismukes,John,15 Feb 1917,E.S. Drake,Lena,01 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Dixon,Archie,[AA],05 Jul 1905.E.S. Drane,Margaret,Mrs,26 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Dixon,Ed,[AA],12 Oct 1912,E.S. Driggars,J.,D.,Mr.,17May 1918,E.S. 
Dixon,Fannie,M.,Mrs.,25 Oct 1907.E.S. Driggers,Amanda,Mrs.,26 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Dixon,Harry,Webster,28 Feb 1916.E.S. Driggers,Clinton,04 Apr 1903,E.S. 
Dixon,James,E.,20 May 1913.E.S. Driver,Emma,Mrs,29 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Dixon,Jennie,Mrs.,07 Dec 1909.E.S. Driver,Fred,20 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Dixon,Jesse,[AA],25 Dec 1909.E.S. Driver,Louis,21 Feb 1902.E.S. 
Dixon,M.,D.,Mrs.,24 Oct 1914.E.S. Driver,Ron,[AA],27 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Dixon,Marshall,Randolph,12 Jun 1906.E.S. Dubose,E.,P.,Mr.,01 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Dixon,Mary,McDougald,Mrs.,09 Dec 1900.E.S. DuBose,Walter,04 Nov 1905.E.S. 
Dixon,Mat,[AA],04 Jan 1902.E.S. Duck,F.,M.,Mrs.,31 Oct 1916,E.S. 
Dixon,Maudie,Kate,Miss,20 Oct 1917,E.S. Dudley,Annie,Mrs.,26 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Dixon,Robert,Emmett,12Nov 1901.E.S. Dudley,C.,H.,Mr,12 Jan 1911.E.S. 
Dixon,Robert,W.,05 Jan 1912,E.S. Dudley,Cleo,Miss,18 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Dobbs,Elvy,S.,26 Oct 1917.E.S. Dudley,Enoch,04 Apr 1911,E.S. 
Dobbs,L.,L.,Rev.,07 Feb 1915,E.S. Dudley,Everett,05 Jun 1910,E.S. 
Dodge,Luke,W.,30 Sep 1902.E.S. Dudley,George,Edward,19 Dec 1911,E.S. 
Dodson,Thomas,Mrs.,14 Oct 1909.E.S. Dudley,H.,L.,Mr.,20 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Dokes,Epiron,Mrs.,18 Nov 1918.E.S. Dudley,M.,L.,Mrs,01 Apr 1909,E.S. 
Dolan,Margaret,Mrs.,19 Dec 1918,E.S. Dudley,Nolan,02 Feb 1916,E.S. 
Doles,George,W.,13 Feb 1914.E.S. Dudley,Virginia,E.,Miss,29 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Doles,George,W.,02 May 1912.E.S. Dudley,W.,F.,Mr.,23 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Donahoo,Mattie,Mrs.,20 Aug 1916.E.S. Duffey,John,23 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Dooner,J.,F.,Mr.,04 Nov 1898.E.S. Duffie,Henrietta,A.,Mrs.,06 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Doran,S.,D.,310ctl914,E.S. Duke,A.,L.,Mr.,26 Sep 1906,E.S. 
Dorman,Cynthia,Mrs.,07 Nov 1908.E.S. Duke,Archie, 19 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Dorman,Joel,Earl,Pvt.,27 Jul 1916.E.S. Duke,Birdie,Mrs,08 Jul 1905,E.S. 
Dotson,Ernest,12 Jan 1918.E.S. Duke,Ethel,May.,Miss,ll Aug 1905,E.S. 
Dotson,Lee,22 Jul 1914.E.S. Duke,Harry,21 May 1906,E.S. 
Dottery,Mae,Frances,Miss,03 Jul 1913,E.S. Duke,Jack,Forest,20 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Doughtie,P.,Mrs,29 Nov 1911,E.S. Duke,James,Layfayette,20 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Doughtrey,Georgia,14 Aug 1915,E.S. Duke,John,F.,10Dec 1910.E.S. 
Douglas,Andrew,W„30 Nov 1918,E.S. Duke,Margerie,Miss,15 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Dowd,W.,L.,Mr.,22 Aug 1911.E.S. Duke,S.,E.,Mrs.,26 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Dowdel,Adelis,Lewis,Miss,29 Mar 1906.E.S. Duke,Thelma,Wiline,Miss,19 Aug 1899,E.S. 
Dowdy,S.,J.,Mrs.,08 Mar 1914.E.S. Duke,W.,M.,Mrs.,10Feb 1916,E.S. 
Dowell,Dave,[AA],22 Feb 1910,E.S. Duke,William,16Mar 1918,E.S. 
Downing,L,T.,Mrs.,15 Feb 1898,E.S. Dukes,Georgia,Mrs.,03 May 1898,E.S. 
Downing,L.,U.,Mrs.,20 Feb 1898.S. H. Dukes,J.,A.,Mr.,08 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Downs,Hamp,Mrs.,28 Oct 1906.E.S. Dukes,Jessie,Lucille,Miss,08 Aug 1914,E.S. 
Dozier,A.,A.,Col,15 Jun 1906.E.S. Dukes,P.,E.,Mrs.,30 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Dozier,Dan,P.,17 Jul 1918.E.S. Dukes,Wayne,Mrs.,23 Aug 1898,E.S. 
Dozier,Frank,[AA],12 Janl909,E.S. Dunagan,Fannie,R.,Miss,05 Jul 1901.E.S. 
Dozier,George,02 Oct 1910,E.S. Duncan,Earnest,10 Sep 1916,E.S. 
Dozier,L.,M.,Miss,13 Dec 1902.E.S. Duncan,Jno.,05 Oct 1899,E.S. 
Dozier,LeRoy,[AA],05 Jan 1918,E.S. Duncan,John,D.,18 Mar 1911,E.S. 
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Duncan,M.,C.,Mrs.,18 Apr 1916JE.S. 
Duncan,Mack,25 Apr 1911.E.S. 
Duncan,Maggie,L.,Miss,07 Dec 1898.E.S. 
Duncan,Mary,J.,Miss,28 Sep 1909,E.S. 
Duncan,Rebecca,Miss,13 Oct 1917,E.S. 
Duncan,W.,A.,Mr.,07 Jan 1902,E.S. 
Duncan,W.,P.,12 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Duncan,William,09 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Dunlap,Ella,Mrs.,15 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Dunlap,Joseph,Mrs.,06 Dec 1916.E.S. 
Dunn,C.,J.,Mr.,07 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Dunn,J.,J.,Mrs.,22 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Dunn,Kate,Mrs.,01 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Dunn,Pearl,Miss,19Feb 1901.E.S. 
Dupree,Joseph,18 May 1905.E.S. 
DuPree,M.,J.,Mrs.,25 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Durban,S.,C.,Dr.,29 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Durden,Clarence,20 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Durham,Elizabeth,Mrs.,28 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Durham,James,H.,25 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Durkm,John,23 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Dutton,C.,Mrs.,03 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Duy,George,C,25 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Dye,Louis,G.,29 Jul 1903.E.S. 
Eady,H.,Thomas,13 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Eason,H.,0.,Mr.,19Mar 1907.E.S. 
Eason,J.,T.,Mrs.,08 Jun 1902.E.S. 
Eason,James,T.,15 Feb 1916.E.S. 
Eason,Nancy,Mrs.,08 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Eason,Oscar,04 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Eason,R.,L.,Mrs.,ll Nov 1918,E.S. 
East,Benjamin,18 Nov 1911,E.S. 
East,Jessie,Davis,07 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Easterwood,N.,Lou,Mrs.,24 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Eberhart,Sam,Mrs.,21 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Echols,M.,M.,Dr.,16Jul 1905.E.S. 
Eckman,E.,C.,Mrs.,10 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Eckman,J.,J.,Mr.,29 Jan 1901.E.S. 
Eckman,Larry,Cpl.,17 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Ector,Isaac,[AA],14 Apr 1901,E.S. 
Ector,Walter,Lamar,30 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Edge,Andrew,Jackson,15 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Edge,Lavonia,Mrs.,12 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Edge,M.,J.,Mr.,09 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Edge,Mary,Mra.,23 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Edge,Rebecca,Miss,05 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Edmondson,G.,W.,Mr.,30 Sep 1905.E.S. 
Edmunds,B.,W.,Mr.,27 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Edmunds,T.,T.,Mr.,13 Mar 1904.E.S. 
Edwards,?,01 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Edwards,Ann,Mrs.,30 May 1905.E.S. 
Edwards,C,C.,Mr.,17 Mar 1900,Sat.E.H 
Edwards,Charlie,[AA],07 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Edwards,David,L.,30 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Edwards,Dowdell,28 Apr 1900,Sat.E.H 
Edwards,Earl,07 Nov 1905.E.S. 
Edwards,George,W.,18 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Edwards,I.,E.,Mr.,22 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Edwards,John,22 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Edwards,Julia,[AA],23 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Edwards,L.,D.,Mr.,29 Jun 1899.E.S. 
Edwards,L.,W.,Mr.,23 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Edwards,Loxla,Mr.,03 Sep 1907,E.S. 
Edwards,Mary,Isabel,Miss,03 May 1914.E.S. 
Edwards,Matilda,Ann,Miss,06 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Edwards,Maud,Miss,14 Jan 1910,E.S. 
Edwards,Miles,Raymond,07 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Edwards,Minnie,Lee,Miss,02 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Edwards,Mittie,May,Miss,26 Dec 1908,E.S. 
Edwards,Nancy,Ann,Mrs.,25 Mar 191 l.E.S. 
Edwards,Nellie,Bird,Miss,14 Aug 1903.E.S. 
Edwards,O.,T.,Mr.,30 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Edwards,Rebecca,Mrs.,14 Jul 1901,E.S. 
Edwards,Roe,Mr.,19 0ct 1904.E.S. 
Edwards,Roy,Lesly,12 Dec 1901.E.S. 
Edwards,S.,M.,Mr.,25 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Edwards,T.,Mr.,27 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Edwards,W.,H.,Mr.,03 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Edwards,George,05 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Eifler,Christine,Mrs.,01 May 1917.E.S. 
Eiland,Mary,Miss,6 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Elder,J.,D.,Mr.,12Dec 1899.E.S. 
Elder,Vici,Vesta,Miss,27 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Elder,W.,W.,Mr.,27 May 1908.E.S. 
Eldridge,Dan,Rowland,27 May 1899.E.S. 
Elkins,P.,N.,Mr.,13 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Elledge,A.,M.,Mr.,09 Jun 1903.E.S. 
Elledge,Mary,Mrs.,17 Oct 1911.E.S. 
Ellington,Buck,13 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Ellington,J.,C.,Mr.,28 Jan 1908.E.S. 
Elliot,John,W.,28 Jan 1908.E.S. 
Elliott,A.,N.,Mr.,08 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Elliott, Anna,Miss, 16 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Elliott,Eula,Mrs.,25 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Elliott,F.,B.,Mrs.,28 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Elliott,H.,C.,Mr,14May 1913.E.S. 
Elliott,Harriet,A-,Mrs.,24 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Elliott,Harry,18 May 1915,E.S. 
Elliott,Lizzie,Mrs.,18 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Elliott,Lucinda,Mrs.,08 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Elliott,Sarah,Miss,14 Jun 1918 ,E.S. 
Elliott,Truman,09 Oct 1916.E.S. 
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Elliott,William,S.,28 Mar 1901.E.S. 
Ellis,Abe,15 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Ellis,Ann,Mrs.,16Feb 1911.E.S. 
Ellis,G.,W.,08 May 1914,E.S. 
Ellis,J.,P.,Mr.,09 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Ellis,J.,T.,Mr.,08 Sep 1912,E.S. 
Ellis,M.,E.,Mrs.,01 Jan 1903,E.S. 
Ellis,Margaret,E.,10 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Ellis,Nancy,Mrs.,10 Oct 1899.E.S. 
Ellis,Nick,21 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Ellison,Dave,[AA],04 May 1917.E.S. 
Ellison,Elnora,Mrs.,ll Jan 1918.E.S. 
Ellison,Harry,01iver,15 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Ellison,J.,A.,Mrs.,12 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Ellison, John,C ,23 Sep 1903.E.S. 
Ellison,Sallie,Luis,Mrs.,10 Nov 1908.E.S. 
Ellison,Sallie,Miss,ll Dec 1912.E.S. 
Elton,J.,H.,Mr.,10 Jun 1903.E.S. 
Emanual,M.,Mr.,17 Jan 1914.E.S. 
English,A.,M.,Mrs.,27 Sep 1910.E.S. 
English,Annie,M.,Mrs.,07 Jan 1898,E.S. 
English,Lillie,Mae,Mrs.,06 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Ennis,J.,H.,Mr.,04 May 1915.E.S. 
Ennis,Leona,Miss,24 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Ennis,Lillie,Lee,19Jul 1916.E.S. 
Ennis,Thomas,26 Jan 1899,E.S. 
Epping,Early,H.,17Dec 1909,E.S. 
Epping,H.,H.,Mr.,02 Aug 1904,E.S. 
Epps,Dawson,Mrs.,12Feb 1914.E.S. 
Epps,J.,W.,Mr.,06 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Ericson,E.,W.,17 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Ericson,Elnora,J.,Miss,29 May 1915,E.S. 
Erwin,J.,D.,Mr,23 Nov 1909.E.S. 
Erwin,J.,H.,Mrs.,15 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Erwin,Van,Mr.,10 Feb 1909.E.S. 
Estes,C.,E.,Mr.,04 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Estes,E.,C.,Dr.,08 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Estes,J.,M.,Mr.,15 Oct 1899.S. H. 
Estes,Jas.,07 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Estes,Joel,D.,05 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Estes,Margaret,Mrs.,ll Dec 1910,E.S. 
Estes,Martha,J.,Mrs.,31 Oct 1899.E.S. 
Etheredge,C.,A.,Mr.,03 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Etheredge,Emory,Eugene,25 Aug 1899.E.S. 
Etheredge,John,C.,02 Feb 1901.E.S. 
Etheridge,John,F.,04 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Ethridge,J.,T.,Mr.,10 Aug 1909,E.S. 
Evans,C.,M.S.,Mrs.,25 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Evans,Carrie,Mrs.,28 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Evans,J.,J.,Mrs.,23 Oct 1906,E.S. 
Evans,Mary,Ann,Mrs.,06 Feb 1908,E.S. 
Evans,Thomas,C.,29 May 1915,E.S. 
Everage,A.,B.,Mr.,22 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Everett,John,S.,09 Sep 1902.E.S. 
Everett,M.,L.,Mrs.,30 May 1913.E.S. 
Everette,L.,M,Mr.,22 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Everette,M.,L.,Mr,16 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Everidge,A.,A.,Mr.,19 Feb 1911,E.S. 
Everidge,Della,Mrs.,26 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Everidge,Eddie,Y.,03 Jan 1901.E.S. 
Everidge,Jesse,22 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Everidge,Leo,17Nov 1898.E.S. 
Everidge,Missouri,Mrs.,03 Oct 1916,E.S. 
Everidge,Sarah,F,Mrs.,09 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Fagan,Joe,20 Dec 1908,E.S. 
Fagan,Mary,Miss,19 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Fagan,N.,O.,Mrs.,03 Mar 1910,E.S. 
Fagin,P.,F.,Mrs.,18Feb 1910,E.S. 
Faines,Ed,27Jull915,E.S. 
Faircloth,Henry,Ridgely,04 Mar 1904.E.S. 
Faircloth,Mamie,Miss,03 Jun 1902.E.S. 
Fale,John,20 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Fanning,E.,G.,Mrs.,29 Jun 1913.E.S. 
Farley, Will,[AA],21 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Farmer,A.,B.,Mrs.,25 Feb 1910,E.S. 
Farmer,John,W.,10Dec 1908,E.S. 
Farr,Edith,Mrs.,13 Jan 1914,E.S. 
Farr,J.,H.C.,Mrs.,05 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Farr,John,Henry,30 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Farr,W.,D.,20Junl915,E.S. 
Farrell,Lillie,Miss,29 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Farrow,Lena,Mrs.,25 Sep 1901,E.S. 
Farrow,Sarah,Belle,Miss,30 Jan 1905,E.S. 
Faulk,Thelma,G.,Miss,12 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Faulkenbury,Charles,09 Apr 1898.E.S. 
Faulkner,C.,M.,Mrs.,19 Jul 1907,E.S. 
Faulkner,Ed,31 Jan 1912,E.S. 
Faulkner,Eddie,01 Feb 1912,E.S. 
Faulkner,Rebbecca,Mrs.,08 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Faulkner,Rosa,21 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Faust,R.,0.,Mrs,27 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Favors,Gladys,Miss,07 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Fee,Mirah,Blood,Mrs.,17 Jul 1910,E.S. 
Feeney,Sarah,Cowdery,Mrs.,04 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Feinburg,?,25 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Fell,John,E.,30 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Felton,G,W.,[AA],20 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Fenn,Emily,Mrs.,01 Feb 1902,E.S. 
Fennell,B.,F.,Mr.,05 May 1915.E.S. 
Fennell,Lizzie,Mrs.,12 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Ferguson,Sallie,Mrs.,22 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Ferguson,Sue,Miss,07 Jan 1912.E.S. 
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Ferrin,Nellie,Miss,20 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Fickling,Lena,Clark,Mrs,04 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Field,Charles,Walton,Mrs.,01 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Field,Charles,Walton,12 Nov 1901,E.S. 
Field,Eunice,Miss,18 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Fielding,Voncille,Miss,06 Aug 1917 ,E.S. 
Fields,A.,Z,Rev.,19 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Fields,B.,B.,Mr.,25 Nov 1908.E.S. 
Fields,C.,W.,Mr.,29 May 1898.S. H. 
Fields,Charles,Robinson,10 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Fields,Howell,29 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Fields,J.,A.,Mrs.,25 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Fields,J.,E.,Mrs.,04 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Fields,R.,M.,Mrs,22 May 1906.E.S. 
Fields,Richard,[AA],27 Mar 1898.S. H. 
Fields,W.,F.,Mr.,27 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Fike,B.,G.,Mrs.,15 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Filingim,Mary,Mrs.,09 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Finch,Mary,Mrs.,14 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Fincher,Benjamin,23 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Fincher,E.,F.,Mr.,20 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Fincher,Homer,Pvt.,24 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Fincher,Mary,Mrs.,24 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Fincher,Mollie,Mrs.,24 May 1913.E.S. 
Fincher,T.,P.,Rev.,16 Mar 1913.E.S. 
Finchey,Mary,Mrs.,01 Jun 1910.E.S. 
Findlater,George,Mrs.,13 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Finercy,John,Fred,ll Jun 1908.E.S. 
Finlater,George,28 Jan 1912.E.S. 
Finnegan,Elizabeth,Mrs.,13 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Finnell,N.,D.,Mrs.,01 Mar 1913.E.S. 
Fitch,Maude,Mrs.,26 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Fite,T.,B.,14Jun 1917,E.S. 
Fitts,W.,L.,Mrs.,27 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Fitzgibbons,E.,Mrs.,08 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Fitzmorris,P.,J.,29 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Flagg,Lula,Mrs,[AA],30 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Flanigan,Fannie,Mrs.,08 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Fleming,J.,L.,Mrs.,22 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Fleming,Nancy,[AA],23 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Fleming,Sarah,B.,Mrs.,05 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Fletcher,Charles,15 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Fletcher,James,M.,04 Apr 1901.E.S. 
Fletcher,John,M.,14 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Fletcher,John,T.,07 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Fletcher ,Mattie,Mrs., 11 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Fletcher,T.,W.,Mr.,16 Aug 1898.E.S. 
Fletcher,W.,A-,Rev.,30 May 1913.E.S. 
Fletcher,W.,A.,Mrs.,06 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Flewellen,A-,C.,Mr.,07 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Flewellen,Mattie,Miss,20 Aug 1912,E.S. 
Flewellen,Sara,P,Mrs.,19 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Flinn,Bobbie,Miss,26 May 1905.E.S. 
Flint,Joe,ll Oct 1908.E.S. 
Florence, J.,T.,06 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Florence,W.,D.,Mr.,17 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Flournoy,C.,G.,Mr.,06 Apr 1902.E.S. 
Flournoy,Charity,[AA],12 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Flournoy,I.,C.,Mrs.,29 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Flournoy,J.,B.,Mrs.,31 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Flournoy,Maggie,Mrs.,22 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Flournoy,Mose,[AA],16 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Flournoy,T.,M,Mr.,29 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Floyd,E.,H.,Mr,28 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Floyd,Elise,Miss,10 Oct 1899.E.S. 
Floyd,Elizabeth,Mrs.,10 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Floyd,Ida,Miss,18Dec 1902.E.S. 
Floyd,J.,C.,Capt.,02 Sep 1904.E.S. 
Floyd,J.,J,Mr.,23 Aug 1906.E.S. 
Floyd,James,L.,24 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Floyd,L.,C.,Mrs.,19Feb 1914.E.S. 
Floyd,S.,H.,Mr.,17 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Flynn,R.,L.,05 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Fogarty,Katherine,Miss,05 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Fogle,W,J.,Dr.,14Jan 1904.E.S. 
Folds,Elizabeth,Mrs.,12 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Folds,Ester,Miss,29 Mar 1902.E.S. 
Folds,Martha,Mrs.,08 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Folds,William,Pitts,20 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Foley,L.,R.,09Janl918,E.S. 
Foley,T.,M.,Mr.,29 Jan 1898.E.S. 
Folkes,Irene,Mrs.,04 May 1907.E.S. 
Folks,Annie,Mrs.,05 Nov 1908.E.S. 
Folsom,James,16 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Fomby,Henry,0.,29 Jun 1899.E.S. 
Fomby,Itura,Mrs.,25 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Fomby,Katie,Miss,22 Jul 1899.E.S. 
Fontaine,B.,B.,Mrs.,30 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Fontaine,Francis,Mr.,04 May 1901.E.S. 
Fontaine,George,H.,ll Feb 1904,E.S. 
Foran,John,30 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Forbes,B.,G.,Mr.,03 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Forbes,Catherine,Mrs.,21 May 1911.E.S. 
Forbey,Ida,[AA],06 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Ford,Annie,Mrs.,01 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Ford,Daniel,02 Jan 1904.E.S. 
Ford,George,09 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Ford,Isabelle,Mrs.,30 Apr 1909.E.S. 
Ford,James,M.,28 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Ford,K.,A.,Mrs.,03 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Ford,Mary,J.,Miss,29 May 1914.E.S. 
Ford,Mattie,Mrs.,08 Jun 1909.E.S. 
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Ford,Minnie,Mrs.,27 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Ford,Rosa,B.,Miss,16 Jan 1901,E.S. 
Ford,Tom,26 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Foren,James,Edward,20 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Forsyth,Lenore,Mr.,07 Jul 1899,E.S. 
Forsyth,Vema,Miss,09 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Fort,Elizabeth,Mrs.,21 Nov 1916,E.S. 
Fort,Homer,Cook,30 Jul 1909.E.S. 
Fort,Margaret,L.,Miss,22 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Fort,Roy,16Jul 1912.E.S. 
Fort,W.,K.,Dr.,06 Jan 1909,E.S. 
Fort,William,23 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Fortune,John,Bruce,18 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Foster,Balsora,Miss,02 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Foster,Bertha,OTSfeal,Miss,26 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Foster,Charles,03 May 1907.E.S. 
Foster,Charlie,16Jul 1899,E.S. 
Foster,G.,W.,Mr.,17Dec 1909,E.S. 
Foster,H.,V.,Mr,10 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Foster,J.,W.,Mr.,03 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Foster,M.,C.,Mrs.,03 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Foster,Mary,C.,Mrs.,05 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Foster,Mary,Mrs.,25 Apr 1918,E.S. 
Fouller,R.,B.,Mr.,03 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Fountain,Hattie,Mrs.,24 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Fowler,Josephine,Mrs.,01 Oct 1917,E.S. 
Fowler,Mary,Mrs.,07 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Fox,Albert,W.,22 May 1915.E.S. 
Fox,Anna,Mary,Mrs.,19 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Foy,J.,P.,Mrs.,08 May 1914.E.S. 
Foy,W.,H,Mrs.,03 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Frampton,Annie,Miss,ll Sep 1909,E.S. 
Frampton,James,H.,23 Jun 1904.E.S. 
Frampton,S.,C.,Mrs.,01 Jun 1911,E.S. 
Frank,Abe,Mr.,17 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Frank,Charles,24 Dec 1907,E.S. 
Frank,Daisy,K.,Mrs.,17 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Franklin,Emma,[AA],24 Jan 1903,E.S. 
Franklin,L.,C.,Mrs.,05 Aug 1898,E.S. 
Franklin,Steed,Mr.,25 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Franklin,Vera,Miss,29 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Franks,Mary,Mrs.,03 May 1913.E.S. 
Frazer,A.,H.,Mr.,12 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Frazer,J.,A.,Mrs.,15 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Frazer,J.,M.,Mr.,30 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Frazer,John,Mrs.,14 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Frederick,C.,J.,Mr.,19 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Frederick,F.,M.,Mr.,29 Nov 1911,E.S. 
Frederick,Holmes,25 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Frederick,Sarah,Mrs.,27 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Freeman,Elizabeth,Mrs.,12 Nov 1914,E.S. 
Freeman,Francis,Marion,05 Aug 1903,E.S. 
Freeman,G.,A.,Mrs.,04 Oct 1904,E.S. 
Freeman,Irene,Mrs,17 Sep 1915,E.S. 
Freeman,J.,T.,Mr.,14 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Freeman,M.,F.,Mr.,10 Nov 1906.E.S. 
Freeman,M.,J.,Mrs.,06 Apr 1913,E.S. 
Freeman,W.,S.,Mr.,08 Nov 1898,E.S. 
Freeman,W.,T.,Mr.,28 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Freeman,Walter,Clyde,18 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Freeney,Orbet,E.,12 Sep 1902.E.S. 
French,A.,E.,Mrs.,05 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Frith,J.,J.,Mr.,08 Jul 1917,E.S. 
Fry,Sarah,09Octl916,E.S. 
Fulghum,Thomas,W.,19 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Fuller,C.,W.,Mr.,10 Jan 1907,E.S. 
Fuller,Cecil,Raymond,ll Jul 1913,E.S. 
Fuller,Dovey,Belle,Miss,28 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Fuller,George,Stanley,28 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Fuller,H.,L.,Mr.,18 May 1915.E.S. 
Fuller,Harry,25 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Fuller,Hattie,Mrs.,05 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Fuller,J.,E.,Mr.,03 May 1907.E.S. 
Fuller,J.,L.,Mr.,09 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Fuller,J.,W.,Mrs.,31 Oct 1914,E.S. 
Fuller,James,E.,21 Nov 1914,E.S. 
Fuller,Joseph,B.,22 Mar 1902,E.S. 
Fuller,Lois,Miss,06 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Fuller,Maggie,Mrs.,19 Sep 1911.E.S. 
Fuller,Mary,A.,Mrs.,22 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Fuller,Mary,E.,Mrs.,27 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Fuller,P.,A.,Mr.,18 Mar 1898,E.S. 
Fuller,Sallie,Mrs.,08 Nov 1904.E.S. 
Fuller,Sarah,Frances,Mrs.,26 Aug 1902.E.S. 
Fuller,Vemble,Mrs.,22 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Funderburk,George,Robert,13 Jul 1906,E.S. 
Funderburk,W.,D.,Mr.,06 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Fussell,Everett,Eugene,05 Mar 1911,E.S. 
Fussell,Ida,J.,Mrs.,02 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Gabbett,Cecil,Mrs.,30 Oct 1903,E.S. 
Gabriel,Charles,01 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Gabriel,Matilda,Mrs.,12 Dec 1911,E.S. 
Gaddis,William,23 Dec 1910,E.S. 
Gafford,James,ll Jan 1914,E.S. 
Gafford,M.,E,Mrs.,31 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Gafford,Roxie,Mrs.,22 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Gaines,Harriett,Mrs.,08 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Gallman,A.,B.,Mr,16 Nov 1913,E.S. 
Gallman,Johnnie,Mathew,07 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Gallman,Robert,05 Sep 1913,E.S. 
Gallops,Mattie,Mrs.,25 Feb 1904.E.S. 
Gallops,W,T.,Mrs.,10 Apr 1912,E.S. 
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Galloway,J.,H.,Mrs.,09 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Gallups,Mary,A.,Mrs.,20 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Gamage,George,06 Jun 1911,E-S. 
Gamage,John,17 May 1903,E.S. 
Gambill,Charlie,29 Mar 1917,E.S. 
Gamble,Agnes,Jennie,Miss,19 Mar 1899,E.S. 
Gammage,?,Mrs.,12Nov 1917.E.S. 
Gammage, Walter, 11 Dec 1914,E.S. 
Gammel,Abraham,19 Jun 1902.E.S. 
Gammel,Eliza,Mrs.,14 Feb 1901.E.S. 
Gammel,Frank,M.,23 Dec 1911.E.S. 
Gammell,Arabelle,Mrs.,22 Mar 1906,E.S. 
Gammell,Clyde,R.,06 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Gammell,Paul,A.,20 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Gammon,Sarah,S.,Mrs.,14 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Gammon,Susie,Miss,08 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Gammons,Sallie,Miss,16 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Gann,Julia,Josephine,Miss,26 Feb 1899,E.S. 
Gann,Mary,Miss,31 Jan 1901,E.S. 
Gann,Vandy,Lee,Miss,26 Feb 1899.E.S. 
Ganous,W.,T.,Mr.,01 Apr 1910,E.S. 
Gardener,Thomas,20 Jan 1901,E.S. 
Gardiner,M.,H.,Mrs.,28 Jul 1909.E.S. 
Gardiner,W.,J.,Mrs.,05 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Gardner,?,27 May 1918.E.S. 
Gardner,Frances,Miss,02 Nov 1913,E.S. 
Gardner,Martha,Mrs.,26 Apr 1907,E.S. 
Garner,J.,C.,21 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Garner,Rachel,Mrs.,21 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Garner,Rebecca,Mrs.,22 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Garrard,E.,K.,Mrs.,03 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Garrard,Elizabeth,K.,Mrs.,03 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Garrard,Louis,F.,02 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Garrard,Louis,Mrs.,09 May 1908.E.S. 
Garrett,Callie,Mrs.,31 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Garrett,Ella,May.,23 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Garrett,George,W.,26 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Garrett,Georgia,Miss,04 Mar 1902.E.S. 
Garrett,H.,W.,Mr.,24 Sep 1913,E.S. 
Garrett,Henry,[AA],23 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Garrett,John,R.,23 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Garrett,Marie,Miss,05 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Garrett,Mark,Otis,17Dec 1917,E.S. 
Garrett,Mark,Mrs.,13 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Garrett,Maud,Mrs.,31 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Garrett,Robert,24 Aug 1902.E.S. 
Garrett,Thomas,R.,25 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Garrett,Z.,W.,Mr.,27 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Garnson,Doyle,26 May 1915.E.S. 
Garrison,J.,D.,Mrs.,29 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Gartman,Woodrow,24 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Gary,Fannie,[AA],02 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Gaston,Lillie,Mrs.,04 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Gates,Fannie,V.,Mrs.,06 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Gates,Mary,A.,Mrs.,04 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Gates,Paul,10 May 1917.E.S. 
Gatewood,Mary,Mrs.,24 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Gauiter,Lucy,Miss,08 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Gaulman,S.,E.,Mrs.,08 Dec 1898,E.S. 
Gautier,Julia,Dowdell,13 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Gautler,M.,J.H.,Mrs.,27 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Gay,Mary,A.,Miss,10Nov 1918.E.S. 
Gay,R.,H.,Mrs.,08 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Gay,Susan,E.,Mrs.,07 Feb 1902.E.S. 
Gaynor,Myrtle,Mrs.,21 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Geddings,P.,T.,04 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Geeslin,A.,L.,08 Nov 1903.E.S. 
Geeslin,Helen,V.,Miss,10 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Geeslin,J.,W.,Mr.,26 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Gentry,David,17 May 1898.E.S. 
Gentry,Mary,Mrs.,15 Nov 1910.E.S. 
George,John,L.,30 Oct 1913.E.S. 
George, William, 14 Jul 1899.E.S. 
Gerdan,Ben,[AA],24 Nov 1903,E.S. 
Germany,J.,H.,Mr.,23 Oct 1898.E.S. 
Gerson,Julius,Mrs.,31 May 1912,E.S. 
Gibson,A.,F.,Mrs.,ll Apr 1906.E.S. 
Gibson,Albert,L.,23 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Gibson,Brady,Leroy,12 May 1900,Sat.E.H 
Gibson,E.,A.,Mrs.,21 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Gibson,Frank,26 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Gibson,George,P.H.,24 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Gibson,H.,A.,Mr.,15 May 1904.E.S. 
Gibson,J.,A.J.,Mr.,03 Mar 1903.E.S. 
Gibson,J.,T.,Mrs.,24 Aug 1901,E.S. 
Gibson,J.,T.,Mr.,26 Feb 1901.E.S. 
Gibson,Jennie,Miss,ll Feb 1916,E.S. 
Gibson,John,01 May 1917.E.S. 
Gibson,Julia,Mrs.,16 Nov 1909.E.S. 
Gibson,Kathleen,Miss,15 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Gibson,Mary,Magnolia,Miss,06 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Gibson,Mary,J.,Mrs.,23 Jan 1918,E.S. 
Gibson,N.,H.,Mrs.,28 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Gibson,S.,B.,Mr.,27 Nov 1908.E.S. 
Gibson,Thomas,B.,19 Jan 1904.E.S. 
Gibson,Thomas,J.,ll Apr 1902,E.S. 
Gibson,W.,B.,Mrs.,28 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Gibson,Wiley,ll May 1909.E.S. 
Gibson, William,B.,04 Jan 1898.E.S. 
Giddens,Gus,[AA],29 Mar 1904.E.S. 
Giddens,Sallie,Mrs.,21 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Giddens,T.,M.,Mr.,18 Apr 1901.E.S. 
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Giglio,P.,J.,Mr.,15 Jan 1909,E.S. 
Gignillat,Janet,E.,Mrs.,14 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Gilbert,A.,W.,Mr.,25 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Gilbert,Alberta,Mrs.,18 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Gilbert,B.,F.,Mrs.,12 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Gilbert,F.,E.,Mrs.,13 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Gilbert,Henry,[AA],29 Jul 1908.E.S. 
Gilbert,Jasper,N.,02 Apr 1898.E.S. 
Gilbert,Maidie,Miss,13 May 1915,E.S. 
Gilbert,Thomas,16Feb 1912.E.S. 
Gilbert,Thomas,Mrs.,26 May 1905,E.S. 
Gilbert,W.,T.,Mr.,01 Apr 1911.E.S. 
Giles,E.,Mrs.,21 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Giles,Jane,Mrs,21 Jan 1898,E.S. 
Gill,D.,W.,Mr.,17 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Gill,H.,H.,Mr,14Dec 1898.E.S. 
Gill,H.,L.,Dr,12Nov 1909.E.S. 
Gill,J.,D.,Mr.,03 Aug 1909.E.S. 
Gill,J.,J.,Mr.,23Sepl911,E.S. 
Gill,Nora,Mrs.,17 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Gillen,Mattie,Belle,10 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Gillson,Homer,Edgar,17 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Gilmer,Jennie,Mrs.,21 Apr 1914,E.S. 
Gilmer,M.,E.,Mrs.,21 May 1910,E.S. 
Gilmore,B.,T.E.,Mr.,14 Feb 1912,E.S. 
Gilmore,Martha,Miss,25 Jun 1907,E.S. 
Ginsberg,S.,Mr.,31 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Glass,Arthur,E.,02 Jul 1912.E.S. 
Glass,L.,E.,Mrs,16 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Glass,M.,W.,Mr.,12 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Glass,Nancy,Mrs.,29 Mar 1904.E.S. 
Glass,Samuel,30 Nov 1905,E.S. 
Glass,S.,T.,Mr.,23 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Glaze,Hugh,Mrs,12 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Glaze,Lizzie,Mrs.,28 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Glaze,Sidney,Mrs.,28 Jan 1908.E.S. 
Glaze,William,H.,Col.,29 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Glaze,William,Mrs.,18 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Gleason,J.,W.,Mrs.,12 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Glenn,E.,D.,Mrs.,08 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Glenn,John,T.,Col.,15 Mar 1899,E.S. 
Glenn,Louis,[AA],25 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Glenn,Susie,Mrs.,16 Jan 1917,E.S. 
Glenn,Willie,Skelton,14 May 1917,E.S. 
Glover,J.,P,Mrs.,03 Feb 1901.E.S. 
Glover,Louvina,Mrs.,27 Jun 1905,E.S. 
Godfrey,Jane,[AA], 15 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Godfrey,N.,E.,Mrs.,28 Apr 1916,E.S. 
Godfrey,Thurston,27 Apr 1901.E.S. 
Godwin,David,Cook,09 Apr 1916,E.S. 
Godwin,George,F.,02 May 1906.E.S. 
Godwin,J.,R.,Mr.,12 Sep 1906,E.S. 
Godwin,Judith,30 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Godwin,W.,T.,Mr.,15 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Goetchius,Charles,16 May 1915.E.S. 
Gogbill,James,05 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Goggins,Ella,Mrs.,21 Jan 1910,E.S. 
Goins,Albert,22 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Goins,D.,L.,23 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Goins,D.,L.,Mrs.,03 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Goins,Fanny,Mae,Mrs.,04 Apr 1911,E.S. 
Goins,Helen,Mrs.,07 Mar 1902,E.S. 
Goins,James,Mrs.,18 Jan 1908,E.S. 
Goins,Lena,Mrs.,ll Mar 1908,E.S. 
Goins,Mabel,22 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Goins,Martha,E.,Mrs,29 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Goins,Mary,[AA],19 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Goins,Robert,Gordon,26 May 1907,E.S. 
Goins,Sarah,T.,Mrs.,27 Aug 1914,E.S. 
Golden,Gus,[AA],08 Dec 1906.E.S. 
Golden,Julia,Mrs.,12 Dec 1911.E.S. 
Golden, Victoria,Mrs.,01 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Goodgains,Matilda,E.,Mrs.,23 May 1911.E.S. 
Goodlet,Isabel,Mrs.,08 Nov 1907.E.S. 
Goodlett,R.,W.,Mrs.,07 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Goodman,Jack,17 Apr 1908.E.S. 
Goodman,Jake,Sgt.,14 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Goodrum,Gladys,Miss,28 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Goodrum,John,Samuel,23 Aug 1914,E.S. 
Goodwin,Carrie,Mae,Miss,20 Jul 1917,E.S. 
Goodwin,Emma,Mrs,01 Aug 1915,E.S. 
Goodwin,Liza,Mrs.,13 May 1915,E.S. 
Goodwin,M,M.,Mr.,16 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Goodwin,Sophronia,Mrs.,18 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Goodwin,Vernon,Phillips,25 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Googe,L.,J.,Mr.,27 Nov 1909.E.S. 
Gordon,A.,D.,Mr.,03 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Gordon,Mary,E.,Mrs.,02 May 1901.E.S. 
Gordon,W.,M.,Mrs.,16 Jan 1906,E.S. 
Gordy,A.,B.,Dr.,26 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Gordy,D.,C.,Mr.,13 Nov 1902.E.S. 
Gordy,H.,M,Mrs.,29 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Gordy,J.,T.,Mrs.,04 Mar 1898.E.S. 
Gordy,Mary,Miss,07 May 1912.E.S. 
Gordy,Tom,Capt.,24 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Gordy,William,Jasper,12 May 1914.E.S. 
Gorham,Albert,Henry,21 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Gorham,Eddie,30 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Gosa,A.,W.,30 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Gosa,Lattie,Lou,Mrs.,22 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Gosa,Pearl,Carmen,Mrs.,03 Nov 1907,E.S. 
Gosa,Render,06 Jan 1914.E.S. 
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Goslin,Sarah,Mrs.,21 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Grace,Samantha,Miss,25 Aug 1916,E.S. 
Graham,M.,P.,Mrs.,10 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Graham,Sydnie,Miss,13 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Graham,Sylvester,Miss,18 Nov 1918,E.S. 
Graham,W.,M.,Mrs.,03 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Graham, Wilter,Miss,31 May 1913,E.S. 
Grammell,W.,A.,Mr.,12 Mar 1913,E.S. 
Grant,Antoinette,B.,Mme.,14 Jun 1902,E.S. 
Grant,E.,Eunice,Miss,01 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Grant,Edna,L.,Mrs,30 Dec 1914,E.S. 
Grant,Edwin,Franklin,04 Jun 1917,E.S. 
Grant,J.,W.,Mr.,03 Dec 1902,E.S. 
Grant,James,August,28 Apr 1903,E.S. 
Grant,Matilda,Mrs.,25 Mar 1908,E.S. 
Grant,Rufus,07 Oct 1910,E.S. 
Grant, Virgil,Sylvester,24 Jun 1899,E.S. 
Grant,Willie,[AA],08 Jan 1910,E.S. 
Grantham,J.,W.,Mr.,24 Jun 1902,E.S. 
Grantham,W.,F.,Mr.,08 Oct 1913,E.S. 
Graves,Joel,R.,22 Sep 1907,E.S. 
Graves,S.,A.,Mrs.,21 Jun 1904,E.S. 
Graves,W.,Z.,15 Jul 1902,E.S. 
Graves/Wilson, 15 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Gray,Carolme,Mrs.,14 Jul 1900,E.S. 
Gray,Charles,14Dec 1916,E.S. 
Gray,Clarence,E.,Mrs.,19 Nov 1917,E.S. 
Gray,Francis,M.,Mrs,15 Jul 1909,E.S. 
Gray,Gussie,Mrs.,13 Jun 1917,E.S. 
Gray,J.,B.,08 Jul 1903,E.S. 
Gray,John,Albert,05 Oct 1917,E.S. 
Gray,Lucille,Miss,22 Oct 1910,E.S. 
Gray,M.,E.,Mr.,20 Jul 1909,E.S. 
Gray,Marion,Lamar,30 Jul 1915,E.S. 
Gray,Mentoria,Mrs.,14 Jul 1909,E.S. 
Gray,Mollie,May.,27 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Gray,W.,H.,Mr.,01 Sep 1916,E.S. 
Gray,W.,M,Mr.,15 Mar 1905,E.S. 
Gray,William,Ingersol,23 Apr 1907,E.S. 
Gray ,Marion,Lamar,Miss,01 Aug 1915,E.S. 
Graybill,James,E.,04 Sep 1916,E.S. 
Greathouse,Homer,29 Aug 1909,E.S. 
Green,?,Miss,[AA],17 Mar 1910,E.S. 
Green,Ardel,20 Aug 1914,E.S. 
Green,Charles,Mrs.,31 Dec 1904,E.S. 
Green,Clema,Dorothy,Miss,09 Apr 1909,E.S. 
Green,Douglas,K.,17 May 1913,E.S. 
Green,F.,M.,Mrs.,25 Mar 1909,E.S. 
Green,G.,0.,Mr,24 Jan 1916,E.S. 
Green,Hartford,Mrs.,10 Jan 1915,E.S. 
Green,Hoke,Smith,Mr.,22 May 1913,E.S. 
Green,Inda,Miss,05 Dec 1909,E.S. 
Green,J.,T.,Mrs,17 Aug 1915,E.S. 
Green,Jim,[AA],18 Jul 1914,E.S. 
Green, Johnnie,01 Feb 1910,E.S. 
Green,L.,A.,Mrs.,17Feb 1898,E.S. 
Green,M.,T.,Mr,13 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Green,Mamie,Miss,03 May 1906,E.S. 
Green,Marvin,10Jul 1918,E.S. 
Green,Mary,F.,Miss,[AA],12 Jul 1910,E.S. 
Green,Mary,Mrs.,17Jul 1906,E.S. 
Green,Minerva,Miss,28 Jul 1914,E.S. 
Green,Roger,Lewis,28 Jan 1905,E.S. 
Green,Shelby,22 Dec 1912,E.S. 
Green,Vandy,H.,13 Feb 1917,E.S. 
Green,W.,S.,Mr.,07 Oct 1913,E.S. 
Green,W.,T.,Mr.,17 Jun 1914,E.S. 
Green,Wavie,Mrs.,07 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Greene,Clara,B.,Mrs.,24 Mar 1911,E.S. 
Greene,Ella,B.,Mrs.,02 Jan 1913,E.S. 
Greene,Finley,[AA],28 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Greene,John,M.,22 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Greene,John,Verdie,27 Jun 1902,E.S. 
Greene,Maggie,Mrs.,06 May 1913,E.S. 
Greene,Major,William,16 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Greene,P.,A.,Mr.,25 Nov 1902,E.S. 
Greene,Telethia,Mrs.,06 May 1914,E.S. 
Greene,W.,N.,Mr.,18 Aug 1905,E.S. 
Greenleaf,George,[AA],05 Jan 1906,E.S. 
Greentree,Caroline,Mrs.,21 Jun 1904,E.S. 
Greenwell,Henry,Willard,06 Aug 1918,E.S. 
Greer,Carrie,Mrs.,30 Nov 1909,E.S. 
Greer,Frank,05 Dec 1916,E.S. 
Greer,Homer,29 Sep 1909,E.S. 
Greer,J.,Thomas,31 Jul 1914,E.S. 
Greer,W.,E.,Mr.,31 Jan 1907,E.S. 
Gregory,T.,B.,Dr.,05 Nov 1910,E.S. 
Gregory,W.,C.,Mr.,12 Nov 1907,E.S. 
Gresham,Jernigan,21 Sep 1916,E.S. 
Gresham,John,15 Nov 1910,E.S. 
Gresham,Willie,M.,27 Jan 1900,Sat.E.H 
Grey,Julia,Mrs.,13 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Grier,Gilbert,[AA],17 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Grier,Lillie,Pearl,Miss,20 Nov 1903,E.S. 
Grier,Maria,Mrs.,05 Feb 1910,E.S. 
Grier,Maria,Miss,19Dec 1908,E.S. 
Griffeth,Amanda,Mrs.,21 Sep 1913,E.S. 
Griffm,Etta,Miss,10 Apr 1910,E.S. 
Griffm,Frank,28 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Griffm,H.,A.,Mrs.,26 Jul 1901,E.S. 
Griffin,J.,G.,Mrs,07 May 1907.E.S. 
Griffin,J.,M.,Mr,30 Jun 1915,E.S. 
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Griffin,Robbie,Miss,21 May 1918,E.S. 
Griffin,Roy,12 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Griffm,Tom,[AA],28 Nov 1901.E-S. 
Griffith,A-,J-,Mr.,02 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Griffith,P.,E.,Mr.,16 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Griggors,Lillian,Ailene,18 May 1906,E.S. 
Griggs,Arpha,Mrs.,29 Mar 1913.E.S. 
Griggs,Bernice,May.,Miss,24 Sep 1914,E.S. 
Griggs,Dewey,Hobson,24 Sep 1899.S. H. 
Griggs,EHa,Mrs.,13 Jan 1900,Sat.E.H 
Griggs,Ida,Mrs.,01 Jan 1904.E.S. 
Griggs,J.,E.,Mr.,21 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Griggs,Rolan,H.,06 Aug 1904,E.S. 
Griggs,Rufus,A-,27 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Griggs,Tazely,16 Oct 1898.S. H. 
Griggs,Willie,15 Mar 1898.E.S. 
Grilhe,Alma,Mrs.,18 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Grimes,C.,Mrs.,03 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Grimes,Cliff,B-,27 Aug 1915.E-S. 
Grimes,George,Dr.,29 Apr 1908.E-S. 
Grimes,J.,C.,Mrs.,06 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Grimes,John,F.,Mr.,03 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Grimes,Lela,Pauline,Miss,04 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Grimes,Thomas,W.,29 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Grisham,William,22 Nov 1899.E-S. 
Griswell,Missouri,Mrs.,20 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Griswold,D.,M.,Mr.,05 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Griswold,Donie,Belle,Miss,21 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Griswold,S.,H.,Mrs.,30 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Groover,C.,I.,Mr.,08 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Grubb,John,30 Apr 1899,E.S. 
Grubbs,L.,A-,28 Nov 1913,E.S. 
Grubbs,Lucy,B.,Miss,09 Sep 1909.E-S. 
Gruber,Daisy,Mrs.,02 Jun 1911.E.S. 
Gruzard,T.,L.,Mr.,18 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Gruzard,T.,L.,Mrs.,03 Feb 1907.E-S. 
Guice,H.,B-,Mr.,22 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Guinn,Bertie,May.,10 May 1916.E.S. 
Guinn,C.,C.,Mr.,05 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Guinn,Danie,26 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Gule,H.,A-,Mr,[AA],19 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Gullate,Harry,Allen,26 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Gullatt,EHa,Mrs.,29 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Gullatt,Mildred,Miss,31 Jan 1911.E.S. 
Gullatt,Peter,27 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Gullatte,Mattie,Mrs.,01 Dec 1916.E.S. 
Gunn,Annie,Catherine,Miss,10 Jun 1906,ES- 
Guthrie,P.,M.,Mrs.,01 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Gwaltney,Mary,E.,Miss,29 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Hackney,H.,A-,Mr.,14Nov 1899.E.S. 
Hackney,W.,O.,Mr.,10 Nov 1899.E-S. 
Hadley,G.,M.,Mr.,30 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Hadley,Norman,16 Jan 1912.E.S. 
Hagins,Dan,Munn,25 May 1907.E.S. 
Hagins,John,R.,04 Mar 1904.E.S. 
Haile,J,C,Mr.,22 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Haines,N.,W.,Mr.,17Dec 1912.E.S. 
Hains,L.,J.,Mrs.,ll Nov 1914.E.S. 
Hair,M.,Mrs.,18 Jun 1899.E.S. 
Haire,Abbie,Mrs.,06 Aug 1917 ,E.S. 
Haire,Mary,A-,Miss,27 Jan 1915,E-S. 
Hale,Beverly,Miss,20 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Hale,Ellen,Mrs.,03 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Hale,Ethel,25 0ctl918,E.S. 
Hale,J.,F.,Mr.,21 Jun 1908,E.S. 
Hale,John,Mrs.,01 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Hale,Mary,Frances,Mrs.,28 Jul 1899.E.S. 
Hall,A.,L.,Mrs,14 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Hall,Alice,Miss,24 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Hall,E.,M.,Mrs.,02 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Hall,Edgar,M.,15 May 1918.E.S. 
Hall,Elizabeth,Mrs.,01 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Hall,Ethel,May.,03 Feb 1900,Sat.E.H 
Hall,Fannie,Mrs.,09 Oct 1898.S. H. 
Hall,Georgia,Miss,28 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Hall,Harry,T.,24 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Hall,J.,D.,23 May 1917.E.S. 
Hall,J.,H.,Mr.,26 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Hall,J.,L.,Mr.,09Jull913,E.S. 
Hall,J.,T.,Mr.,19Jull907,E.S. 
Hall,J.,T.,Mrs.,19 Jun 1907.E-S. 
Hall,Lizzie,13 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Hall,Lucy,Mrs.,04 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Hall,Millie,Mrs.,23 Apr 1916.E.S. 
Hall,Prather,02 Jan 1902.E.S. 
Hall,Robert,H-,Pvt.,25 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Hall,Samuel,Edgar,04 Aug 1899.E.S. 
Hall,Sarah,F.,Mrs,08 Sep 1914,E.S. 
Hall,W.,M.,Mr.,28 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Hall,W.,T.,Mr.,20 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Hall,Walter,H.,04 Oct 1913,E.S. 
Hall,Walter,Thomas,03 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Hall,William,21 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Halliday,Josephine,Mrs.,22 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Ham,Amantha,Mrs.,22 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Ham,C.,S.,Mr.,18 Mar 1913.E-S. 
Ham,Ferribe,Mrs.,08 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Ham,George,Lewis,22 Mar 1907.E-S. 
Ham,John,Thomas,29 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Hamburger,L.,Mrs.,31 Oct 1906.E-S. 
Hamburger,Louis,27 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Hamburger,Louis,25 May 1907,E.S. 
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Hamby,James,H.,26 Oct 1916,E.S. 
Hamby,Peter,14 Oct 1905,E.S. 
Hamby,T.,J.,28 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Hamer,Annie,Miss,05 Mar 1913,E.S. 
Hamer,B.,G.,Mr.,31 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Hamer,W.,J.,Mrs.,13 Mar 1901.E.S. 
Hamill,John,Henry,02 Nov 1909,E.S. 
Hamilton,Alma,Miss,28 Feb 1914,E.S. 
Hamilton,Charles,27 May 1917.E.S. 
Hamilton,D.,A-,Mrs.,19 May 1909,E.S. 
Hamilton,Esther,Kate,Miss,21 Nov 1915,E.S. 
Hamilton,Florence,Miss,02 Jul 1902,E.S. 
Hamilton,Homer,08 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Hamilton,L.,W.,Mr.,21 Jan 1916,E.S. 
Hamilton,Wallace,20 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Hamlin,A.,J.,Mr.,26 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Hammock,Blanche,15 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Hammock,Edna,Miss,04 May 1915,E.S. 
Hammock,Fannie,Mrs.,08 Aug 1903,E.S. 
Hammock,01ine,Miss,21 Aug 1912,E.S. 
Hammock,Pearl,Mrs.,14 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Hammond,Georgia,Mrs,22 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Hammond,James,31 May 1917,E.S. 
Hammonds,Ben,[AA],ll Dec 1912,E.S. 
Hammonds,Houstan,04 Jun 1907.E.S. 
Hammons,James,W.,01 Jun 1917,E.S. 
Hamric,Mary,Lucille,Miss,31 Oct 1915,E.S. 
Hamrick,A.,J.,Mr.,04 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Hancock,Bathsheba,Mrs.,06 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Hancock,Elizabeth,Miss,04 May 1913.E.S. 
Hancock,George,M.,21 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Hancock,H.,L.,Mrs.,15 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Hancock,Henry,Lee,21 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Hancock,W.,L.,Mrs.,03 Jan 1906.E.S. 
Hancox,A.,J.,Mrs.,25 Janl908,E.S. 
Hancox,T.,J.,Mr.,31 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Hancox,Sara,Bell,Miss,28 Aug 1906.E.S. 
Hand,J.,C.,Mr.,17 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Handcock,J.,F.,Mrs.,28 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Handley,J.,E.,Mrs.,12 May 1899.E.S. 
Hanes,A.,M.,Mrs.,03 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Hanes,Martha,Mrs.,06 May 1914.E.S. 
Hanks,J.,B.,10Octl915,E.S. 
Hanks,Mollie,Mrs.,30 May 1908.E.S. 
Hannah,Samuel,17Dec 1913JE.S. 
Hanner,J.,P.,Mrs.,28 Jun 1907.E.S. 
Hanners,J.,M.,05 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Hansel,Inez,Reid,23 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Hanserd,Mary,B.,Mrs.,28 May 1915.E.S. 
Hanson,James,N.,01 Sep 1901.E.S. 
Hanson,John,R.,07 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Hanson,Mary,Lee,Miss,19 May 1905.E.S. 
Harbuck,G.,C.,Mr.,07 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Harbuck,J.,H.,Mr.,02 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Hardaway,Robert,A.,28 Apr 1899,E.S. 
Hardeman,Vemon,23 Sep 1909,E.S. 
Harden,Allen,19 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Harden,Charles,F.,ll Dec 1906.E.S. 
Harden,J.,J.,Mrs.,6 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Harden,J.,T.,Mr.,12 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Harden,Lizzie,Mrs.,09 Oct 1908.E.S. 
Harden,M.,B.,Mrs.,16 May 1916.E.S. 
Harden,Thomas,Jeff,21 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Harden,William,A.,22 Nov 1903.E.S. 
Hardie,H.,A.,Mr.,06 Oct 1901.E.S. 
Harding,Lathaniel,22 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Hardman,W.,P.,Mr.,04 Dec 1900.E.S. 
Hardy,Ella,Mrs.,06 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Hardy,Lizzie,Mrs.,14 Nov 1909,E.S. 
Hardy,Martha,Mrs.,02 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Hardy,N.,N.,Mrs.,31 Dec 1911.E.S. 
Hardy,O.,B.,Mrs.,06 Jun 1903.E.S. 
Hardy,Stephen,Mrs.,13 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Hardy,Willie,J.,Miss,22 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Hare,J,W.,Mr.,13 May 1916.E.S. 
Hare,Thomas,E.,15 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Harelson,Otis,29 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Hargett,?,Mr.,19Mar 1910.E.S. 
Hargett,H.,C.,Mr.,07 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Hargett,H.,V.,Mrs,23 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Hargett,Herschell,14 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Hargett,L.,C.,Rev.,18 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Hargett,L.,C.,Mr.,29 Jun 1907,E.S. 
Hargett,Laney,Mrs.,13 Oct 1010,E.S. 
Hargett,Laura,Mrs,01 Dec 1915,E.S. 
Hargett,Millum,[AA],02 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Hargett,Susan,Mrs.,12 Jun 1913JE.S. 
Harkney,George,[AA],07 Sep 1906,E.S. 
Harlan,F.,J.,Mrs.,13 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Harlan,R.,J.,01 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Harless,Mary,Mrs.,10Jul 1912,E.S. 
Harley,Wade,H.,Mrs.,18 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Harman,L.,W.,Mrs.,28 Jun 1904.E.S. 
Harmon,?,Miss,12 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Harmon,R.,Fuller,15 Jan 1903.E.S. 
Harmon,W.,J.,Mr.,(AA),31 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Harn,C.,T.,Mr,16Mar 1913.E.S. 
Haroldson,M.,J.,Mrs.,01 Jul 1908,E.S. 
Harp,Cora,Miss,13 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Harp,Theresa,Mrs.,22 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Harpe,Mary,Mrs.,16 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Harper,Emma,Mrs.,15 Jan 1909,E.S. 
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Harper,Fred,[AA],06 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Harper,P.,O.,Mr.,05 Aug 1898,E.S. 
Harper,Pheba,L.H.,Mrs.,07 Apr 1916,E.S. 
Harper,Robert,S.,07 Aug 1904.E.S. 
Harralson,C.,W.,Mr.,09 Aug 1908,E.S. 
Harralson,Dorothy,L.,Miss,07 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Harralson,Otis,Oscar,30 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Harrell,A.,P.,Mrs.>08 Dec 1908,E.S. 
Harrell,Julia,Tigner,Mrs,10 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Harrell,Oscar,C.,02 Apr 1898,E.S. 
Harrell,Ruth,Mrs.,ll Mar 1917JE.S. 
Harrelson,J.,W.,17 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Harrelson,Jesse,K.,24 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Harrelson,Martha,J.,Mrs.,12 Jun 1907,E.S. 
Harrington,D.,N.,Mr.,06 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Harris,?,Mr,[AA],01 Oct 1907,E.S. 
Harris,A.,J.,Mrs.,05 Aug 1906.E.S. 
Harris,B.,H.,Mrs.,05 May 1916,E.S. 
Harris,B.,H.,Mrs.,16 Aug 1898.E.S. 
Harris,Bob,15 Sep 1903,E.S. 
Harris,C.,H,28 Feb 1911,E.S. 
Harris,Carrie,Miss,07 Feb 1899.E.S. 
Harris,Dock,[AA],09Nov 1911.E.S. 
Harris,E.,J.,Mr.,17 Sep 1913,E.S. 
Harris,E.,R.,Mr.,12 Mar 1913.E.S. 
Harris,E.,T.,Mr.,19 Apr 1912,E.S. 
Harris,E.,T.,Mrs.,ll Jan 1908.E.S. 
Harris,Emma,Mrs.,ll Jul 1914.E.S. 
Harris,G.,W.,Mrs.,14Feb 1907.E.S. 
Harris,G.,Mrs.,12 May 1907.E.S. 
Harris,George,W.,21 Feb 1902.E.S. 
Harris,J.,B.,Mr.,06 Dec 1911.E.S. 
Harris,J.,F,Mr.,24 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Harris,J.,H.,19Decl917,E.S. 
Harris,J.,M.,Mr.,07 Nov 1899.E.S. 
Harris,J.,W.,Mr,13 Apr 1915.E-S. 
Harris,J.,W.,Mrs.,04 Aug 1898.E-S. 
Harris,Jack,Herring,08 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Harris,James,Cleveland,14 Dec 1900.E.S. 
Harris,James,27 Feb 1917,E-S. 
Harris,Jane,[AA],06 Jul 1902.E.S. 
Harris Jesse,[AA],21 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Harris,Joe,[AA], 19 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Harris,Joe,[AA], 10 Dec 1901.E.S. 
Harris,Joel,A.,02 May 1906,E.S. 
Harris,John,Allen,ll Jul 1907.E.S. 
Harris,John,Henry,[AA],23 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Harris,John,T.,28 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Harris,John,W.,28 Feb 1913,E.S. 
Harris,L.,Mr.,18 Feb 1913,E.S. 
Harris,L.,Mrs.,14Feb 1905.E.S. 
Harris,Lizzie,Mrs.,02 Jan 1918,E.S. 
Harris,Lois,20 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Harris,M.,A.,Mrs.,13 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Harris,Maggie,L.,Miss,18 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Harris,Mamie,Miss,13 Jan 1915,E.S. 
Harris,Mark,W.,15 May 1916,E.S. 
Harris,Matt,[AA],25 Apr 1908.E.S. 
Harris,N.,L.,Mrs.,18 Jul 1918 ,E.S. 
Harris,Robert,03 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Harris,Roy,18 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Harris,Rubie,Blanch,Miss,13 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Harris,Theodore,15 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Harris,W.,A.,Mrs.,27 May 1910,E.S. 
Harris,Walter,19 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Harris,Will,20 Sep 1917,E.S. 
Harris,William,Hendley, 10 May 1899.E.S. 
Harrison,?,06 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Harrison,Charles,Lt.,09 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Harrison,Emily,Mrs,25 Jul 1915,E.S. 
Harrison,H.,M.,Mrs.,19 Aug 1909.E.S. 
Harrison,Helen,Miss,26 Nov 1913,E.S. 
Harrison,J.,D.,Mr.,07 Dec 1911.E.S. 
Harrison,J.,Marshall,08 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Harrison,John,W.,02 Jun 1911,E.S. 
Harrison,Joseph,S.,Mrs.,10 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Harrison,L.,E.,Mrs.,01 Dec 1909.E.S. 
Harrison,M.,J.,Mrs.,15 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Harrison,M.,J.,Mrs.,ll Mar 1909,E.S. 
Harrison,Mary,C.,Mrs,16 Jan 1900.E.S. 
Harrison,N.,E.,Mrs.,17 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Harrison,Perthenle,Mrs.,28 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Harrison,Thomas,04 Aug 1908,E.S. 
Harrison,Thomas,25 Jun 1905,E.S. 
Harrison,W.,F,Mrs,13 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Harrison,W.,H,20 Feb 1917,E.S. 
Harrison,W.,P.,Mrs.,27 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Harrison,Will,30 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Harrson,E.,W.,Mr.,24 Mar 1907,E.S. 
Hart,Alice,Foster,Mrs.,19 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Hart,Fannie,Mrs.,18 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Hart,H.,B.,12 Oct 1915,E.S. 
Hart,J.,W,15 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Hart,John,[AA],03 Feb 1905,E.S. 
Hart,L.,B.,Mrs.,05 Dec 1907,E.S. 
Hart,L.,H.,Mr.,18 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Hart,Martha,Miss,25 Feb 1913,E.S. 
Hart,Nellie,Miss,30 Mar 1909.E.S. 
Hart,Oscar,09 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Hartpence,J.,H.,Mrs.,19 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Hartsfield,J.,S.,Mrs.,20 Oct 1910,E.S. 
Hartzell,C.,K.,Mr.,19 Dec 1907.E.S. 
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Harvey,B.,G.,Mr.,31 May 1905.E.S. 
Harvey,Bessie,Miss,04 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Harvey,C.,H.,16Feb 1916,E.S. 
Harvey,E.,L.,Mr.,12 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Harvey,Eliza,Mrs.,29 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Harvey,Frank,[AA],04 Jan 1902,E.S. 
Harvey,Genie,Mrs.,15 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Harvey,Henry,15 Jan 1914,E.S. 
Harvey,Josie,Miss,04 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Harvey,Ladelle,Miss,08 Aug 1903,E.S. 
Harvey,Noah,R.,23 Feb 1909,E.S. 
Harvey,Peter,[AA],05 Dec 1906,E.S. 
Harvey,S.,F.,Mrs.,30 Jan 1912,E.S. 
Harvey,Thomas,21 May 1918.E.S. 
Harvey,W.,H.,Mrs.,09 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Harvey,W.,T.,Mr.,16Jul 1918.E.S. 
Harvey,W.,T„Mrs.,06 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Harvie,Essie,Miss,16 Feb 1812,E.S. 
Haskey,John,26 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Hassell,Grace,Miss,26 Feb 1909.E.S. 
Hassell,J.,V.,Mrs.,05 Jan 1911.E.S. 
Hatcher,Benjamin,T.,27 Jan 1911.E.S. 
Hatcher)C.,R.,Mr.,16 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Hatcher,H.,L.,Mrs.,17 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Hatcher,M.,F.,Mrs.,03 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Hatcher,M.,T.,Mrs.,04 May 1912.E.S. 
Hatchett,Elva,Miss,ll Aug 1903,E.S. 
Hattley,James,Alfred,21 Aug 1909.E.S. 
Hattox,M.,W„Mrs.,29 May 1910.E.S. 
Hawes,Annie,Mrs.,03 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Hawes,E.,W.,Mr.,22 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Hawkins,Barbara,[AA],07 Aug 1909.E.S. 
Hawkins,C.,E.,Mrs.,19 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Hawkins,Charles,William, 10 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Hawkins,Charles,19 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Hawkins,Josephine,[AA],23 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Hawkins,Josephus,[AA],ll Mar 1908,E.S. 
Hawkins,Luther,30 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Hawkins,Matilda,Mrs.,09 Nov 1906.E.S. 
Hawkins,T.,K.,Mr.,24 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Hawks,William,N., 14 May 1915.E.S. 
Haws,Richard,15 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Hayden,Sarah,A„Mrs.,05 Jul 1914,E.S. 
Hayden,William,24 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Hayes,Chester,27 Jul 1917,E.S. 
Hayes,Cliff,[AA],09 Nov 1906.E.S. 
Hayes,Della,Mrs.,20 Dec 1899.E.S. 
Hayes,Will,23 Dec 1899,Sat.E.H 
Hayes, S.,R.,Mrs.,09 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Haygood,Susan,James,Mrs.,30 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Haynes,Ashby,01 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Haynes,L.,F.,Mr.,03 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Haynes,L.,J.,Mr.,10 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Haynes,Lillie,Mrs.,17 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Haynes,Pearl,Mrs.,12Dec 1917,E.S. 
Haynie,J.,A.,30 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Hays,Leslie,Miss,19 Apr 1898.E.S. 
Hays,W.,C,Mrs,19 Sep 1918,E.S. 
Head,Alene,Mrs.,25 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Head,Robert,0.,14 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Head,William,Mrs.,19 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Heard,A.,A.,Mrs.,27 Dec 1904.E.S. 
Heard,George,P.,18 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Hearn,Doris,Miss,07 Mar 1912,E.S. 
Heam,George,17 Jan 1905.E.S. 
Hearn,Hallie,Miss,01 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Hearn,Lelia,May.,Miss,03 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Hearn,Mary,Miss,22 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Hearn,Mary,Mrs.,22 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Hearn,Raleigh,24 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Hearn,S.,D.,Mr.,19Dec 1906.E.S. 
Hearndon,W.,B.,Mr.,03 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Heath,W.,B.,Mrs.,22 Jul 1908.E.S. 
Heber,Nelson,[AA],15 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Hecht,Joseph,27 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Hecht,Lorie,Mrs.,21 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Hecht,Morris,12Dec 1914.E.S. 
Heinman,M.,Mrs., 01 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Hellums,W,U.,Mr.,29 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Helms,Bob,13 Nov 1917,E.S. 
Helms,George,15 Jun 1901.E.S. 
Helms,Janie,Mrs.,04 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Helms,M.,J.,Mrs.,03 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Helms,Mattie,Mrs.,24 May 1906.E.S. 
Helms,Nannie,Mrs.,28 Apr 1903.E.S. 
Helton,F.,G.,Mr.,06 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Henderson,A.,J.,Mr.,17 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Henderson,C.,C.,Mrs.,20 Sep 1910,E.S. 
Henderson,Fannie,Mrs.,29 Mar 1898.E.S. 
Henderson,Hettie,Mrs.,27 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Henderson,J,H.,Mr.,27 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Henderson,J.,H.,Mrs.,06 May 1918.E.S. 
Henderson,James,F.,25 Feb 1917,E.S. 
Henderson,Leland,J.,Mrs,25 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Henderson,Lou,Mrs.,09 Jan 1917,E.S. 
Henderson,Margaret,Miss,05 Apr 1914,E.S. 
Henderson,Robert,26 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Henderson,Sally,Mrs.,19 May 1911.E.S. 
Henderson,Thomas,14 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Henderson,W.,R.,Mr.,22 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Hendley,J.,T.,Rev.,02 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Hendley,N,E,Mrs,27 Sep 1915.E.S. 
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Hendricks,Beral,28 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Hendricks,George,0.,12 Jun 1918,E.S. 
Hendricks,J.,T.,Mrs.,10 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Hendricks,W.,F,Mr.,12 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Hendrix,Herbert,Mrs.,10 Feb 1901.E.S. 
Hendrix,M.,Z.,Mrs.,05 Apr 1910,E.S. 
Hendrix,Robert,23 Jan 1915,E.S. 
Henley,Charles,14 Apr 1911.E.S. 
Henry,Beverly,M.,Mr.,23 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Henry,Hannah,Mrs.,29 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Henry,Jno,E.,28 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Henry,Mac,[AA],31 Aug 1906,E.S. 
Henry,Martha,F.,Mrs.,17 Jun 1903.E.S. 
Henry,William,C.,28 Oct 1914,E.S. 
Henserson,Ann,Miss,22 Apr 1909,E.S. 
Henserson,Dorris,P.,Miss,21 Jun 1910,E.S. 
Herman,Frank,21 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Herman,H.,C.,Mr.,30 May 1905,E.S. 
Herndon,J.,A.,Mr.,08 Apr 1899.E.S. 
Heron,Margaret,Ellen,Miss,28 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Herring,Bamma,Mae,Miss,27 May 1906.E.S. 
Herring,D.,C.,Mrs.,04 May 1915.E.S. 
Herring,J.,T.,Mrs.,21 Jan 1917,E.S. 
Herring,J.,W.,Mr.,19 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Hernng,Kate,Mrs.,21 Mar 1912,E.S. 
Herring,Ophelia,Mrs.,23 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Herring,Robert,04 Aug 1898,E.S. 
Herring,Rube,Miss,19 Oct 1902.E.S. 
Herrington,Will,30 Aug 1917,E.S. 
Herron,A.,R.,Mrs.,31 Jan 1918,E.S. 
Herron, Arthur, 14 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Herron,Ethel,M.,Mrs.,24 May 1916.E.S. 
Herron,M.,A.,Mrs.,17 Aug 1906.E.S. 
Herron,Robert,Cullen,14 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Herz,Frank,F.,28 Jun 1918 ,E.S. 
Hethcox,Arrleta,Mr.,31 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Heuer,A.,W.,Mrs.,15 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Hiatt,John,L.,25 Aug 1909,E.S. 
Hicklin,Wiley,01 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Hickman,Andrew,Jackson,18 Apr 1902,E.S. 
Hickman,J.,Willis,Mr.,29 Jun 1902.E.S. 
Hicks,F.,M.,Mrs.,07 Jul 1899,E.S. 
Hicks,George,12 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Hicks,James,05 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Hicks,L.,B.,Mrs.,14Mar 1903.E.S. 
Hicks,Louis,B.,08 Aug 1916,E.S. 
Hicks,Raymond,01 Oct 1916,E.S. 
Hicks,Velma,Miss,06 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Higdon,Alfred,06 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Higgins,L.,C.,Mrs.,12 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Higgins,Lottie,C.,Miss,13 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Highsmith,J.,F.,Mr.,30 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Hight,Jerry,[AA],03 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Hightower,G.,A.,Mrs.,19 May 1903.E.S. 
Hightower,Myra,Miss,18 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Hill,A.,W.,Mrs.,26 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Hill,A.,W.,Mr.,04 Aug 1901.E.S. 
Hill,Austin,[AA],ll Nov 1898.E.S. 
Hill,B.,E.,Mr.,21 Aug 1909.E.S. 
Hill,Bert,Wilson,21 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Hill,Bertie,O'Dell,Miss,03 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Hill,Buree,Miss,07 Jun 1899,E.S. 
Hill,C.,I.,Mrs,09 May 1901,E.S. 
Hill,Charles,22 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Hill,Curtis,C.,28 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Hill,Daniel,W.,08 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Hill,Edna,Mrs.,15 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Hill,Ellen,Mrs.,28 Sep 1909,E.S. 
Hill,J.,B.,Mrs.,05 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Hill,J.,M.,Mrs.,29 Aug 1918,E.S. 




Hill,Ludie,E.,23 Jun 1918,E.S. 
Hill,Lula,Mrs.,16Mar 1910.E.S. 
Hill,Martha,S.,Mrs,17 Sep 1915,E.S. 
Hill,Matilda,Mrs.,08 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Hill,Mitie,Miss,02 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Hill,N.,K.,Mrs.,25 Apr 1914,E.S. 
Hill,P.,R.,Mr.,15 Jan 1909,E.S. 
Hill,Rhodes,Mrs.,03 Feb 1900.E.S. 
Hill,Velma,D.,Mr.,30 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Hill,Vera,Miss,04 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Hill,W.,D.,Mr.,07 Jul 1899,E.S. 
Hill,W.,S.,30Aprl915,E.S. 
Hill,Walter,19 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Hill,Wiley,16Janl906,E.S. 
Hill,Will,L.,19Janl913,E.S. 
Hiller,J.,H.,Mr.,06 Sep 1911.E.S. 
Hillman,J.,A.,31 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Hilyer,Louise,Mrs.,08 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Hinde,W.,H.,20 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Hindsman,F.,A.,Mr.,02 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Hindsman,Mire,Efield,Miss,ll Sep 1914.E.S. 
Hindsman,W.,P.,24 May 1914.E.S. 
Hines,Sallie,H.,Mrs.,05 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Hines,Tom,07 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Hinnant,Julia,17 Oct 1905,E.S. 
Hinton,B.,B.,Mr.,17 Apr 1908,E.S. 
Hinton,W,H.,Mr.,04 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Hiott,Alice,Mrs.,16Jan 1906.E.S. 
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Hiott,Callie,24 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Hiott,R.,Mr.,07 Feb 1902,E.S. 
Hirsch,Annie,Miss,16 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Hirsch,Eliza,Mrs.,05 May 1916,E.S. 
Hirsch,M.,M.,Mr.,24 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Hirsch,M.,M„Mrs.,05 Nov 1904,E.S. 
Hirsch,Maurice,Mr.,20 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Hirsch,W.,A.,Mr.,28 May 1914,E.S. 
Hobart,E.,B.,Mrs.,16Dec 1908,E.S. 
Hobbs,Allen,Ben,05 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Hobbs,Andrew,J.,02 Feb 1904,E.S. 
Hobbs,Bertha,Lee,Miss,04 Apr 1899,E.S. 
Hobbs,Blanche,Mrs.,08 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Hobbs,D.,H.,Mrs.,12 Jun 1917,E.S. 
Hobbs,Deland,17 Jun 1905,E.S. 
Hobbs,Eli,14Aug 1909.E.S. 
Hobbs,J.,B.,07 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Hobbs,Mattie,Miss,05 Mar 1909.E.S. 
Hobbs,William,J.,07 Apr 1898.E.S. 
Hobson,C.,D.,Dr.,30 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Hochstrasser,Hortense,Mrs,30 Aug 1915,E.S. 
Hodge,Joe,ll Aug 1918,E.S. 
Hodge,Martha,Mrs.,10Nov 1906.E.S. 
Hodge,Mary,Jane,Mrs.,03 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Hodges,Druella,Mrs.,29 Jan 1905.E.S. 
Hodges,Martain,Jane,Mrs.,23 Jul 1899.S. H. 
Hodges,W.,J.,Mrs.,21 Jul 1899,E.S. 
Hoffman,John,10Nov 1898.E.S. 
Hoffman,S.,J.,Mr.,04 May 1913.E.S. 
Hogan,Hattie,Mrs.,24 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Hogan,James,W.,04 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Hogan,Talley,09 Jun 1912,E.S. 
Hogle,E.,F.,Mr.,30 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Holder,Amanda,J.,Mrs.,09 Nov 1909.E.S. 
Holiman,Malcy,Mrs.,01 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Hollaman,Bessie,Mrs.,15 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Holland,Dana,01 May 1901.E.S. 
Holland,Ellie,Mrs.,15 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Holland,Francis,Marion,10 May 1901.E.S. 
Holland,George,05 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Holland,James,C.,23 Sep 1906,E.S. 
Holland,Maude,Miss,03 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Holland,May.,Mr.,18 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Holland,0.,M.,26 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Holland,W.,T.,ll May 1910.E.S. 
Holland,Wiley.T.,05 Apr 1908.E.S. 
Holley,E,J.,Mrs,05 Mar 1898,E.S. 
Holley,W.,R.,Mr.,05 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Holley,Willie,A,04 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Holliday,J.,M.,Mr.,30 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Hollis,Dan,[AA],29 Jun 1902,E,S. 
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Hollis,E.,E.,Mrs.,23 May 1911.E.S. 
Hollis,L.,Mrs.,30 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Hollis,Lizzie,Miss,14 Mar 1907JE.S. 
Hollman,Rebecca,24 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Holloman,J.,E.,Mrs.,21 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Holloman,J.,S.,Mr.,22 Aug 1903.E.S. 
Holloman,Jessie,Mrs.,28 Jun 1913.E.S. 
Holloman,Nolan,H.,Mrs.,27 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Holloway,Ernest,Moncrief,28 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Holloway,Tillman,[AA],ll Jul 1906.E.S. 
Holmes,Alex,M.,31 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Holmes,Charles,T.,08 May 1909.E.S. 
Holmes,Ed,[AA],26Mar 1910.E.S. 
Holmes,Eugenia,Mrs.,29 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Holmes,Guy,M.,29 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Holoway,Philip,[AA],ll Sep 1906,E.S. 
Holsenback,Caroline,Mrs.,31 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Holsey, Julius, [AA],04 Jun 1898.E.S. 
Hoist,J.,B.,Mrs.,27 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Holstead,Willis,S.,13 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Holt,Ella,Mrs.,14 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Holt,Hines,Mrs.,18 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Holt,Martha,Miss,29 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Holt,Narcissa,Boykin,Mrs.,17 Jul 1912.E.S. 
Holt,Regina,Mrs.,21 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Holton,J.,E.,Mrs,05 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Holton,W.,A.,Mrs.,23 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Holy,Lou,Mrs.,24 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Homer,Thomas,Z.,30 Apr 1916,E.S. 
Hood,Ella,Mrs.,02 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Hood,J.,S.,Mr.,29 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Hood,Jessie,Bell,Miss,28 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Hood,Sarah,Elizabeth,Mrs.,02 Feb 1909.E.S. 
Hood,Willie,Paul,29 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Hook,J.,S.,Mr.,21 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Hoopaugh,A.,M.,Mrs.,24 May 1912.E.S. 
Hooper,C.,I.,Mrs.,06 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Hooper,C.,M.,Col.,06 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Hooper,Ella,Odessa,Miss,26 Apr 1917,E.S. 
Hooper,John,12 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Hooper,L.,E.,Mr.,21 Dec 1907,E.S. 
Hooper,Thelma,28 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Hopkins,Ethel,Miss,31 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Hopkins,Louise,0.,Mrs.,18 Mar 1905,E.S. 
Horn,Albert,Perry,12 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Horn,Elizabeth,ll Mar 1918.E.S. 
Horn,Fanny,Mrs.,09 Jun 1903.E.S. 
Horn,Mamie,Mrs.,09 Apr 1907,E.S. 
Horn,Mattie,Mrs.,06 Nov 1898.S. H. 
Horne,D.,G.,Rev.,06 Apr 1905.E.S. 
Horne,G.,W.,Mr.,13 Apr 1917.E.S. 
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Horne,Virginia,Mrs.,02 Jun 1911.E.S. Howell,Georgia,Mrs.,16 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Horney,J.,B.,Mr.,25 Nov 1904.E.S. Howell,Joe,Miss,30 May 1916.E.S. 
Hornsby,Clara,Miss,09 Jul 1907.E.S. Howell,Jordan,L.,01 Jul 1908.E.S. 
Hornsby,L.,M.,Mr.,14Feb 1901.E.S. Howell,L.,D.,Mrs.,01 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Hornsby,R.,W.,Mrs.,18 Sep 1918,E.S. Howell.Nancy.Miss.ll Jun 1917.E.S. 
Hough,M.,A.,Mrs.,24 Mar 1907.E.S. Howell,Ollie,C.,Mrs.,04 Nov 1909.E.S. 
Houston,W.,A.,Mr.,23 Jun 1899.E.S. Howell,W.,D.,Mr.,19 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Houten,W.,A-,Mrs.,18 Jan 1899.E.S. Hoyle,Jennie,Miss,23 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Howard,A-,J-,Mrs.,16 Jan 1907.E.S. Hoyle,P.,W.,Dr.,29 Nov 1907.E.S. 
Howard,Alvin,17 Sep 1911.E.S. Hoyle,Palestine,Miss,03 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Howard,Amanda,Mrs.,12 Jun 1916,E.S. Hoyle ,S.,Y.,Mr.,08 Jun 1911.E-S. 
Howard,Annie,Mrs.,20 Jan 1910,E.S. Hubbard,A-,J-,Mr.,17 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Howard,Auline,Miss,27 Mar 1917,E.S. Hubbard,Alton,08 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Howard,B-,J-,Mrs.,02 Mar 1904,E.S. Hubbard,Bertha,Davis,Mrs.,01 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Howard,B-,W.,Mr.,18 Mar 1902,E.S. Hubbard,C.,E.,Mrs.,30 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Howard,Bessie,Pearl,Miss,26 May 1914,E.S. Hubbard,Edith,Miss,09 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Howard,Edward,Lavonia,14 Jan 1909,E.S. Hubbard,Etta,Mrs.,09 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Howard,Elizabeth,Mrs.,10 Feb 1915,E.S. Hubbard,Lena,Mrs.,ll Sep 1914.E.S. 
Howard,Elizabeth,Mrs.,14 Sep 1909.E-S. Huckaba,Charlotte,Miss,15 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Howard,Elizabeth,Mrs.,14 May 1909.E.S. Huckaba,I.,W.,Mr.,03 Nov 1904.E.S. 
Howard,Emma,Mrs.,20 Feb 1916.E.S. Huckaba,William,Page,31 May 1913,E.S. 
Howard,Emma,Mrs.,30 Jan 1906,E.S. Huckaby,Peter,20 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Howard,H.,F.,Mrs.,06 Oct 1915,E.S. Huckaby,W.,L.,Mr.,02 May 1913.E.S. 
Howard,Homer,M.,14 0ct 1916.E.S. Hudson,A.,L.,Mr.,02 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Howard,J.,M.,Mr.,12Dec 1914.E.S. Hudson,Anna,Kate,Mrs., 14 Apr 1917,E.S. 
Howard,J.,M.,Mr.,17 Mar 1911.E.S. Hudson,Benjamin,F.,20 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Howard,J.,P.,Mr.,18 Aug 1911.E.S. Hudson,Cleola,Mrs.,01 Feb 1905.E.S. 
Howard,J.,W.,Mrs.,19 Nov 1912.E.S. Hudson,Emma,Mrs.,08 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Howard,James,P.,26 Jan 1904.E.S. Hudson,Fannie,Mrs.,14 Jun 1908,E.S. 
Howard,Johanna,Mrs.,28 Jul 1911,E.S. Hudson,Henry,Lee,21 May 1916.E.S. 
Howard,John,T.,08 Sep 1910,E.S. Hudson,M.,M.,Mr.,25 Jun 1905,E.S. 
Howard,John,24 Jan 1916.E.S. Hudson,Marshall,[AA],22 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Howard,Josephine,Miss,04 Jun 1913,E.S. Hudson,Mary,J.,Mrs.,26 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Howard,L.,G.,30 Oct 1918.E.S. Hudson,Robert,07 May 1916.E.S. 
Howard,Laura,Mrs,18 Jun 1915,E.S. Hudson,W.,F.,Mr.,22 May 1906.E.S. 
Howard,Lou,Miss,04 Feb 1917.E.S. Huestis,R.,C.,Mrs.,ll Feb 1917.E.S. 
Howard,Ludie,Miss,18 Apr 1918.E.S. Huett,Nancie,Miss,18 Apr 1916,E.S. 
Howard,Mary,J.,Mrs.,09 Jul 1910.E.S. Huff,C.,L.,Mrs.,12 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Howard,Mary,Mrs.,03 Jan 1907.E.S. Huff,C.,L.,Mr.,29 Aug 1903.E.S. 
Howard,Robert,M.,Col.,06 Jan 1914.E.S. Huff,Clara,Beach,Mrs.,01 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Howard,Rouse,19 Jul 1918.E.S. Huff,Clarence,02 Nov 1917,E.S. 
Howard,Sarah,Mrs.,30 Mar 1915.E.S. Huff,D.,B.,Mr.,07 Sep 1909,E.S. 
Howard,Susie,May.,Mrs,01 Aug 1911.E.S. Huff,E.,B.,Mr.,10Mar 1906.E.S. 
Howard,T.,C.S.,Mr.,26 May 1910.E.S. Huff,E.,N.,Mrs.,28 Dec 1906.E.S. 
Howard,T.,W.,Dr.,01 Aug 1907.E.S. Huff,Ella,L.,Miss,20 Jul 1912.E.S. 
Howard,Tom,16Dec 1908.E.S. Huff,Ella,Mrs.,25 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Howard,W.,C.,08 Apr 1918.E.S. Huff,Emmie,Lou,Miss,30 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Howell,A.,H.,Mr.,08 Jul 1913,E.S. Huff,J.,Mr.,02 Aug 1899,E.S. 
Howell,Cecil,16May 1914.E.S. Huff,Jack,Weston,13 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Howell,EHzabeth,Mrs.,19 Sep 1899,E.S. Huff,Jennie,B.,Mrs.,23 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Howell,Fannie,Mrs.,09 Jan 1912.E.S. Huff,Jno.,B.,04 May 1905,E.S. 
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Huff,Joe,21 Jun 1904.E.S. 
Huff,Joseph,W.,22 Dec 1901.E.S. 
Huff,Margaret,Miss,17 Dec 1909.E.S. 
Huff,Thomas,31 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Huff, Will, 12 Mar 1899,E.S. 
Huff ,Charles,B.,08 Jun 1907,E.S. 
Huffman,Luke,30 Apr 1909,E.S. 
Hugely,George,13 Dec 1905,E.S. 
Huggins,Cillenane,Mrs.,22 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Huggins,E.,D.,Mr.,23 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Huggins,Robert,Allen,19 Dec 1911,E.S. 
Hughes,Albert,B.,18Dec 1913,E.S. 
Hughes,Henry,23 Apr 1908.E.S. 
Hughes,Herman,05 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Hughes,Hugh,21 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Hughes,J.,M.,Mrs.,03 Nov 1910,E.S. 
Hughes,Jane,Mrs.,10 Sep 1907,E.S. 
Hughes,Jennie,Miss,06 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Hughes,Martha,V.,Miss,02 May 1915,E.S. 
Hughes,W.,E.,Mr.,28 Aug 1917.E.S. 
Hugueley,C.,C.,Mr.,14 Mar 1902.E.S. 
Huguley,Ben,C.,08 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Huguley,Mittie,P.,Mrs.,22 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Huguley,Paul,A.,19 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Huguley,William,Mrs.,19 May 1908.E.S. 
Huguly,M.,H.,Mrs.,26 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Huling,Brooksye,Miss,03 Sep 1911,E.S. 
Huling,Frank,06 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Hull,John,S.,Mrs,20 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Hulman,Mattie,Mrs.,12 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Humbar,C.,H.,Mr.,21 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Humber,Mary,J.,Mrs.,14 Jun 1912,E.S. 
Humber,W.,T.,Mrs.,19 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Humes,Martha,Mrs.,19 Aug 1914,E.S. 
Humphrey,Irene,Miss,19 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Hunt,Claude,27 Jan 1900.E.S. 
Hunt,J.,A.,Mr.,22 Oct 1916.E.S. 
Hunt,James,Mrs.,05 Apr 1903.E.S. 
Hunt,Robert,[AA],05 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Hunt,Rosa,Miss,03 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Hunt,S.,J.,Mr.,20 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Hunt,Sallie,Mrs.,17 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Hunt,Sidney,Albert,03 May 1899.E.S. 
Hunt,Thomas,J.,31 Mar 1909.E.S. 
Hunt,W.,T.,Mr.,28 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Hunter,Clifford,Miss,13 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Hunter,Hazel,21 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Hunter,Henderson,[AA],12 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Hunter,J.,M.,Mr.,30 Jun 1910.E.S. 
Hunter,Josephine,Miss,25 Feb 1902,E.S. 
Hunter,Lawson,[AA],12 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Hunter,R.,J.,Mr.,21 Jun 1904.E.S. 
Hunter,W.,A.,Mrs.,06 Mar 1901.E.S. 
Hunter,W.,C.,Mr.,28 Mar 1901.E.S. 
Hurat,Eleanor,Miss,06 Apr 1913.E.S. 
Hurley,Henrietta,Miss,30 Jul 1908,E.S. 
Hurley,William, 10 Jul 1903.E.S. 
Hurst,?,01 Mar 1917.E.S. 
Hurst,Augusta,Mrs.,09 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Hurst,John,D.,29 Jul 1909.E.S. 
Hurt,C.,D.,Dr.,14 Aug 1906.E.S. 
Hurt,Henry,06 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Hurt,Robert,Floyd,26 May 1914.E.S. 
Hurt,W.,B.,Capt.,16Feb 1917.E.S. 
Hutcherson,Nettie,Mrs.,07 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Hutchins,E.,J.,Mr.,01 Sep 1909.E.S. 
Hutchins,Fannie,Mrs.,29 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Hutchins,Mattie,Mrs.,ll Feb 1915.E.S. 
Hutchinson,Fannie,Mrs.,28 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Hutchinson,R.,T.,Jr.,26 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Hutto,Gideon,24 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Hyde,G.,W.,Mrs.,14 0ct 1905.E.S. 
Hyde,H.,C.,Mr.,06 Dec 1911.E.S. 
Hyde,H.,S.,Mr.,22 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Hyde,Henry,A.,07 Jun 1903.E.S. 
Hyde,Melvin,Cecil,02 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Hyman,J.,Mr.,06 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Iller,William,22 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Illges,A.,Mr.,24 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Illges,Abraham,22 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Illges,Baudie,Miss,25 Apr 1899,E.S. 
Illges,Jacob,P.,08 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Ingersol,E.,L.,Mr.,26 May 1912.E.S. 
Ingersol,Jack,[AA],27 Jun 1901.E.S. 
Ingersoll,R.,Mr.,13 Jul 1912.E.S. 
Ingraham,Carrie,Mrs.,24 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Ingram,Bat,24 May 1910,E.S. 
Ingram,Ben,Mrs.,30 Nov 1905.E.S. 
Ingram,H.,P.,Mr.,07 May 1901.E.S. 
Ingram,H.,P.,Mrs.,12Feb 1898.E.S. 
Ingram,Norman,20 Aug 1913,E.S. 
Ingram,Paul,19 Feb 1898,E.S. 
Ingram,Porter,Mrs.,28 Jan 1908.E.S. 
Ingram,Sarah,01 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Ingram,Seaborn,13 Jun 1911,E.S. 
Ingram,W.,H.,Mr.,26 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Irby,Perry,[AA],09 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Irby,Virginia,P.,Mrs.,30 May 1905.E.S. 
Irven,John,William,27 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Irvin,John,D.,29 Dec 1903,E.S. 
Irvin,John,Y.,15 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Irvin,Sarah,Hamilton,Miss,14 Jun 1908.E.S. 
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Irving,Ella,Mrs.,07 Jul 1916,E.S. 
Iverson,Wes,[AA],18 Aug 1901.E.S. 
Ives,Sarah,Mrs.,06 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Ivey,C.,A.,Mr.,09 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Ivey,Molly,Mrs.,18 May 1915.E.S. 
Ivey,S.,A.,Mrs.,24 Dec 1910JE.S. 
Ivey,V.,V.,Mrs.,ll Jan 1905.E.S. 
Jackson, Andrew,21 Oct 1913,E.S. 
Jackson,Andrew,03 Mar 1910,E.S. 
Jackson,C.,B.,Mrs.,10 Jan 1908.E.S. 
Jackson,Charles,E.,20 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Jackson,Charles,Henry,08 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Jackson,Clara,[AA],02 Dec 1915,E.S. 
Jackson,Claude,E.,16 Mar 1918JE.S. 
Jackson,Clem,C.,04 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Jackson,David,05 Jan 1916.E.S. 
Jackson,General,[AA],07 May 1913,E.S. 
Jackson,George,Davis,05 Feb 1909.E.S. 
Jackson,H.,F.,Mr.,12 Jul 1898,E.S. 
Jackson,Haywood, 13 May 1916,E.S. 
Jackson,Ida,Mrs.,23 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Jackson,Isaac,J.,21 Nov 1913,E.S. 
Jackson,J.,Q,Mr.,24 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Jackson,James,A.,Mrs.,23 Jan 1915,E.S. 
Jackson,James,W.,06 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Jackson,Joe,T.,Mrs.,20 Apr 1918,E.S. 
Jackson,John,03 Oct 1911.E.S. 
Jackson,John ,Wesley,[AA],05 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Jackson,Joseph,09 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Jackson,L.,J.,Mrs.,08 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Jackson,Leila,Miss,14 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Jackson,Lillian,Miss,17 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Jackson,Lola,Miss,24 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Jackson,M.,A.,Mrs.,ll Nov 1917,E.S. 
Jackson,Mary,Lou,Miss,25 Jan 1903,E.S. 
Jackson,Mary,21 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Jackson,Mary,Mrs.,01 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Jackson,Mose,Mr.,[AA],07 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Jackson,Printis,K.,19 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Jackson,Rich,[AA],30 May 1913,E.S. 
Jackson,Ruth,[AA],27 Dec 1913,E.S. 
Jackson,S.,W.,Mrs.,19 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Jackson,Samuel,[AA],19 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Jackson,T.,J.,Mrs.,24 Aug 1901.E.S. 
Jackson,T.,R.,Mr.,18 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Jackson,Thomas,J.,ll Aug 1898.E.S. 
Jackson, Virginia,26 Nov 1905,E.S. 
Jackson,W.,E.,Mrs.,24 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Jackson,Walter,[AA],05 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Jacobs,C.,T.,Mr.,09 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Jamerson,Mattie,Mrs.,14 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Jameson,Ida,Mrs.,01 Nov 1905,E.S. 
Jameson,T.,T.,Mr.,03 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Jameson,W.,W.,Dr.,18 Sep 1898.S. H. 
Jamieson,D.,0.,Mr.,29 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Jamieson,James,26 Feb 1902,E.S. 
Jamieson,W.,W.,Mr.,13 Sep 1898.E.S. 
Jamison,Inez,12 Aug 1917,E.S. 
Jarett,Harriett,Mrs.,02 May 1910,E.S. 
Jarrell,Albert,P.,27 May 1916.E.S. 
Jarrell,Elizabeth,Mrs.,14 Feb 1911,E.S. 
Jarrell,N.,J.,Mrs.,24 Feb 1907,E.S. 
Jarrett,Josie,Mrs.,26 Jan 1911,E.S. 
Jarvis,E.,Nolan,Mr.,6 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Jarvis,Lenora,Miss,ll Apr 1913,E.S. 
Jarvis,Mahlan,04 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Jeffcoat,Eula,Mrs.,04 Jul 1914,E.S. 
Jefferres,Jno,W.,18 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Jefferson,James,12 Apr 1912,E.S. 
Jefferson,Rollin,07 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Jeffries,L.,A.,Mrs.,18 Nov 1913,E.S. 
Jeffries,Sarah,Mrs.,05 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Jeffries,W.,B.,Mr.,05 Dec 1.899.E.S. 
Jemison,Ada,[AA],07 Nov 1900.E.S. 
Jenkins,C.,H.,Mrs.,08 Sep 1909,E.S. 
Jenkins,E.,W.,Dr.,23 May 1915.E.S. 
Jenkins,Effie,Mrs,07 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Jenkins,Felix,J.,05 May 1914.E.S. 
Jenkins,J,H.,Rev.,ll Aug 1899,E.S. 
Jenkins,Joe,[AA],03 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Jenkins,L.,R.,Mrs.,04 May 1915.E.S. 
Jenkins,Lovett,[AA],21 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Jenkins,Luther,15 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Jenkins,Mae,Miss,14 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Jenkins,Mary,Frances,14 Oct 1916,E.S. 
Jenkins,P.,L.,Mr.,26 Nov 1914,E.S. 
Jenkins,S.,C.,Mrs.,21 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Jenkins,S.,H.,Mr.,26 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Jenkins,Thomas,Lee,01 May 1914,E.S. 
Jenkins,Verna,Mrs.,01 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Jenkins,W.,W,Mr,01 Aug 1916,E.S. 
Jennett,J.,D.,Mr.,02 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Jennings,Caroline,Mrs.,13 Nov 1906,E.S. 
Jennings,M.,V.,Mrs.,26 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Jepson,Lucy,Mrs.,04 Jan 1914,E.S. 
Jernigan,Martha,J.,Mrs.,31 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Jessop,Alfred,Mrs.,25 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Jessup,Albert,I.,07 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Jeter,Julia,Mrs.,22 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Jeter,Millie,Mrs.,05 Jan 1911.E.S. 
Jeter,S.,E.,Mrs.,14 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Jewell,J.,0.,Mr.,25 Apr 1906,E.S. 
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Jewell,Mary,Miss,22 Jan 1914,E.S. 
Jinnett,Robert,J.,29 Sep 1906,E.S. 
Joerg,Elbert,Conrad,07 Jun 1908,E.S. 
Johns,W.,B.,Capt.,12May 1905.E.S. 
Johnson,?,02Jull917,E.S. 
Johnson,Addie,Lee,Miss,26 Dec 1913,E.S. 
Johnson,Andrew,15 Feb 1905,E.S. 
Johnson,Annie,Mrs.,08 Jan 1918,E.S. 
Johnson,B.,F.,Mrs.,20 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Johnson,Bettie,Joe,Miss,08 Oct 1917,E.S. 
Johnson,C.,H.,Mrs.,04 Nov 1918,E.S. 
Johnson,Charles,E.,16 Nov 1918,E.S. 
Johnson,Charles,Mizell,19 Jun 1915,E.S. 
Johnson,Charles,06 May 1914,E.S. 
Johnson,Cliff,R.,Mrs.,05 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Johnson,D.,Mr.,04 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Johnson,E.,A.,Mrs.,03 Jan 1913,E.S. 
Johnson,E.,F.,16 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Johnson,E.,M.,Mrs.,26 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Johnson,Edna,Clare,Miss,13 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Johnson,Eliza,Mrs.,ll Jan 1918,E.S. 
Johnson,Ellen,Mrs.,27 Oct 1906,E.S. 
Johnson,Emily,S.,Mrs.,03 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Johnson,Emma,Mrs.,30 May 1911,E.S. 
Johnson,Emmett,29 Aug 1917JE.S. 
Johnson,Ephriam,M.,05 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Johnson,F.,C.,Mrs.,09 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Johnson,Fannie,Mrs.,27 Jan 1918,E.S. 
Johnson,George,[AA],24 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Johnson,George,10 Jul 1898,E.S. 
Johnson,Gertrude,Miss,17 Dec 1912,E.S. 
Johnson,Harry,J.,06 Jun 1911.E.S. 
Johnson,Hattie,Burton,28 Oct 1915,E.S. 
Johnson,Henry,[AA],02 Mar 1911,E.S. 
Johnson,J.,J.,Maj.,01 Oct 1898.E.S. 
Johnson,J.,W.,Mr.,02 Sep 1904.E.S. 
Johnson,James,Harry,14 May 1916,E.S. 
Johnson,James,M.,Mrs.,22 Mar 1899,E.S. 
Johnson,James,Sr.,ll Jan 1918,E.S. 
Johnson,Jane,J.,Mrs.,ll Feb 1911,E.S. 
Johnson, Joe, [AA], 11 Oct 1913,E.S. 
Johnson, John, A.,31 May 1905,E.S. 
Johnson,John,31 Jan 1904,E.S. 
Johnson,John,T.,22 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Johnson,Kate,Mrs.,12 Aug 1913,E.S. 
Johnson,L.,M.,Mrs.,21 May 1915.E.S. 
Johnson,Lena,Mrs.,02 Aug 1917,E.S. 
Johnson,Lila,Fay,Miss,26 Sep 1915,E.S. 
Johnson,Lucy,Lavonia,Miss,20 Nov 1903,E.S. 
Johnson,M.,E.,Mrs.,29 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Johnson,M.,H.,Mrs.,04 Dec 1913,E.S. 
Johnson,Maggie,[AA],22 Jan 1904,E.S. 
Johnson,Mary,Miss,ll Jun 1905,E.S. 
Johnson,Max,Mrs.,23 Feb 1917,E.S. 
Johnson,Neal,23 Sep 1917,E.S. 
Johnson,Nettie,M.,Mrs.,28 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Johnson,0.,C.,Mrs.,27 Jul 1899,E.S. 
Johnson,P.,A.,Mrs.,30 Sep 1918 ,E.S. 
Johnson,Philo,Agustus,17 Nov 1915,E.S. 
Johnson,Sallie,E.,Mrs.,21 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Johnson,Sallie,Mrs.,28 Apr 1900,Sat.E.H 
Johnson,Sara,T.,Mrs.,22 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Johnson,Sarah,Mrs.,05 Oct 1909,E.S. 
Johnson,T.,P.,Mr.,16 Jun 1905,E.S. 
Johnson,Trammel,21 Aug 1916,E.S. 
Johnson,Vara,Miss, 10 May 1907,E.S. 
Johnson,W.,L.,Mr.,21 Mar 1903.E.S. 
Johnson,Walter,J., 10 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Johnson,Walter,T.,05 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Johnson,Walter,13 Jan 1899.E.S. 
Johnson,Young,25 Aug 1898,E.S. 
Johnson ,Robert,L.,01 Oct 1903,E.S. 
Johnston,Angeline,Mrs.,ll Sep 1914.E.S. 
Johnston,Ben,[AA],ll Jul 1911.E.S. 
Johnston,C.,E.,Mr.,21 May 1901.E.S. 
Johnston,F.,A.,Mr.,27 Feb 1904.E.S. 
Johnston,Katie,M.,Miss,05 Sep 1902,E.S. 
Johnston,Katie,Mrs.,30 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Johnston,S.,T.,Mrs.,06 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Johnston,Sarah,Mrs.,31 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Johnston,Stanfield,H.,Mr.,10 Oct 1908.E.S. 
Johnston,W.,H.,Mr.,23 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Joiner,James,C.,Mrs.,12 May 1916,E.S. 
Joiner,Roy,08 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Joiner,W.,T.,Mrs.,28 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Joines,Asa,Bates,26 Sep 1908.E.S. 
Joines,E.,W.,Mr.,08 Dec 1900.E.S. 
Joins,Sarah,E.,Mrs.,25 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Jonathan,Jim,[AA],05 May 1914.E.S. 
Jones,?,02 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Jones,A.,E.,Mr.,28 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Jones,A.,W.,26 Mar 1916.E.S. 
Jones,Ala,29 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Jones,Albert,C.,22 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Jones,Allbert,29 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Jones,Annise,Mr.,02 Nov 1909,E.S. 
Jones, Arthur,31 May 1914.E.S. 
Jones,B.,E.,Mr.,03 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Jones,B.,M.,Mrs.,ll Nov 1914.E.S. 
Jones,C.,A.,Mrs.,20 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Jones,C.,E.,Mrs.,01 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Jones,C.,G.,Mrs.,01 Aug 1913.E.S. 
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Jones,C.,0.,Mr.,25 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Jones,Carie,Mrs.,19 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Jones,Clifton,Mrs.,29 Sep 1903.E.S. 
Jones,Clifton,10 Jun 1903.E.S. 
Jones,D.,L.,Mrs.,22 Oct 1915,E.S. 
Jones,Dan,[AA],16 Jun 1903,E.S. 
Jones,E,0.,Mrs.,15 May 1906,E.S. 
Jones,Ed,Mrs.,13 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Jones,Edna,May.,Miss,09 May 1915,E.S. 
Jones,Epsie,Mrs.,15 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Jones,Ethel,W.,Mrs.,[AA],25 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Jones,F.,D.,Mrs.,12Feb 1904.E.S. 
Jones,Frank,01 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Jones,Frank,04 Feb 1913JE.S. 
Jones,Frank,03 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Jones,Frank,[AA],08 Jul 1906,E.S. 
Jones,George,W.,14 Feb 1904.E.S. 
Jones,Gordon,Alonzo,23 Dec 1902,E.S. 
Jones,Gussie,Mr.,07 Apr 1911.E.S. 
Jones,H.,C.,Mrs.,10 Jan 1917.E.S. 
Jones,H.,J.,Mr.,06 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Jones,Henry,[AA],05 Dec 1902.E.S. 
Jones,Homer,C.,05 Dec 1916.E.S. 
Jones,Howard,Rev,15 Sep 1915,E.S. 
Jones,Hugh,Lester,10 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Jones,J.,B.,Mrs.,06 May 1917.E.S. 
Jones,J.,E.,Mrs.,10 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Jones,J.,E.,Mrs.,09 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Jones,J.,Estes,Mrs.,20 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Jones,J.,H.,Mrs.,26 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Jones,J.,H,Mr,07 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Jones,J.,H.,Mr.,02 Dec 1902,E.S. 
Jones,J.,L.,19Jan 1918.E.S. 
Jones,J,P,Mr.,16Nov 1907,E.S. 
Jones,J.,William,Dr.,18 Mar 1909,E.S. 
Jones,Jacob,Wilson, 10 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Jones,Joe,[AA],20 Mar 1903.E.S. 
Jones,John,Henry,[AA],18 Sep 1918,E.S. 
Jones,John,Henry,07 Sep 1907,E.S. 
Jones,John,R.,13 Jul 1909.E.S. 
Jones,Katie,Miss,13 Oct 1903,E.S. 
Jones,L.,B.,Mrs.,23 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Jones,L.,J.,Mr.,ll Mar 1910.E.S. 
Jones,Leila,Miss,15 Jun 1906,E.S. 
Jones,Lewis,[AA],27 Jun 1901.E.S. 
Jones,Lillie,Mrs.,01 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Jones,Louis,R.,02 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Jones,Lucie,Miss,08 Sep 1916,E.S. 
Jones,Lucille,Miss,07 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Jones,Lucinda,Mrs.,23 Nov 1917,E.S. 
Jones,Lucy,Mrs.,21 Jun 1911,E.S. 
Jones,Lymus,J.,[AA],24 Feb 1906,E.S. 
Jones,M.,E.,Mrs.,06 Mar 1908.E.S. 
Jones,Malinda,[AA],27 May 1906,E.S. 
Jones,Margaret,[AA],20 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Jones,Mary,Catherine,24 Dec 1905,E.S. 
Jones,Mary,E.,Mrs.,12 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Jones,Mary,Eliza,Mrs.,30 Aug 1910,E.S. 
Jones,Mary,Mrs.,19 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Jones,Mattie,G.,Mrs.,13 May 1898,E.S. 
Jones,Mattie,Mrs.,08 Nov 1907,E.S. 
Jones,Millie,Mrs.,27 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Jones,Mina,23 Jun 1901,E.S. 
Jones,Mmnie,Mrs.,05 May 1908,E.S. 
Jones,Monte,24 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Jones,Nolan,31 Jul 1898.E.S. 
Jones,Paul,26 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Jones,R.,G.,Mrs.,28 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Jones,Rachel,Mrs,[AA],10 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Jones,Rederick,[AA],24 Apr 1916.E.S. 
Jones,Robert,T.,27 Apr 1909.E.S. 
Jones,Robert,17 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Jones,Roland,D.,18 Dec 1912,E.S. 
Jones,S,A.,Mrs.,12Nov 1907.E.S. 
Jones,S.,A.,Mrs.,24 Jul 1904.E.S. 
Jones,Sam,Rev., 16 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Jones,Samuel,22 Mar 1913,E.S. 
Jones,Sarah,Mrs.,17 Apr 1909.E.S. 
Jones,Saunders,A.,[AA],15 Mar 1901,E.S. 
Jones,Thomas,J.,16Feb 1909.E.S. 
Jones,Uriah,03 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Jones,Virginia,Miss,18 Aug 1909,E.S. 
Jones,W.,B.,Mrs.,24 Oct 1913.E.S. 
Jones,W.,B.,Mr.,14May 1902..E.S. 
Jones,W.,D.,Mrs.,ll Jul 1905.E.S. 
Jones,W.,G.,08 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Jones,W.,M.,Sr.,16 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Jones,W.,T.,Mr.,26 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Jones,William,M.,21 Jan 1902.E.S. 
Jones,William,Mrs.,19 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Jones,Willie,W.,06 Jul 1902.E.S. 
Jones,Willie,18 Jun 1899.E.S. 
Jones,Zack,[AA],20 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Jonson,William,02 May 1906.E.S. 
Jordan,C.,V.,Mrs.,27 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Jordan,E.,M.,Mrs.,20 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Jordan,Ellen,Mrs.,16 Aug 1913.E.S. 
Jordan,G.,W„Mr.,06 Aug 1909,E.S. 
Jordan,George,D.,07 Nov 1911,E.S. 
Jordan,Gordon,Kendall,ll Nov 1910.E.S. 
Jordan,J.,N.,Mr.,08 Nov 1915.E.S. 
Jordan,J.,W.,Mr.,09 Jan 1907,E.S. 
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Jordan,Jeff,Albert,07 jul 1901,E.S. 
Jordan,Julia,Mrs.,04 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Jordan,Oscar,B.,Mrs.,28 Feb 1908,E.S. 
Jordan,W.,H.,Jr.,19 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Jordon,L.,W.,Mrs.,19 Apr 1914,E.S. 
Joseph,I.,Mrs.,22 May 1917,E.S. 
Joseph,Isaac,21 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Joseph,Jacob,25 Nov 1914,E.S. 
Joseph,Nell,Miss,13 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Jossey,Thomas,B.,07 Jan 1911,E.S. 
Julius,Herman,12Dec 1899,E.S. 
Julius,Rosa,K.,Mrs.,24 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Justice,Robert,12 Jun 1903,E.S. 
Kager,Frank,21 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Kalopwitz,George,Mrs.,13 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Kanuf,Robert,03 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Kaufman,Alvas,Samuel,Mr.,08 Sep 1912,E.S. 
Kaufman,Charles,30 Dec 1903.E.S. 
Kaufman,Julius,24 May 1907.E.S. 
Kaul,Rochelle,Miss,19 Jan 1906.E.S. 
Kaul,Samuel,Mrs.,10Nov 1918.E.S. 
Kavanagh,Kathleen,Miss,20 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Kavanagh,Mary,Mrs,23 Jul 1915,E.S. 
Kavanagh,R.,L.,Mr.,27 Jul 1918.E.S. 
Keene,Charles,C.,19 Sep 1903.E.S. 
Keene,Charlie,28 Jun 1903,E.S. 
Keene,Frank,Mrs.,28 Feb 1914,E.S. 
Keene,George,15 Jan 1901,E.S. 
Keene,J.,F.,Mrs.,12 Apr 1901.E.S. 
Keene,John,F.,18 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Keene,Robert,27 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Keent,Fannie,Mrs.,16 Mar 1911,E.S. 
Keith,A.,P„31 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Kekene,W.,D.,Mr.,14 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Kell,John,F.,13 May 1916.E.S. 
Kelley,J.,G.,Mrs.,07 Aug 1912,E.S. 
Kelley,J.,G.,Mr.,07 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Kelley,John,R.,03 Sep 1916.E.S. 
Kelley,Margaret,Mrs.,02 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Kelley,W.,J.,Mr.,29 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Kelly, Alonzo, 16 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Kelly,P.,H.,Mrs.,26 Apr 1910.E.S. 
Kelly,S.,A.,Mrs.,21 Jun 1908.E.S. 
Kelly,Seth,Thomas,17 Feb 1909.E.S. 
Kemp,?,27 0ct 1915,E.S. 
Kemp,George,Holland,27 May 1899.E.S. 
Kemp,Mattie,Mrs.,03 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Kemp,Nancy,Mrs.,27 Mar 1908,E.S. 
Kempner,David,Mrs.,08 Jan 1911.E.S. 
Kenan,H.,A.J.,Mr,05 Feb 1910.E.S. 
Kendall,C.,G.,Mrs.,19 Oct 1912.E.S. 
Kendall,Charles,A.,27 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Kendall,Charlie,02 Jan 1908.E.S. 
Kendall,Willie,Mae,Miss,22 Jan 1905,E.S. 
Kendrick,Bettie,Miss,23 Dec 1902.E.S. 
Kendrick,Dave,05 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Kendrick,John,William,24 Sep 1917.E.S. 
Kendrick,N.,C.,Mrs.,23 Jun 1903.E.S. 
Kennedy,A.,H.,Mr.,25 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Kennedy,D.,M.,Mr.,27 Apr 1916.E.S. 
Kennedy,John, 17 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Kennedy,S.,J.,Mrs.,22 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Kennedy,S.,S.,Mrs.,30 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Kennedy,T.,J.,Mr.,15 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Kennedy,Will,[AA],23 Mar 1913,E.S. 
Kennon,Edith,Alma,Miss,25 Nov 1908.E.S. 
Kennon,Florence,Mrs.,28 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Kennon,J.,B.,22 May 1918,E.S. 
Kenny,T.,J.,Mr.,03 Dec 1909.E.S. 
Kensey,Will,[AA],06 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Kent,David,05 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Kent,Emaline,Mrs.,12 Mar 1907.E.S. 
Kent,Emma,Mrs.,12Dec 1918.E.S. 
Kent,Fannie,Mrs.,16 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Kent,Lucy,Mrs.,02 Jul 1912.E.S. 
Kent,Warren,25 Jan 1916.E.S. 
Kenyon,Amos,14 Oct 1909,E.S. 
Kenyon,Mary,Miss,07 Jul 1912,E.S. 
Kernodle,Mary,T.,Mrs.,21 Dec 1909,E.S. 
Kersey,Jackson,16 Apr 1916,E.S. 
Ketchum,B.,F.,Mr.,ll Oct 1911.E.S. 
Key,Blanche,Miss,30 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Key,H.,W.,Dr.,14Mar 1911,E.S. 
Key,J.,W.,Mr.,17 Oct 1907.E.S. 
Key,Jimmie,13 Aug 1916.E.S. 
Key,Joe,20 Mar 1901,E.S. 
Key,Mamie,Lou,Miss,07 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Key,Thomas,Richard,10 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Key,William,M.,14 Sep 1904.E.S. 
Kidd,Edna,Aubrey,Miss,01 May 1917.E.S. 
Kidd,J.,D.,Rev.,22 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Kidd,Mary,N.,Mrs.,23 Mar 1909.E.S. 
Kilcrease,Fannie,Miss,04 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Kilgore,C.,W.,Mrs.,26 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Kilgore,Maud,D.,Mrs.,19 Sep 1911.E.S. 
Kilgore,Y.,W.,Mr.,19 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Killett,Eugene,Mrs.,04 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Killiams,L.,P.,Mr.,03 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Killian,Oscar,Lee,02 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Kilpatrick,L.,B.,Mr.,19 Oct 1916.E.S. 
Kilpatrick,W.,H.,Mrs.,30 May 1907.E.S. 
Kimball,George,Mrs.,13 May 1914.E.S. 
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Kimbell,James,B.,02 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Kimberly,Melton,18 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Kimbrough,Charles,19 Jan 1898.E.S. 
Kimbrough,E.,H.,Mr.,14 Feb 1915,E.S. 
Kimbrough,J.,W.,Mr.,01 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Kimbrough,Katie,L.,Miss,22 Aug 1902.E.S. 
Kimbrough,L.,H.,Mrs.,21 Dec 1909,E.S. 
Kimbrough,T.,Miss,01 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Kinard,Floyd,23 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Kindon,Lula,E.,Mrs.,08 Aug 1903.E.S. 
Kindred,James,A-,Mrs.,30 Jul 1917.E.S. 
King,B.,J.,Mr.,23 Feb 1911.E.S. 
King,Benjamin,Haney,18 Jul 1915,E.S. 
King,Clifford,Mr.,30 Nov 1909,E.S. 
King,Daniel,[AA],16Feb 1898.E.S. 
King,Eva,Myrtle,Miss,08 Jul 1917.E.S. 
King,George,W.,24 Apr 1916,E.S. 
King,George,William,05 Apr 1913.E.S. 
King,Gertha,May.,Miss,08 Jun 1911.E.S. 
King,Helen,Miss,ll Jun 1914.E.S. 
Kmg,Henry,13 Feb 1901.E-S. 
King,Homer,[AA],12 May 1904.E.S. 
King,J.,W.,Mr.,15 Nov 1904.E.S. 
King,Joseph,30 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Kmg,Lucious,Mr.,[AA],06 Nov 1914,E.S. 
King,Mattie,Miss,ll Jul 1906.E.S. 
King,Mattie,Mrs.,27 Oct 1903,E.S. 
King,Mollie,Mrs.,[AA],20 Jul 1913.E.S. 
King,Robert,Alexander,28 Oct 1918.E.S. 
King,Russell,[AA],18Nov 1902,E.S. 
King,Sarah,E.,Mrs.,09 Jul 1918,E.S. 
Kmg,Sophira,Mrs.,16 Mar 1899.E.S. 
King,Susie,Mrs.,22 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Kmg,Thomas,Blanton,25 Oct 1918,E.S. 
King,Thomas,D.,04 May 1906.E.S. 
King,Thomas,Richard,ll Jul 1917.E.S. 
King,Tinnie,Miss,09 Aug 1917.E.S. 
King ,J.,E.,Mr.,01 Apr 1906.E.S. 
Kingsbury,E.,P.,Mrs.,16 Nov 1904.E.S. 
Kinnea,V,S,Mrs.,09 May 1908.E.S. 
Kinnebrew,John,02 Dec 1906.E.S. 
Kinnett,C,01Febl911,E.S. 
Kinnett,I.,N.,Mr.,06 Feb 1900.E.S. 
Kinsel,C.,M.,Mrs.,21 Jan 1913.E.S. 
Kinsel,Charles,M.,12 Oct 1910,E.S. 
Kinsey,Claud,15 Dec 1908.E-S. 
Kinsey,J.,J.,Mr.,13 Jun 1907.E-S. 
Kirbo,M.,E.,Mrs.,02 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Kirbo,T.,M.,Mrs.,09 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Kirkean,James,[AA],20 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Kirkland,E.,Mrs.,20 May 1915.E.S. 
Kirksey,Bell,Miss,10 Sep 1915.E.S. 
Kirven,Richard,M.,07 Jan 1912.E.S. 
Kirvin,Joseph,Albert,15 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Kissick,Carrie,Mrs.,30 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Kissick,J,W.,Mr,12 May 1911.E.S. 
Kitchens,Frank,Lee,13 Dec 1898,E.S. 
Kitchens,Otis,D.,ll Mar 1913.E.S. 
Kitchens,T.,J.,Mr.,07 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Kitchens ,B.,C.,Mrs.,16 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Kite,Bertha,Mrs.,31 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Kite,Clarence,03 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Kite,Dixon,Mrs.,19 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Kite,Edward,05 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Kite,J.,A.,Mr.,15 Sep 1907.E.S. 
Kite,Mittie,Miss,21 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Kite,Zula,Mrs.,ll Jul 1907.E.S. 
Kivlin,Mamie,Miss,07 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Kivlin,Maria,Louisa,Miss,30 Dec 1914,E.S. 
Kkelly,J.,M.,Mr.,28 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Kleckley,M,Mrs.,08 May 1914,E.S. 
Kline,M.,0.,Mrs.,ll Dec 1914.E.S. 
Kline,Theo,16Jun 1918.E.S. 
Klump,George,30 Jan 1914,E.S. 
Knight,E.,I,Mr.,02 Nov 1910.E.S. 
Knight,I.,C.,Mrs.,20 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Knight,Isadore,Mrs.,07 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Knight,J.,F.,Mr.,12 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Knight,Kathlyn,Miss,02 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Knight,L.,D.,Rev.,ll Jul 1916.E.S. 
Knight,Lee,Miss,03 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Knight,Lillian,Virginia,24 Feb 1910,E.S. 
Knight,Mabel,Lucile,Miss,29 Nov 1899.E.S. 
Knight,Margaret,L.,Miss,20 Oct 1908.E.S. 
Knight,Vera,Louise,03 Jun 1918.E.S. 
Knighton,Ed,17 Oct 1914,E.S. 
Knighton,S.,B.,Mr.,06 Mar 1908,E.S. 
Knighton,W.,E.,Mrs.,25 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Knowles,Alwyn,Rupert,15 Jun 1899,E.S. 
Knowles,Edwin,20 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Knowles,Frank,M.,21 Dec 1901,E.S. 
Knowles,Henry,H.,28 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Knowles,J.,C.C.,Mr.,12 Jan 1904.E-S. 
Knowles,Major,Woodson,13 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Knowles,Sarah,Mrs.,24 Dec 1910.E.S. 
Knox,Estella,Mrs.,01 May 1906,E.S. 
Knox,Joseph,Henry,29 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Knox,Minnie,Miss,14Feb 1916.E.S. 
Koehne,Alf,08 Aug 1899.E.S. 
Koehne,Morris,08 Nov 1898.E.S. 
Kotroba,Otto,02 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Kulman,M.,G.,Mrs.,13 Feb 1914.E.S. 
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Kurniker,Gustave,22 Dec 1912.E.S. 
Kurniker,Jacob,24 Feb 1915.E.S. 
Kurniker,Lee,Mr.,03 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Kurniker,Regina,Miss,12 Apr 1908,E.S. 
Kyle,J.,Mrs.,14 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Kyle,John,ll Jul 1906.E.S. 
Kyle,Joseph,23 Jun 1911,E.S. 
Kyle,Joseph,03 Feb 1903.E.S. 
Lacey,Annie,Jane,Miss,29 Jun 1913,E.S. 
Lackey,James,N.,21 Nov 1912.E.S. 
Lackland,J.,Thomas,Mr.,03 Jan 1915,E.S. 
Lafitean,Patrick,H.,27 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Lafkowitz,Marcus,12 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Lafkowitz,Solomon,19 Dec 1918,E.S. 
Lahne,J.,C.,Mrs.,10Nov 1914.E.S. 
Lakely,N.,R.,Mr.,15 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Lamar,Thomas,A.,09 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Lamar,W.,L.,Mr.,26 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Lamb,Elizabeth,Mrs.,04 Jul 1912.E.S. 
Lamb,H.,K.,Mr„27 Nov 1900.E.S. 
Lamb,Julia,Mrs.,06 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Lamb,Lucius,C.,20 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Lamb,Sarah,E.,Mrs.,15 Mar 1914.E.S. 
Lamb,Willard,16 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Lambert,James,T.,12 Apr 1899.E.S. 
Lambert,James,09 Nov 1900.E.S. 
Lambert,L.,Mrs.,25 Dec 1907.E.S. 
Lambert,Mollie,Rogers,29 Apr 1899.E.S. 
Lambert,Otis,01 May 1901.E.S. 
Lambert,W.,T.,Rev.,07 Jan 1914.E.S. 
Lamon,John,ll Apr 1902.E.S. 
Lamon,M,Miss,10Jul 1910.E.S. 
Lamon,Maggie,Miss,10 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Lancaster,Bennie,Miss,ll Apr 1904,E.S. 
Land,[AA]ron,12 Oct 1901.E.S. 
Land,Cedron,02 Jul 1912.E.S. 
Land,Charles,Mrs.,08 Jun 1907.E.S. 
Land,Daisy,Ethel,Miss,01 Aug 1911.E.S. 
Land,Florence,Miss,08 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Land,Fred,M.,17 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Land,Frederick,Marshall,24 Apr 1908.E.S. 
Land,Harvey,14Jul 1918,E.S. 
Land,Harvey,Mrs.,18 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Land,Henry,M.,21 Nov 1899.E.S. 
Land,John,H.,Mrs.,17 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Land,Kate,Mrs.,19Mar 1916.E.S. 
Land,R.,E.L.,Mrs.,22 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Land,Wyatt,02 May 1902.E.S. 
Lane,Homer,08 May 1904.E.S. 
Lane,J.,W.,Mr.,29 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Lane,Julia,Victoria,Miss,13 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Lane,Julian,30 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Lane,Rachael,Mrs,ll Jun 1902.E.S. 
Lane,Sallie,Mrs.,17Nov 1912.E.S. 
Lane,Shack,[AA],27 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Laney,Fleming,Waddell,26 May 1906.E.S. 
Laney,N.,L.,Mrs.,17 Jul 1906,E.S. 
Langdon,Fred,C.,28 Aug 1912.E.S. 
Langdon,Henry,C.,21 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Langdon,Mary,Miss,03 Aug 1899,E.S. 
Lange,Ferdinand,21 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Langford,George,W.,12 Dec 1901.E.S. 
Langley,Aileen,Miss,09 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Langley,Doro,Mrs.,10 Feb 1914.E.S. 
Langley,F.,E.,Mrs,14 Jun 1906.E.S. 
Langley,Josie,Mrs.,01 Feb 1902.E.S. 
Lankford,H.,A.,Mr.,06 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Lapham,George,S.,Mrs.,14 Jan 1917.E.S. 
LaPine,Bethenia,Mrs.,17 Jan 1911,E.S. 
Lassister,Christie,Lee,4 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Lassiter,James,Alton,25 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Lassiter,R.,A„Mr.,03 Nov 1911.E.S. 
Lassiter,W.,H.,Mr.,26 Jan 1918.E.S. 
Lateker,Oscar,Edward,22 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Latham,Eugene,Mrs.,29 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Latham,Hulda,Miss,14 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Lavendar,Jordan,05 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Lavender,Cassie,R.,Mrs.,23 Jul 1907,E.S. 
Lavender,Eva,Low,Miss,24 May 1899,E.S. 
Lavender,William,Preston,07 Mar 1912.E.S. 
Law,Georgia,W.,Mrs.,09 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Law,McKinnie,Mr.,22 May 1901,E.S. 
Lawell,J.,R.,Mr.,26 May 1905.E.S. 
Lawman,Joe,[AA],25 Jan 1916.E.S. 
Lawrence,D.,A.,Mr.,09 Sep 1910.E.S. 
Lawrence,J.,Miss,15 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Lawrence,L.,H.,08 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Laws,Missouri,Mrs.,28 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Lawson,D.,M.,Mrs.,22 Jul 1913.E.S. 
Lawson,H.,S.,Mrs.,25 Oct 1908.E.S. 
Lawson,J.,W.,27 Jun 1916.E.S. 
Lawson,Lum,28 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Lawson,R.,Mrs.,09 Feb 1918.E.S. 
Lawton,J.,P.,Mr.,12 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Lay,Will,[AA],26 Aug 1918.E.S. 
Layfield,C.,C.,Mr.,26 Feb 1899,E.S. 
Layfield,Eddie,Pauline,09 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Layfield,J.,P.,Mr.,02 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Layfield,Mary,E.,Mrs.,23 May 1918.E.S. 
Layfield,Oscar,14Feb 1908.E.S. 
Layfield,T.,F,Mrs.,29 Dec 1915,E.S. 
Leak,Jno,02 Jul 1915,E.S. 
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Lecray,Amie,Mrs.,04 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Lecroy,Haywood,10 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Ledbetter,E.,C.,Mr.,28 Dec 1909,E.S. 
Ledbetter,F.,M.,Mr.,06 Jan 1911.E.S. 
Ledbetter,Henry,16 Sep 1914,E.S. 
Ledsinger,Jack,07 Oct 1918,E.S. 
Ledsinger,James,AUums,15 Sep 1901,E.S. 
Ledsinger,John,25 Dec 1900,E.S. 
Ledsinger,R.,W.,Mr.,ll Jun 1907.E.S. 
Ledsinger,Robert,ll Feb 1906,E.S. 
Ledsinger,S.,Mr.,15 Dev 1910.E.S. 
Lee,Douglas,Franklin,03 Nov 1908.E.S. 
Lee,Horace,08 May 1910.E.S. 
Lee,Inez,Rebecca,Miss,15 Apr 1906,E.S. 
Lee,M.,H,Mr.,02 Aug 1899.E.S. 
Lee,Mary,Alberta,Miss,05 Aug 1911,E.S. 
Lee,Oscar,llNovl91'4,E.S. 
Lee,Pearl,Mrs.,17Dec 1915.E.S. 
Lee,Pennie,Miss,05 May 1907.E.S. 
Lee,Sam,[AA],ll Apr 1918.E.S. 
Leefrank,D.,F.,Mr,25 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Leflin,W.,C.,Mr.,10 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Leger,Mary,Mrs.,14 Jan 1904.E.S. 
Leggett,Reuben,Mrs.,18 Sep 1898.S. H. 
Leginson,L.,D.,Mr.,04 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Legue,A.,Mr.,ll Apr 1915.E.S. 
Lennard,J.,M.,Mr.,15 Jan 1908,E.S. 
Leonard,Ruby,01iver,Miss,15 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Leonard,Tom,[AA],20 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Leonnard,Georgia,Miss,19 Aug 1902,E.S. 
Lesbet,James,W.,07 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Leslie,J.,L.,Mr.,28 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Leslie,John,13 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Lester,A.,Mrs.,22 Jan 1915.E.S. 
Lester,Ethel,P.,Mrs.,27 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Lester,R.,H.,Mrs.,26 Oct 1909.E.S. 
Leutje,?,21 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Leutje,?,Miss,27 May 1917.E.S. 
Leutje,Theodore,William,09 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Levy,Emanuel,20 May 1918.E.S. 
Levy,Fannie,[AA],17 Apr 1904.E.S. 
Levy,Lionel,C.,07 Sep 1906.E.S. 
Lewis,A.,A.,Mrs.,28 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Lewis,Annibell,Miss, 10 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Lewis,Annie,Inez,Miss,22 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Lewis,Elizabeth,Mrs.,25 Mar 1906.E.S. 
Lewis, Ella,Mrs.,10 Dec 1905.E.S. 
Lewis,Ephriam,[AA],17 Aug 1902.E.S. 
Lewis,George,[AA],20 Apr 1918.E.S. 
Lewis,Henry,Dean,05 Feb 1918,E.S. 
Lewis,John,04 Feb 1911.E.S. 
Lewis,Katie,Miss,23 Feb 1907.E.S. 
Lewis,Lela,Miss,12 Jan 1909,E.S. 
Lewis,M.,S.,Mrs.,29 Oct 1917.E.S. 
Lewis,Mary,Miss,25 Aug 1907.E.S. 
Lewis,N.,M.,Miss,22 Dec 1915.E.S. 
Lewis,Paul,P.,06 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Lewis,Richard,16Nov 1915.E.S. 
Lewis,Solomon,[AA],22 Jan 1911,E.S. 
Lewis,Walker,Rev.,16 Apr 1913,E.S. 
Lewis,William,08 Oct 1915.E.S. 
Lewy,Dave,30 Jul 1913,E.S. 
Ligon,J.,F.,Mrs.,06 Dec 1918.E.S. 
Ligon,Mabel,Miss,03 Oct 1911.E.S. 
Liles,Warren,22 Feb 1917.E.S. 
Liley,C.,A.,Mr.,12 Apr 1908.E.S. 
Lilze,Martha,Mrs.,13 Feb 1906.E.S. 
Lind,A,A.,Capt.,25 Nov 1916.E.S. 
Lind,C.,H.,09 Jul 1914.E.S. 
Lindsay,Helen,R.,Mrs.,09 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Lindsay,Mary,Miss,10 May 1906,E.S. 
Lindsey,J.,B.,Mr.,19 Nov 1914.E.S. 
Lindsey,Rebecca,Mrs.,29 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Lipaker,Dora,Mrs.,24 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Lipps,Harry,08 Jun 1909.E.S. 
Lipsey,Malissa,Mrs.,16 Jul 1910.E.S. 
Lipsey,Susan,Miss,16 Feb 1912,E.S. 
Lisle,G.,C.,Mrs.,30 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Lisle,J.,D.,16Novl918,E.S. 
Lisle,Mary,Mrs.,13 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Lisle,Willie,Edna,Mrs.,02 Oct 1906.E.S. 
Little,H.,M.,Mr.,24 Jun 1913.E.S. 
Little,Jim,[AA],28 Mar 1901.E.S. 
Little,Martha,Ann,Mrs,06 Jul 1907.E.S. 
Little,William,A.,Mrs.,05 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Littleton,Gladys,E.,Miss,23 Sep 1902,E.S. 
Livingston,?,28 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Livingston,James,A.,16 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Livingston,Margaret,17 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Livingston,Mary,Lee,30 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Livingston,Pearl,Miss,31 Oct 1903.E.S. 
Livingston,R.,Mr.,25 May 1910.E.S. 
Livingston,Robert,E.,27 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Livingston,Sallie,17 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Livingston,Sarah,F.,Mrs.,26 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Livingston,Stella,Miss,20 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Livingston,Thomas,J.,19 Aug 1913,E.S. 
Llamar,Mary,Miss,23 Jun 1899.E.S. 
Lloyd,Amanda,20 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Lloyd,Arthur,09 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Lloyd,C.,R,Mrs.,07 Jul 1916.E.S. 
Lloyd,Julia,D.,Mrs.,06 May 1906.E.S. 
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Lloyd,M.,E.,Mrs.,17Jan 1918.E.S. 
Lloyd,Pearl,Miss,ll Dec 1913.E.S. 
Lloyd,W.,S.,Mrs.,03 Nov 1898,E.S. 
Lloyd,William,S.,29 Feb 1908.E.S. 
Locke,J.,M.,Mr.,30 Apr 1915.E.S. 
Locke,R.,0.,Mr.,25 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Lockett,?,Mr.,[AA],27 Aug 1907,E.S. 
Lockett,Grinetta,[AA],31 Jan 1903.E.S. 
Lockett,Henry,[AA],26 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Lockett,Johnnie,[AA],15 Oct 1908,E.S. 
Lockett,Louise,E.,Mrs.,23 Dec 1917,E.S. 
Lockhart,Annie,S.,Mrs,26 Jun 1915.E.S. 
Lockhart,Barney,[AA],13 Nov 1904.E.S. 
Lockhart,Duncan,[AA],31 Mar 1910.E.S. 
Lockhart,J.,S.,Mr.,20 Jun 1916,E.S. 
Lockhart,Lula,Mrs.,26 Sep 1916,E.S. 
Lockhart,Mary,A.,Mrs.,12 Apr 1898.E.S. 
Lockhart,Mellvin,M.,09 Nov 1911.E.S. 
Lockhart,Ralph,James, 10 Aug 1915.E.S. 
Lockhart,W.,S.,Mr.,12 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Lockhart,William, 16 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Lockwood,T.,E.,Mrs.,16 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Lockwood,W.,B.,Mr.,05 Jul 1917.E.S. 
Loeb,A.,Mr.,31 Mar 1911,E.S. 
Loeb,Fannie,Mrs.,09 Nov 1906.E.S. 
Loeb,Herman,Mrs.,10 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Loeb,Joe,09Aprl907,E.S. 
Loeb,Joseph,12 Apr 1907.E.S. 
Loeb,Julius,Dr.,31 Aug 1910.E.S. 
Loeb,Julius,Dr.,ll Sep 1911,E.S. 
Loeb,Leo,27Febl917,E.S. 
Loeb,Sol,16May 1917.E.S. 
Loeb,Sol,Mrs.,28 Nov 1903.E.S. 
Loflin,Lillian,May.,Miss,21 Mar 1899.E.S. 
Loflin,M,A.,Mrs.,04 Aug 1908.E.S. 
Logan,Robert,[AA],15 May 1906.E.S. 
Lokey,Mary,Elizabeth,Miss,21 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Lokey,Press,Miss,07 Sep 1918.E.S. 
Lollis,Charlie,Y.,06 Feb 1912.E.S. 
Lollis,Ella,May.,Miss,24 Dec 1914.E.S. 
Lollis,J,P.,09 Aug 1914.E.S. 
Lollis,W.,L.,Mrs.,04 Sep 1912.E.S. 
Loney,Bell,12 Mar 1918.E.S. 
Long,A.,L.,Mrs.,16 Sep 1913.E.S. 
Long,E.,D.,Mr.,22 May 1915.E.S. 
Long,Emily,Miss,19 May 1914.E.S. 
Long,George,Mrs.,28 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Long,Harry,26 Feb 1899.E.S. 
Long,J.,W.,Mrs.,14 0ct 1918.E.S. 
Long,J.,W.,Mrs.,20 Jun 1899.E.S. 
Long,Mary,L.,Mrs.,04 Dec 1913.E.S. 
Long,Stella,Miss,20 Jan 1909.E.S. 
Long ,Julius,05 Jan 1904.E.S. 
Longshore,Anna,Elizabeth,16 Aug 1915,E.S. 
Loring,Charles,Mrs.,15 Jun 1917.E.S. 
Lott,E.,A.,Mrs.,01 Aug 1905.E.S. 
Lott,Letha,L.,Mrs.,14 Apr 1917.E.S. 
Loudenber,F.,W.,Mr.,19 Mar 1905.E.S. 
Loudenber,Joe,23 May 1902.E.S. 
Love,J.,E.,Mr.,19 Mar 1904,E.S. 
Love,L.,L.,Mrs.,24 Mar 1905,E.S. 
Love,Louis,ll Oct 1907.E.S. 
Lovelace,A.,B.,Miss,12 Mar 1903.E.S. 
Lovelace,Amos,09 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Lovelace,E.,E.,Dr.,07 Apr 1914.E.S. 
Lovelace,James,M.,Mr.,05 Jun 1913.E.S. 
Lovelace,N.,A.,Miss,13 Jan 1907.E.S. 
Lovelace,W.,M.,Mrs.,31 Dec 1908.E.S. 
Lovelace,William,14 Jun 1905.E.S. 
Loverick,James,21 Apr 1915,E.S. 
Lovett,V.,B.,Mr.,17Nov 1917.E.S. 
Lowe,Andrew,08 Jan 1910.E.S. 
Lowe,J.,C.,Mr.,16Feb 1912.E.S. 
Lowe,J.,P.,Mr.,30 Jun 1912.E.S. 
Lowe,James,H.,05 Nov 1913.E.S. 
Lowe,John,T.,Mrs.,08 Feb 1913.E.S. 
Lowe,John,[AA],27 Aug 1901,E.S. 
Lowe,S.,D.,Mrs.,02 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Lowery,Martha,Mrs.,06 May 1913.E.S. 
Lowther,Samuel,13 May 1904.E.S. 
Lowther,W.,E.,Mrs.,13 Nov 1917.E.S. 
Loyd,Arthur,06 Jun 1914.E.S. 
Loyd,J.,E.,Mrs.,30 Aug 1908,E.S. 
Loyd,T.,N.,Mrs.,03 Jun 1902.E.S. 
Lucas,J.,M.,Mrs.,06 Dec 1916.E.S. 
Lucas,Sporius,08 Jun 1909,E.S. 
Luetje,J.,H.,Mr.,21 Oct 1904.E.S. 
Lummus,Louis,E.,13 Dec 1910,E.S. 
Lumpkin,A.,F.,07 Jul 1915.E.S. 
Lumpkin,Alice,E.,Mrs.,04 Mar 1902.E.S. 
Lumpkin,C.,B.,Mr.,26 May 1915.E.S. 
Lumpkin,Ella,Mrs.,22 Jul 1906.E.S. 
Lumpkin,Emma,Mrs.,24 Sep 1914.E.S. 
Lumpkin,G.,F.,Mr.,03 Oct 1905.E.S. 
Lumpkin,L.,E.,Miss,23 Jul 1905.E.S. 
Lunceford,F,D,Mrs.,19 Oct 1918.E.S. 
Lunsford,Blanton,28 Mar 1915.E.S. 
Lunsford,D.,W,Mr.,14 Mar 1911.E.S. 
Lunsford,Howard,N.,04 Apr 1911,E.S. 
Lunsford,J.,Mr.,17 Aug 1905,E.S. 
Lunsford,Sarah,Mrs.,14 Mar 1915,E.S. 
Lupo,A.,F.,Mr.,04 Feb 1904.E.S. 
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Lupo,D.,A.,Mrs,06 Nov 1901.E.S. 
Lupo,Elizabeth,Mrs.,30 Jul 1911.E.S. 
Luttrell,Matthew,C.,llJun 1903.E.S. 
Luttrell,William,R.,03 Oct 1914.E.S. 
Lyles,J.,D.,Mrs.,15 Nov 1918.E.S. 
Lyles, Wesley, [AA],21 May 1915,E.S. 
Lynch,Alva,02 Dec 1917.E.S. 
Lynch,Eliza,T.,14Feb 1918,E.S. 
Lynch,L.,M.,Dr.,18 Jun 1899.E.S. 
Lynch,Louis,06 Mar 1916,E.S. 
Lynch,W.,T.B.,Mr.,25 Apr 1912.E.S. 
Lynn,A.,H.,Mr.,01 Mar 1908,E.S. 
Lynn,Ethel,Miss,12 Oct 1910.E.S. 
Lynn,Lee,Mr.,03 Nov 1916,E.S. 
Lynn,Moses,T.,20 Aug 1901.E.S. 
Lyons,Lucinda,Mrs.,08 Mar 1910,E.S. 
Lysle,Jonnie,James,29 Oct 1899.S. H. 
[To be completed in the next issue.] 
[ Note: These entries are not included in the Index of this journal. 
^JK***************** 
MORGAN Surname Query in Muscogee County & Chattahoochee County, GA 
The person named below is looking for info on the following Morgan families who lived in Muscogee 
Co., GA 1840-1860: 
1. Littleton Morgan b. abt. 1795, wife Charlotte b. abt. 1806, son George W. b. abt. 1840 (on 
1840 & 1850 Muscogee Co., GA census) 
2. William Morgan b. abt. 1805, wife Susan b. abt. 1814, children: Sarah, Mary A., John E.J., 
Caroline E., Francis M., Susan M., Joice G., George, Scott?, James, (on 1850 Muscogee Co., GA, 
1860 Chattahoochee Co., GA & 1870 Russell Co., AL census) 
3. Nancy Morgan b. abt. 1810, children: Thomas J., Amanda C, William H., Martha A., Susan 
F. (Nancy Stephens Morgan was w/o Eldridge Morgan but he doesn't appear on 1860 Muscogee 
Co., GA census with her so he must have died bet. 1850-1860) 
4. James Oliver Morgan b. abt. 1794 was my ggg-grandfather and appeared on 1840 & 1850 
Muscogee C, GA census. 




Transcribed by Callie McGinnis 
This cemetery is located in Columbus, Georgia, on a hill on the southeast corner of the intersection of 
University Avenue and Gentian Boulevard. It can be accessed via the apartment complex located near 
that intersection on University. The cemetery is now fenced in by a high chain-link fence with a locked 
gate. These transcriptions were done around 1992, before the fence was erected.—CBM 
Sherwood C. Lindsay 
Born Sept. 8, 1797 
Died Aug. 30, 1879 
Sherwood 
Son of 
A and AJ Howard 
Born May 2, 1855 





Died Oct. 7, 1858 
Our Little Aleck 
Born Nov. 1, 1857 
Died June 8, 1859 
John Lindsay 
Born Feb. 5, 1770 
Died Feb. 12, 1851 
George Lindsay 
Norman Byrd Bellamy 
Born March 20, 1860 
Died Oct. 25, 1879 
Elizabeth Lindsay 
Born Nov. 13, 1768 
Died Aug. 27, 1854 Frank Harold Bellamy 
Born Aug. 25, 1861 ' 
Died Sept. 2, 1879 
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NOTE: This extract, eighth of a series, is copied from a record made in 1945 by the LDS Church for its 
Genealogical Society, Salt Lake City, Utah (Catalog No. 8740143, Microfilm: GA cl lb). One of four 
public cemeteries in Columbus, Riverdale Cemetery originated in 1890. This index included burials 
through 1943. No attempt to confirm name spelling or dates has been made by this journal. Researchers 
may wish to authenticate the information by viewing the records at the Sexton's Office: call (706) 653- 
4579 for directions and hours. 
MERRETT 
Anna Catherine, b. 13 Nov. 1928, d. 16 Apr. 1931. 
Charlie Clifton, d. 30 May 1940, age 46 yrs. At 1687 Lillian St. Atlanta Ga. (Riverdale 
Columbus Ga/ Sect. 10 Lott 33 E. l/2.) 
Floyd B., b. 31 July 1899, d. 1 July 1932. 
Sallie V., b. 27 June 1872, d. 23 May 1939. 
METHVIN 
Annie Brewer, b. 24 Oct. 1864, d. 10 Jan. 1940. 
Thomas Sears, b. 14 Dec. 1856, d. 20 Aug. 1941. 
W. Eugene, b. 8 Nov. 1894, d. 21 Jan. 1930. 
MEYERS 
Aaron, b. 1 Mar. 1869, d. 24 Nov. 1939. 
Joseph Harry, b. 30 June 1907, d. 22 Oct. 1907, s. of Aaron Myers and Rose Myers. 
MIDDETON 
Archie Hugh, b. 27 Feb. 1891, d. 5 Oct. 1916. 
MIDDLETON 
Arthur T., b. 21 July 1898, d. 22 July 1931. Georgia Corp. U. S. M. Co. 4 B. 
Minnie Lee, b. 31 July 1873, d. 17 June 1938. 
Walter A., b. 6 Oct. 1869, d. 10 Dec. 1932. 
Walter L, b. 8 Dec. 1867, d. 17 Nov. 1937. 
MILAM 
Joseph D., b. 16 Sept. 1876, d. 1 Feb. 1937. 
Lena, b. 26 May 1886, d. 2 Feb. 1922. 
MILENER 
H. H. (Mrs.), b. 24 Dec. 1865, d. 30 Apr. 1926. 
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MILES 
James Henry, b. 10 Sept. 1905, d. 18 Apr. 1941. 
Onan C, b. 13 June 1901, s. of W. H. Miles and Ella L. Miles, d. 27 May 1932. (A stone 
dedicated to memory of Onan C. Miles, Water-tender 1st Class by the Crew of the U. S. 
S. Chester.) 
Walter W., b. 5 Sept. 1904, s. of W. M. Miles and Ella Miles, d. 24 Dec. 1932. 
MILLARD 
Frank M. b. 1879, d. 1930. 
Leslie J., d. 1 Nov. 1938. Ga. 2 Lieut. 533 Inf. 89 Div. 
S. Katherine, b. 1898, d. 1938. 
MILLER 
Infant of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Miller (In J. W. Rosier Lot.) 
Abbie Rice, b. 16 Sept. 1877, d. 6 Dec. 1936. 
Annie Mae, b. 28 June 1908, d. 27 Feb. 1928. 
Charles Thomas, b. 14 Dec. 1854, d. 13 May 1918. 
Edgar Lucas, b. 28 Feb. 1923, d. 6 Feb. 1934. 
Irene Roser, b. 5 Nov. 1903, d. 15 Jan. 1926. 
J. T., b. 26 July 1858, d.22 Dec. 1931. 
Jessie M., b. 18 Aug. 1891, d. 21 Sept. 1923. 
John B., b. 5 Aug. 1892, at Georgia, s. of J. F. Miller and Sallie F. Holms, d. 9 Dec. 1941, 
at Columbus, Ga. 
John T., b. 10 Feb. 1896, d. 28 Oct. 1931. 
John L., b. 21 Dec. 1873, d. 18 Jan. 1934. 
Leila Sarah, b. 29 Dec. 1889, d. 17 Oct. 1928. 
Louisa (Mrs.), b. 5 Nov. 1857, d. 20 Jan. 1933. 
Marinda,b. 1857, d. 1932. 
Mary Amanda, b. 15 Mar. 1855, d. 5 Oct. 1929. 
Mary E., b. 30 Mar. 1859, d. 4 July 1931. Wife of W. F. Hollman. 
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Matilda (Mrs.), b. 11 Mar. 1833, d. 22 Dec. 1934. 
Nellie, b. 31 Mar. 1897, d. 5 Dec. 1927. 
(Opal)? Jean, b. 12 June 1938, at Cairo, Georgia, dau. of Walter R. Miller and Jannie Mae 
Kennedy, d. 28 Mar. 1942, at Columbus, Ga. 
Robert L., b. 1882, d. 1920. 
Robert Lee, b. 7 Jan. 1884, d. 23 Aug. 1927. 
S. J. (Mrs.), d. 4 Mar. 1936. Wife of Mr. Miller, Mrs. Miller was born 26 Aug. 1872. (?) 
Salle Frances, b. 26 Nov. 1868, at Ga., dau. of John J. Helms and Mary Scott, d. 24 Apr. 1940. 
T. Z., b. 9 Oct. 1860, d. 15 July 1927. 
W. H., d. 7 Aug. 1914. Name on Moneument of Confederacy, C. S. Burial ground. 
MILLRONE 
James P. (Mrs.), b. 7 Oct. 1903, at Colquett, Colquett Co. Ga., d. 16 Oct. 1942. 
MILLS 
James Henry, b. 10 Sept. 1905, at Crenshaw Co. Ala., s. of D. J. Murray and Viola K. Cosby, 
d. 18 Apr. 1941, 1128 at 18 St., Columbus Ga. 
MILLES 
John, b. 15 Jan. 1894, d. 19 Apr. 1930. 
John E., b. 26 Mar. 1868, d. 9 May 1936. 
MILLIONS 
Jesse, d. 9 Dec. 1903. Name on Moneument of Confederacy, C. S. Burial ground. 
Mattie (Mrs.), b. 7 Oct. 1903, at Colquitt, Ga., dau. of John Williams and Nina Cook, 
d. 16 Oct. 1942. 
W.Z.,b. 1856, d. 1936. 
MILNER 
J.B,b. 14 July 1888, d. 11 Sept. 1941. 
Jack W., b. 20 July 1885, or 1895, at Ala., d. 5 Aug. 1942, at Dekolb Co. Ga., s. of Mollie Philips 
and Henry W. Milner. 
John B., b. 14 July 1888, at Alabama, s. of Henry Milner and Mary Phillips, d. 11 Sept. 1941. 
Ruby P., b. 8 Mar. 1903, d. 11 Oct. 1934. 
MIMS 
Robert J., b. 15 Dec. 1873, d. 10 July 1933. 
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MING 
Sallie, b. 1877, d. 1926. Wife of J. B. Jones. 
MINNER 
Margarett (Mrs.), b. 1897, d. 1938. 
MINTER 
Martha Amanda, b. 8 Sept. 1903, d. 5 Jan. 1926. 
Maurice M., b. 13 May 1871, d. 17 July 1939. 
Mildred Margurett, b. 21 Nov. 1894, d. 8 July 1920. 
William Deval, b. 2 Aug. 1929, d. 19 Mar. 1931. 
Winifred Moore, b. 1877, d. 1929. 
MICHAM 
Garnett, b. 1 Aug. 1897, d. 21 Feb. 1928. 
Lorena, b. 2 Mar. 1902, d. 23 Nov. 1919. 
MITCHELL 
Alex, born in Sparta Greece, about 1867, d. 24 Nov. 1940. 
Alexander, b. 9 July 1872, at Sparta, Greece, d. 24 Nov. 1940. 
Eliza Elizabeth, d. 9 July 1941, age 61 yrs. 
Forney D., b. 21 Aug. 1890, d. 11 Apr. 1937. 
James Nell, b. 28 May 1904, d. 20 Sept. 1905. 
James W., b. 1858, d. 1916. 
Thomas Emerson, b. 8 Dec. 1864, at Davidson Co. Term., d. 7 Nov. 1925. 
MOCK 
Elizabeth (Mrs.), b. 2 Apr. 1874, d. 6 Sept. 1934. 
MOLDER 
Joseph C.,b. 18 June 1864, d. 7 Dec. 1911. 
MONCIEFF 
Susie Ethel, b. 20 Feb. 1895, d. 5 Jan. 1927. Wife of Samuel G. Hart. 
MONCRIEFF 




Winnie Bell (Mrs.), b. 24 July 1875, d. 5 Oct. 1922. 
MONK 
Mary A., b. 1894, d. 1926. 
Thomas H., b. 15 Oct. 1853, d. 31 Mar. 1923. 
MONTGOMERY 
J. S.,b. 1867, d. 1918. 
James S., d. 22 Dec. 1931. 
MaryE.,b. 1864, d. 1927. 
MOON 
Annie Jane, (Infant), b. 28 Aug. 1901, d. 4 Sept. 1902. 
Ashby B., b. 25 Aug. 1903, d. 13 Mar. 1935. 
J. Murphey, b. 26 Nov. 1909, d. 15 Apr. 1933. 
Mildred Elenor, b. 2 Sept. 1913, d. 22 Apr. 1917. 
Moses M,b. 15 Jan. 1876, d. 16 Apr. 1921. 
MOONEY 
Bessie Joice Miles, b. 17 Oct. 1904, at Florida, d. 11 Dec. 1940. Occupation, housewife. 
Cause of Death, Acute Alcoholism. 
Lubesta Jane, b. 28 Nov. 1868, d. 13 Oct. 1931. 
MOORE 
Beauregard, b. 11 Nov. 1861, d. 8 Jun 1922. 
Callie, b. 27 Oct. 1890, d. 25 Mar. 1941. 
D. W. P.,b. 1861, d. 1914. 
Edwin, (Infant), b. Sept. 1923. 
Emma (Mrs.), b. 1 Aug. 1870, d. 19 Dec. 1936. 
Grigg, b. Sept. 1923. (Infant) 
H. W., b. 29 Nov. 1893, d. 14 Jan. 1929. 
J. A., s. of Howard Party, d. 1861-65. C. S. A. 
J.H.,b. 1849, d. 1918. 
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Julia C, b. 3 June 1857, d. 5 Apr. 1908. 
MaryL.,b. 1849, d. 1918. 
Mary Louise, b. 7 Dec. 1927, d. 1 Feb. 1930. 
Myrtle Mae, (Mrs.), b. 31 July 1907, d. 1 Apr. 1929. 
Ora Lester, b. 20 Apr. 1885, at Pembroke N. Y., dau. of James B. Lester and Carrie Bartlett 
d. 29 Apr. 1940. 
Paul Robert (Jr.), b. 30 May 1917, d. 12 Mar. 1936. 
Sallie C, d. 30 Nov. 1918, age 51 yrs. 
Sarah Caroline, b. 27 Oct. 1890, at Russell Co. Ala., dau. of A. F. Moore and Florence Sallar, 
d. 25 Mar. 1941, at Columbus, Ga. 
Thomas L., b. 14 Mar. 1876, d. 15 Oct. 1937. 
MOOVON 
Herbert S., b. 4 Apr. 1880, d. 10 Nov. 1910. 
MOQUON 
Irine, b. 12 July 1910, d. 6 Aug. 1910. 
MORELAND 
Catherine C, b. 1844, d. 1925. 
MORGAN 
Infant, b. 14 Jan. 1941, at Columbus Ga., child of Charles A. Morgan and Nell Henry, 
d. 14 Jan. 1941. 
Bartlett A. 
Charles A., b. 14 May 1860, d. 26 Mar. 1929. 
Charlton, b. 25 June 1919, d. 30 Nov. 1930. 
G. W., b. 2 July 1851, d. 24 May 1926. 
Mattie Bell, b. 27 June 1877, d. 27 Feb. 1914. Wife of R. L. Morgan. 
Murray Charlton, b. 1917, d. 1931. 
Nancy (Mrs.), b. 6 Nov. 1856, at Ga., d. 18 Nov. 1942. dau. of Rufus Sharpe. 
Jessie Nell, b. 1915, d. 1917. 
Nancy Elizabeth, b. 19 Nov. 1926, d. 6 Aug. 1927. 
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Newman L., b. 1 June 1895, d. 3 June 1924. 
Robert Lester, b. 1908, d. 1909. 
VanderV.,b. 21 Dec. 1863, d. 22 Feb. 1937. 
William E., b. 6 Feb. 1886, d. 2 May 1916. 
William Joseph, b. 18 May 1881, d. 9 Jan. 1930. 
MORRIS 
Ada (Mrs.), b. 16 Aug. 1873, at Georgia, dau. of Franklin and Elizabeth Hamilton, 
d. 3 May 1842. 
Beauford, b. 24 Sept. 1916, d. 5 Oct. 1918. 
Bob, b. 13 Jan. 1925, d. 26 Apr. 1925. 
Gains E., b. 21 Mar. 1881, d. 14 Feb. 1929. 
J. A.,b. 1850, d. 1915. 
J. H., b. 13 Nov. 1871, d. 30 June 1934. Spanish War. Beteran. 
James O, b. 29 Sept. 1897, d. 16 Jan. 1932. 
Jane L„ b. 12 May 1861, d. 5 Oct. 1930. 
Joseph, b. 12 Apr. 1921, s. ofR. L. Morris and Mary Morris, d. 14 Aug. 1921. 
Mavis Lodell, b. 4 Jan. 1927, d. 11 May 1928. 
Norman, b. 9 Aug. 1892, d. 1 Oct. 1928. 
Ralph L., b. 7 June 1902, d. 28 Jan. 1934. 
Thomas M., b. 4 Jan. 1857, d. 16 Apr. 1934. 
William Claud (Jr.), d. 5 May 1940, age 5 months, at Phenix City, Alabama. 
MOSES 
Lena (Adult), d. 1 Sept. 1920, at Columbus, Ga. 
Morris M., b. 7 Feb. 1886, d. 4 Jan. 1920. 
Rosa, b. 12 June 1859, at Kolmar, Posen Germany, d. 28 Jan. 1893, at Ocala Fla. Wife of 
Herman Moses. 
MOSLEY 
Mattie Calhoun, b. 3 Aug. 1876, d. 15 Mar. 1915. 
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MOTE 
Pauline, b. 16 Nov. 1893, d. 13 May 1941. Wife of J. Carl Chesser. 
MOTHERHEAD 
A. J. Co. B. Texas Infantry. Spanish American War. 
MOTLEY 
Precilla,b. 1834, d. 1914. 
S. M.,b. 1842, d. 1912. 
MOTOS 
Herbert, b. 14 July 1923, d. 20 Sept. 1924. 
MOTT 
Paul, b. 14 Dec. 1923, d. 23 Jan. 1937. 
MOURING 
Arthur Alexander, b. 30 May 1912, s. of Rayford R. Mouring, and Agnes Nordan, 
d. 29 July 1942, at Columbus Ga. 
MULLALLY 
Clyde, b. 7 Oct. 1930, d. 18 Sept. 1940. 
MULLIN 
Harrison Palmer (Jr.), b. 6 Dec. 1921, d. 16 Sept. 1935. 
William Harris, b. 12 Dec. 1903, at Waycross, Ga., s. of William H. Mullin and Martha Baxley 
d. 25 Nov. 1942. 
MULLLNS 
B. W., b. 28 Mar. 1848, d. 8 Dec. 1919. 
Baxter H., b. 5 Dec. 1886, d. 26 May 1939. 
Emma, b. 10 Jan. 1858, d. 10 Oct. 1935. Wife of J. P. Layfield. 
MULLIS 
J. Jackson, b. 11 Nov. 1885, d. 30 Sept. 1933. 
MUNN 
Daniel Edward, b. 29 Oct. 1859, d. 15 Sept. 1916. 
Sarah Elizabeth, b. 22 Mar. 1849, d. 8 Aug. 1924. Wife of Daniel Edward Munn. 
MUNRO 
Annie M., b. 27 Aug. 1890, d. 22 June 1913. 
Lucretia Rebecca (Sr.), b. 8 June 1845, at Savannah Ga., d. 2 Aug. 1913. 
Marks F., b. 17 Feb. 1850, d. 1 Apr. 1919. 
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R. M. (Sr.), b. 2 May 1841, d. 21 June 1920. 
MURCHISON 
Laura B.,b. 1864, d. 1936. 
MURPHY 
Alma R., b. 20 Nov. 1940, at Fort Mitchull Ala., child of B. C. Murphy and Leola Coe, 
d. 10 Apr. 1941, at City Hospital, Columbus, Ga. 
Charles F„ b. 7 Sept. 1878, d. 3 Mar. 1928. 
D. V., b. 28 Feb. 1874, d. 1910. 
H. R., b. 1877, d. 1929. 
Henry Clark, b. 1890, d. 1936. 
Nettie (Mrs.), b. 1882, d. 1924. 
Otis, s. of Elbert Skinner and Ellen Skinner, d. 11 Nov. 1902. 
MURRAY 
Henry Thomas, b. 19 Jan. 1894, at Alabama, s. of Henry Murray and Jane Quattlebaum, 
d. 7 Dec. 1940. 
Henry T., b. 19 Nov. 1895, d. 7 Dec. 1940. 
Rebecca I., b. 3 Oct. 1855, d. 2 Nov. 1927. Wife of F. C. Shelton. 
William H., b. 19 Nov. 1917, d. 8 Aug. 1934. 
Infant, child of Frank Murray and Mary Murray, b. 1921. (?) 
Ethan Allen, b. 13 May 1861, d. 5 Mar. 1918. 
MYER 
Eva, b. 28 July 1875, d. 27 Mar. 1941. Wife of Julius Friedlander. 
MYRICK 
Nellie, b. 22 June 1890, dau. of Richard J. Myrick and Mallie Allen Myrick, d. 23 Aug. 1908. 
Phillip, b. 8 May 1912, s. of Richard Myrick and Mattie Allen Myrick, d. 11 July 1918. 
NALL 
NEAL 
Nathan, b. 1887, d. 1917. 
John Lyman, b. 14 Sept. 1860, d. 20 Nov. 1905. 
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NEASE 
Cleo, b. 2 Nov. 1898, child of William S. Chesser and Emma Motes, d. 26 Oct. 1942. 
NELSON 
Bertha Odell, b. 20 Sept. 1894, dau. of J. F. Allen and D. M. Allen, d. 29 Nov. 1910. 
Charles, (Allen-Nelson Lot) d. age 49 yrs. 
Charles A., Infant, b. 26 Nov. 1910, s. of Charles and Bertha Nelson, (sic.) 
Susie Hinton, b. 18 May 1877, d. 28 Jan. 1935. 
NEWBERRY 
Essie (Mrs.), b. 24 July 1880, at Ga., dau. of Theodore Regansburger and Lucy Wright, 
d. 21 Apr. 1940, at City Hospital, Columbus, Ga. 
Harvy N„ b. 23 Apr. 1906, d. 6 Mar. 1929. 
Herbert, b. 29 Sept. 1920, d. 5 Dec. 1936. 
NEWBY 
Barbara Jane, b. 14 June 1934, d. 8 Mar. 1935. 
NEWMAN 
Benjamin F., b. 28 Dec. 1880 or 1879, at Fort Valley, Ga, s. of W. T. Newman and Fannie 
Johnson, d. 29 July 1941. 
Carl Lemuel, b. 26 July 1907, s. of W. F. Newman and Minnie Newman, d. 1 Jan. 1909. 
Mattie (Mrs.), b. 4 May 1878, d. 3 May 1937. 
F. P., b. 3 June 1877, d. 31 Aug. 1920. 
NEWSOM 
Marvin De Forrest, b. 27 Aug. 1912, d. 14 Sept. 1917. 
NEWSOME 
Infant, b. 30 Oct. 1941, child of C. M. Newsome and Lillian Rush, d. 30 Oct. 1941, at 
Columbus, Ga. 
Annie Deloney, b. 1875, d. 1924. 
George Danie, b. 19 Feb. 1918, at Alabama, s. of A. O. Newsome, d. 1 Dec. 1942. 
Julius H., b. 16 Apr. 1856, d. 8 Feb. 1923. Married to Sinah Areta Newsome. 
Mamie (Mrs.), b. 8 July 1886, at Alabama, dau. of George Spiney and Annie Burks 
d. 11 Feb. 1943. 
MaryJ.,b. 18 Feb. 1850, d. 14 Jan. 1938. Wife of Joe Newsome. 
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Sina Areta, b. 26 Jan. 1854, d. 9 July 1929. Wife of Julius H. Newsome. 
William C, b. 28 May 1861, d. 13 May 1932. 
NEWTON 
Commie C, b. 13 Aug. 1898, at Dathan, Ala., child of J. D. Newton and Willie Clark, 
d. 10 Nov. 1940. 
Kamie C, b. 13 Aug. 1898, d. 28 Oct. 1940. 
Susan Ann, b. 10 Sept. 1836, d. 26 Aug. 1913. Wife of James Mitchell Bennett. 
NETTLES 
G. Tuchrman, b. 9 Sept. 1900, d. 7 Aug. 1932. 
NICHOLAS 
Zerl J, b. 23 Feb. 1873, d. 6 July 1900. 
NIGGLEY 
Marry F„ b. 20 Nov. 1860, d. 25 Oct. 1930. Wife of Samuel G King. 
NIGHTINGALE 
Emil H., d. 27 July 1940, age 60, at 108 Dillingham St., Columbus, Ga. 
NIMMONS 
Eliza Louise, b. 9 July 1883, d. 23 July 1939. Wife of John W. Allen. 
NIX 
George A., d. age 61 yrs. (B. L. E. 449). 
Henry Martin, b. 15 Dec. 1873, d. 21 May 1941. 
Sarah W., b. 1853, d. 1934. 
NOBEL 
James, b. 9 May 1862, at Canada, d. 18 Dec. 1941. 
NOBLE 
Eula Hall, b. 18 Apr. 1870, d. 23 Apr. 1936. Wife of W. C. Noble. 
James, b. 9 May 1862, d. 18 Dec. 1941. 
Lula Bell, b. 3 Aug. 1895, d. 14 June 1931. 
Robert Hermon, b. 23 Apr. 1880, d. 20 Feb. 1938. 
W. E., b. 8 Sept. 1862, d. 13 Nov. 1928. 
NOBLES 
B. D., b. 1 Apr. 1877, d. 30 Dec. 1916. 
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NOLAN 
Charles Henderson, b. 14 Aug. 1915, d. 29 May 1935. 
Wiley, b. 30 Aug. 1878, d. 22 Sept. 1937. 
NORMAN 
Frank Patillo (Dr.), b. 21 Apr. 1886, d. 17 Mar. 1940. 
John Pease, b. 5 Dec. 1850, d. 24 Aug. 1930. 
NORMS 
Alford Bennett, b. 10 Sept. 1860, at Meriweather Co., Ga., s. of Allen Baker Norris, 
d. 25 Feb. 1940, mother is Nancy Finley. 
Charles, b. 12 Apr. 1882, d. 14 Jan. 1927. 
Eddie F., b. 1865, d. 1917. 
Edward Cressie, b. 1 Oct. 1874, d. 10 Aug. 1939. 
Elma L., b. 3 July 1909, d. 2 Sept. 1925. 
Emma Grant, b. 24 June 1855, d. 13 Sept. 1927. 
James Eugene, b. 1928, d. 1931. 
John Henry, b. 1 Dec. 1876, d. 7 Feb. 1938. 
JohnL, b. 1853, d. 1923. 
Mary Belle, b. 27 Oct. 1862, d. 11 May 1914. Wife ofH. A. Dalsheim. 
Odessa, b. 6 June 1887, d. 24 Mar. 1912. Wife of J. D. Milford. 
NUBY 
Warren G. (Jr.), b. 10 Nov. 1929, d. 5 Mar. 1931. 
NUCKELLS 
Dan C, d. 11 June, 1929. Georgia Corp. 157, Dept. Brig. 
NUGENT 
Laney E., b. 31 Jan. 1897, d. 30 July 1918, in France. 
Mary Elizabeth, b. 19 Feb. 1866, d. 15 Aug. 1939. 
OAKES 
Robert Leonard, b. 7 Feb. 1938, at Ga., s. of William C. Oakes and Evelyn Hilton, d. 5 July 1940, 
at Cols. Ga. 
OATES 





SannieE.,b. 1889, d. 1920. 
George Ridgway, b. 22 Feb. 1928, d. 29 July 1928. 
S. H.,b. 1871, d. 1922. 
OGLETREE 
S. Hughes, b. 25 Dec. 1904, d. 23 Jan. 1931. 
OLDRIDGE 
L. R. Ill, b. 29 May 1941, at Columbus, Ga., child of L. R. Oldndge and Frances Breedlove (Jr.), 
d. 11 June 1941. 
OLIVER 
Elmo Augustus, b. 25 Mar. 1869, d. 4 Oct. 1932. 
Hattie D., b. 1873, d. 1926. Wife of Joseph M. Oliver. 
ONEAL 
ORR 
Dozier K., b. 21 Apr. 1887, d. 20 Oct. 1929. 
W. Harry, b. 10 Jan. 1900, d. 28 June 1928. 
Charles William, b. 27 Nov. 1920, d. 13 Jan. 1926. 
OSBOURNE 
Sadie, b. 22 Mar. 1883, d. 16 May 1927. Wife of Frank D. Giglio. 
OSTEEN 
Frank C, b. 1877, d. 1926. 
OWEN 
Melvina, b. 12 Oct. 1856, d. 21 Nov. 1934. Wife of F. M. Dauphin. 
OWENS 
Elazebeth, b. 20 Aug. 1856, d. 2 June 1918. 
Ethel M.,b. 1905, d. 1921. 
James C, d. 22 May 1941. (Adult.) 
James Clatar, b. 1887, at North Carolina, s. of Jim Owens, d. 22 May 1941. 
John Henry, b. 22 July 1872, d. 24 Jan. 1934. 
Kate (Mrs.), b. 6 Mar. 1891, d. 8 Mar. 1935. 
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Laura F. (Mrs.), b. 18 Sept. 1853, d. 25 June 1927. 
Louise (Mrs.), b. 2 Jan. 1906, d. 20 Apr. 1937. 
Tennessee S., b. 1872, d. 1930. 
William Alfred, b. 26 May 1932, d. 5 Dec. 1935. 
William B, b. 1902, d. 1937. 
OWSLEY 
Thomas J., d. 16 Feb. 1943, at Phoenix City, Ala., buried 17 Feb. 1943, age 65 yrs. 
PACONI 
Charlotte, b. 19 Oct. 1928, d. 22 Jan. 1929. 
PAGE 
Annie Maria, b. 14 May 1835, d. 22 Feb. 1919. 
Charles B., b. 14 Apr. 1874, d. 27 Sept. 1915. 
Charlie B., b. 23 Jan. 1906, d. 7 Dec. 1919. 
Ida Harris (Mrs.), b. 2 Mar. 1879, d. 25 Oct. 1938. 
Ruth Louise, b. 8 apr. 1913, d. 4 Dec. 1928. 
W. M., b. 15 Apr. 1867, d. 16 Oct. 1932. 
William Byrd, b. 25 Apr. 1833, d. 13 Jan. 1895. 
PALMER 
Infant, b. 18 Feb. 193-. (sic). 
■ 
James C. (Mrs.), b. 21 Apr. 1908, d. 13 Feb. 1942. 
Myra Culver (Mrs.), b. 8 Aug. 1869, d. 10 July 1928. 
PARACCA 
Mary Tereca (Inf.), d. 24 May 1904, dau. of G. Paracca and Rosa Lee Conti Paracca. 
PARAMORE 
Annie, b. 14 Sept. 1871, d. 19 Oct. 1910. Wife of J. S. Hartsfield. 
PARK 
Mary E., b. 2 Oct. 1866, d. 12 Feb. 1929. Wife of J. A. Craig. 
PARKER 
Daniel C, b. 13 June 1893, d. 28 Aug. 1936. 
Don C, b. 20 July 1881, d. 5 Mar. 1937. 
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Estell, d. 25 June 1942, age 21 yrs. 
John Wells, b. 12 Dec. 1937, d. 15 Jan. 1938. 
Joice, (Inf.), d. 7 Aug. 1921. 
M. E. (Mrs.), d. age 77 yrs. 
Martha V., b. 1859, d. 1919. Wife of Jesse L. Allen. 
PARKMAN 
Beulah (Miss.), b. 26 May 1864, d. 7 Jan. 1927. 
D. R.,b. 1854, d. 1921. 
D. R. (Mrs.), b. 1860, d. 1939. 
W.T.,b. 1853, d. 1925. 
W. T. (Mrs.), b. 1858, d. 1923. 
PARKS 
Herbert, d. 25 Feb. 1930. South Carolina. Pvt. 1st Class. 
J.D.,b.  11 Aug. 1906, d. 25 Feb. 1921. 
Margie Issabell, b. 1 July 1920, d. 15 May 1922. 
a 
Ruey J., b. 30 Nov. 1935, d. 20 Nov. 1935. (Inf.). 
PARMER 
Infant, b. 13 July 1935, child of Mr. and Mrs. David Parmer, d. 14 July 1935. 
PARR 
Robert L., b. 29 Mar. 1888, d. 10 Aug. 1939. 
PARRISH 
LeeJ.,b. 12 Oct. 1868, d. 20 or 25 Feb. 1941. 
Leo J., b. 12 Oct. 1867, at Alabama, s. of E. Manuel Parrish, d. 25 Feb. 1941, at Columbus Ga. 
PARROTT 
Jennie Bell, b. 10 Nov. 1890, d. 2 Jan. 1926. 
PARSONS 
Clyde Christmas, d. 6 Nov. 1942, age 54 yrs. 
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R. M. (Sr.), 53 
Murchison 
Laura B., 53 
Murphy 
Alma R., 53 
B. C, 53 
Charles F., 53 
D. V., 53 
H. R., 53 




D. J., 47 
Ethan Allen, 53 
Frank, 53 
Henry, 53 
Henry T., 53 
Henry Thomas, 53 
Infant, 53 
Mary, 53 
Rebecca I., 53 






Mallie Allen, 53 













Bertha Odell, 54 
Charles, 54 
Charles A., 54 
Susie Hinton, 54 
Nettles 
G. Tuchrman, 55 
Newberry 
Essie, 54 
Harvy N., 54 
Herbert, 54 
Newby 
Barbara Jane, 54 
Newman 
Benjamin F., 54 
Carl Lemuel, 54 
F. P., 54 
Mattie, 54 
Minnie, 54 
W. F., 54 
W. T., 54 
Newsom 
Marvin De Forrest, 
54 
Newsome 
A. O., 54 
Annie Deloney, 54 
C. M., 54 
George Danie, 54 
Infant, 54 
Joe, 54 
Julius H, 54 
Mamie, 54 
Mary J., 54 
Sina Areta, 54 
Sinah Areta, 54 
William C, 55 
Newton 
Commie C, 55 
J. D., 55 
Kamie C, 55 
Susan Ann, 55 
Nicholas 
Zed J., 55 
Niggley 
Marry F., 55 
Nightingale 
Emil H., 55 
Nimmons 
Eliza Louise, 55 
Nix 
George A., 55 
Henry Martin, 55 




Eula Hall, 55 
James, 55 
Lula Bell, 55 
Robert Hermon, 55 
W. C, 55 
W. E., 55 
Nobles 








Frank Patillo (Dr.), 
56 
John Pease, 56 
Norris 
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Alford Bennett, 56 
Allen Baker, 56 
Charles, 56 
Eddie F., 56 
Edward Gressie, 56 
Elma L., 56 
Emma Grant, 56 
James Eugene, 56 
John Henry, 56 
John L., 56 
Mary Belle, 56 
Odessa, 56 
Nuby 




Laney E., 56 
Mary Elizabeth, 56 
Oakes 
Robert Leonard, 56 
William C, 56 
Oates 
Charlton C, 56 
Odell 




S. H., 57 
Ogletree 
S. Hughes, 57 
Oldridge 
L. R., 57 
L. R., Ill, 57 
Oliver 
Elmo Augustus, 57 
Hattie D., 57 
Joseph M., 57 
ONeal 
DozierK., 57 












Ethel M, 57 
James C, 57 
James Clatar, 57 
Jim, 57 
John Henry, 57 
Kate, 57 
Laura F., 57 
Louise, 58 
Tennessee S., 58 
William Alfred, 58 
William B., 58 
Owsley 




Annie Maria, 58 
Charles B, 58 
Charlie B., 58 
Ida Harris, 58 
Myra Culver, 58 
Ruth Louise, 58 
W. M„ 58 
William Byrd, 58 
Palmer 
Infant, 58 








Mary E., 58 
Parker 
Daniel C, 58 
Don C,58 
Estell, 59 
John Wells, 59 
Joice, 59 
M. E., 59 
Martha V, 59 
Parkman 
Beulah, 59 
D. R., 59 
W. T., 59 
Parks 
Herbert, 59 
J. D., 59 
Margie Issabell, 59 
Ruey J., 59 
Parmer 
David, 59 
David (Mrs.), 59 
Infant, 59 
Pan- 
Robert L, 59 
Parrish 
E. Manuel, 59 
Lee J., 59 
Leo J., 59 
Parrott 
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